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IT’S YOURDEBATE
I hope that the development of commercial drugs will fol
low the logarithmic progression, on the one hand,
contributing to the development of the Polish economy, and
on the other, offering innovative therapies and drugs that
patients need.

remembering that Krakow does not have a tourismbased
economic monoculture.
JERZY MUZYK, DEPUTY MAYOR OF KRAKÓW, p. 27

The city is looking forward to collaborating with the
private sector in any economic area that supports the
realization of the city's longterm development plans.

DR RADOSAW SIERPINSKI, PRESIDENT OF THE MEDICAL RESEARCH AGENCY, p.
20

ANDRZEJ KULIG, DEPUTY MAYOR OF KRAKÓW, p. 25

We are happy that American investment projects represent
foremost high technologies and highquality jobs. The
Polish government welcomes such investments as it would
like to see the Polish economy follow this direction.

Transactions that were frozen last year now are going
through because investment funds have signiicant
resources to invest. It seems that this year we may see a
global record, with the total value of acquisitions by funds
exceeding USD 1 trillion.

KRZYSZTOF DRYNDA, PRESIDENT OF THE POLISH INVESTMENT AND TRADE
AGENCY PAIH, p. 15

JACEK POWIATA, MANAGING PARTNER, BAIN & COMPANY, p. 37

Nearly 3 out of 4 jobs created by foreign greenield projects
in Poland came from US investments. American giants, such
as Arrow, Hyland, AT&T, Microsoft, and Intel, develop IT
and shared service centers as well as data centers.

Although Poland is always strongly impacted in the very
beginning of any economic turmoil, it recovers quicker
than other economies. The Polish GDP is expected to grow
and I notice that the investment sentiment among our
stakeholders is high.

ELIZA PRZEDZIECKA, HEAD OF AMCHAM ECONOMIC RESEARCH, p. 13

Tourism is spectacular, and we are happy to see tourists
come back to the city streets this year, but it is worth

DARIUSZ JANCZEWSKI, CEO, CLEAR CHANNEL POLAND

AmCham.pl Quarterly is the ocial publication of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Poland. It is a voice for foreign investors and the business community in Poland.

The magazine strives to keep our members and other readers up to date by following
chamber news and reporting on the leading trends in business and policy.
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ADVOCACY
OF AMCHAM
POLAND

Our top issues include:
AmCham Poland sup
ports the collective in
terests of its members
by working to
affect changes that im
prove the business en
vironment in Poland
through:
• the close monitoring
of Polish and EU regula
tions;
• position papers, policy
statements, and advo
cacy letters;
• direct and frequent in
teraction with policy
makers;
• active participation in
the rulemaking
process.
All AmCham Poland’s
position papers are
available at
amcham.pl/advocacy.

THE POLISH DEAL—TAX CHANGES
On July 26th, the Ministry of Finance submitted for consul
tation a draft law introducing the most significant tax
changes presented in the government economic reforms,
the socalled "Polish Deal."
The most critical changes include:
• The taxfree amount increase to PLN 30 thousand gross
per year for everyone on a regular work contract;
• Increase of the 32% PIT rate threshold to PLN 120 thou
sand per year;
• Personal health contributions of 9% will not be taxde
ductible;
• The 9percent health contribution is to be paid by entre
preneurs settling their accounts according to a flat rate;
• New tax reliefs for companies to increase innovative
ness: allowances for prototyping, robotization, support
for innovative employees, and regulations enabling a com
bination of R&D relief and the IP Box;
• New facilitations in raising capital (relief for IPOs and in
vestments in IPOs) and simplifications in the Estonian CIT;
• New solutions to combat the shadow economy: encour
agement for a person working illegally to report it to the
tax oce, where the outstanding tax obligations should
fall on the employer, making noncash transactions more
common;
• Increase the eectiveness of the fight against the trans
fer of untaxed income from Poland and tightening up the
residential lease system, clarification of provisions con
cerning the introduction of private entrepreneur's assets
to the company's assets, and issues related to the sale of
company assets, such as leased cars.
Considering the great importance of this strategy for the
labor market and business development opportunities in
Poland, AmCham will participate in the public consulta
tions that last until the end of August 2021. If your com
pany is interested in this joint action, don't hesitate to con
tact AmCham's legal team.
LEX TVN
AmCham is conducting an initiative to support its member
company TVN in obtaining a decision to extend the license
for the operation of the TVN24 television station and on an
ongoing basis in the legislative process aimed at amending
the Broadcasting Act.
Due to the upcoming expiration date of the current license
(September 26th, 2021), the TVN24 television station ap
plied for its extension in February 2020. However, the Na

tional Broadcasting Council did not issue any decision
based on doubts about compliance with art. 35 of the
Broadcasting Act, which regulates the extent of foreign
ownership over a media entity (no more than 49% of
shares). This article, however, does not apply to owner
ship entities registered within the European Economic
Area, and TVN S.A. belongs to a company that is registered
in the Netherlands.
On the other hand, the currently passed amendment by
the Sejm to the Broadcasting Act is to introduce a require
ment that the license may be granted to an entity from
the European Economic Area, provided that this entity is
not dependent on a foreign person from outside this area
(third countries, also the U.S.). The amendment also intro
duces the obligation to adjust the capital structure of enti
ties to the new regulations within six months from the
Act's entry into force. Due to the fact that the owner of
the TVN Group is the American company Discovery Inc.,
after the adoption of this amendment to the Polish legal
system, TVN would be forced to sell 51% of its shares.
To this day, AmCham has sent its position to Prime Minis
ter Mateusz Morawiecki, former Deputy Prime Minister
Jarosaw Gowin, and the Chairman of the National Broad
casting Council, Witold Koodziejski, with postulates to
issue a decision to extend the license and to change the
range of countries that may be the majority owners of
media in Poland from EEA countries to OECD. We are cur
rently observing the legislative process and plan our next
steps.
OTHER ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
AmCham is also working on many other legislative initia
tives, including:
• Draft act on quality in healthcare and patient safety;
• Amendment to the Act on the reimbursement of drugs,
foodstus for particular nutritional uses and medical de
vices;
• A draft act amending the Act on the management of
packaging and packaging waste and certain other Acts;
• Regulation of the Minister of Infrastructure on evaluat
ing applications in the adjudication proceedings (Oshore
wind farms).
If your company is interested in participating in these or any
other advocacy initiatives, please contact AmCham's Legal
team.

Contact:
Karol Witaszek
Legal & Public Policy Coordinator
karol.witaszek@amcham.pl
t: +(48)225205999
48
4
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LETTER
FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
DEAR AMCHAM MEMBERS AND FRIENDS,
Summer 2021 has been an active time for AmCham and this high
level of advocacy and engagement will continue into fall. On be
half of the Board of Directors, I would like to update you on sev
eral important issues for AmCham during the past several
months.
As you are all aware, the legislation concerning ownership re
strictions for nonEU entities is the center of an ongoing debate
that touches on how US capital is treated, the retroactive im
plementation of the law on existing investments, the role of pri
vate media, and on the wider USPL relationship.
AmCham is committed to supporting US investors and has been
active in communicating issues and concerns to Polish political
and policy leaders. AmCham has submitted its position succes
sively to the appropriate institutions and the highest levels of
government. In addition, we have expressed our support for Dis
covery/TVN as an investor, an American company, and an impor
tant part of the American business community here in Poland in
numerous media statements.
We continue to engage with all political stakeholders as well as
with the US Embassy to ensure that our companies are treated
fairly, equally, and with due respect to the important role of US
capital in the economic growth and transformation of the Polish
economy.
AmCham continues its work in the Advocacy area, supporting
our member companies; the current key initiative is the Polish
Deal ("Polski ad")—the tax changes will have a large impact on
all investors, employees, and employers. We submitted our po
sition in this matter.
Another key action is our live return to the Economic Forum in
Karpacz. We will host a robust set of panels focusing on invest
ment, innovation, and the future of the Polish economy, as well
as have the return of the AmCham Diner. AmCham will continue

to be a prime forum for discussing business at the Forum.
Throughout the country, our Chamber and members are engag
ing with local and regional leaders to improve communication
and cooperation to boost economic impact, working with the
Polish Investment and Trade Agency PAIH to increase the level of
trade and investment in our two countries through the Ameri
can Investor Desk and provide the best possible data to policy
makers and business leaders through our economic research.
And now some big news: It is my pleasure to inform the mem
bership that as of September 1, 2021, the Executive Director of
AmCham is Dominika FoxMatulewicz. She will be a great addi
tion to our AmCham team. Dominika joins us from member com
pany Deloitte, and I trust that you all join me in warmly welcom
ing her to AmCham. You can find more about her in this edition.
Welcome, Dominika!
I would also like to announce that AmCham Deputy Director
Marzena Drela has taken the new role of Director of Operations
to further ensure efficient use of time, events, resources, and as
sets in the Chamber. It will be a pleasure to work with Dominika
and Marzena in their new roles.
Busy times indeed. On behalf of the Board, I would like to again
thank our tremendous AmCham staff for their efforts during the
challenges of the last year and a half. Every challenge has been
met and creative solutions found to continue our efforts to sup
port our investors. Thank you!
I look forward to seeing you all in person soon.
Stay healthy.
Ever Forward.

TONY HOUSH
AMCHAM CHAIRMAN
5
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Bristol

Aidan Dempsey has been named General Man
ager of Hotel Bristol, Warsaw, a Luxury Collec
tion Hotel. Dempsey has over twenty years of ex
perience in the hospitality industry and consider
able exposure to luxury and boutique hotel
brands. During his career, he had the opportunity
to manage and work with many prestigious prop
erties and brands across Europe, the US, and the
Middle East. He held senior roles at The Shel
bourne Dublin, Ireland, and The RitzCarlton,
Dubai, among others.
Dempsey graduated from Shannon College of
Hotel Management with a Bachelor's Degree in
International Hotel Management. He worked
across all operational departments focusing on
quality assurance, guest satisfaction, and suc
cessful upsell programs. He successfully led hotel
strategies and was responsible for the remodel
ing and rebranding of several restaurants and
bars, as well as supervising general hotel renova
tions.

Cargill
Cargill has started the construction of a soluble
fiber production line at its existing factory in
Wrocaw. With the USD 45 million project, the
company will add soluble fibers to its European
portfolio of starches, sweeteners, and texturiz
ers. Cargill plans to fully commercialize its offer
ing in the second half of 2022.
Based on microreactor technology developed in
partnership with Germany’s Karlsruhe Institute
for Technology, for which Cargill has secured

both an exclusive license and granted patents,
the soluble fibers enable sugar reduction up to
30 percent and support calorie reduction and
fiber enrichment in confectionery, sweet bakery,
fillings, cereals, ice cream, and dairy, while help
ing to maintain desired appearance, taste and
texture.
Cargill’s soluble fibers with botanical origin such
as wheat and corn are relevant for applications
where existing solutions fall short, such as sugar
confectionery where digestive tolerance can be
an issue for young consumers, breakfast cereals
where taste and coating performance needs to
match existing products, and ice cream where
consumers desire lowcalorie products that still
deliver on indulgence.
The patented technology will also enable Cargill
to produce nextgeneration fibers. As with the
initial offerings, these future soluble fibers will
address key market needs targeting sugar and
fat reduction.
While the new project marks the company’s first
entry into the European soluble fiber market,
Cargill is already a significant player in the sugar
reduction sector, with a full line of sweeteners.
The new soluble fibers round out that portfolio,
enabling the company to offer customers com
plete sugarreduction solutions.

CMS
Law firm CMS had successfully represented a
client in proceedings before the Supreme Admin
istrative Court, which, in July, issued a judgment
that definitively decides the matter of the appli
cation of the reduced 5percent VAT rate for
takeaway meals. After five years of uncertainty,
the judgment definitively decides the issue of the
choice of VAT rate applied to deliveries of take
away meals. The judgment is of crucial impor
tance for the entire gastronomy sector in
Poland.
The client was represented by Paulina
Karpiska–Huzior, the leader of the tax dispute
team at CMS, and Rodosaw Baraniewicz, from
PwC. Also involved in the dispute was Adam
Abramowicz, Ombudsman for Small and
MediumSized Companies. The supervising part
ner was Andrzej Poniak, Managing Partner at
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CMS in Poland and Head of Tax Team.
The case had earlier been submitted to the Court
of Justice of the European Union, which resolved
not to decide the dispute on the national level.
Despite that, the Supreme Administrative Court
in Poland resolved the issue in favor of taxpay
ers, basing the decision on the principles of neu
trality and trust.

Cresa
Real estate advisory Cresa has been shortlisted
for the Advisor of the Year award in Prime Prop
erty Prize 2021, organized by the PTWP Group.
The title is awarded to advisory firms active on
the Polish commercial real estate market to rec
ognize their achievements in commercial space
leasing, real estate disposals, investment trans
action services, contribution to the development
of the real estate industry, service innovation,
and consistency in strategy execution.
In the review period from September 2020 to
September 2021, Cresa represented clients in a
number of major transactions, including Allegro,
TJX Europe, which owns TK Maxx, the Kellogg
Company, Tiberina Group/UForm, and Knauf In
dustries Polska.
Cresa is the world's largest commercial real es
tate advisory firm that exclusively represents oc
cupiers and specializes in the delivery of fully in
tegrated real estate solutions. It also offers in
vestment market advisory services, real estate
valuation, market research and advisory, design
and project management, and workplace strat
egy solutions.

Cushman & Wakefield
One of the largest providers of commercial real
estate services, Cushman & Wakefield, and the
pioneer in flexible office space, WeWork, have
announced an exclusive strategic partnership to
market both landlords and businesses on We
Work’s management experience platform and
new jointly developed solutions. The partnership
is intended to provide clients with office opera
tions by combining WeWork's proprietary plat
form of workplace experience management soft
ware and hospitality experience with Cushman &
Wakefield’s asset, facilities, and management
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services. Together the two companies will pro
vide landlords and businesses with the ability to
create a differentiated workplace experience for
tenants and employees in the new hybrid world
of work.
In other news, Cushman & Wakefield has advised
NREP on their first investment into the Polish
professional rented market. The transaction com
prised more than 1,000 newbuilt units in War
saw, which were acquired from YIT.
NREP is the leading Nordic real estate investor
with more than EUR 10 billion in assets under
management.
Cushman & Wakefield advisors were Mira Kantor
Pikus, Partner, Equity Debt & Alternative Invest
ments, Capital Markets; Sylwia Jankowska, In
vestment Consultant, Capital Markets; Ma
gorzata Dziubiska, Associate, Consulting and Re
search; and Katarzyna BartosPoska, Associate,
Valuation and Consulting. Joanna Dugowska
acted as a valuer in the transaction.

CVC Capital Partners

turned the H+K the WPP's regional hub which
oversees from Warsaw more than 30 affiliates in
the subregion.
In 2020, despite the market decline of 10 percent,
H+K kept its revenues flat whit which it became
the second biggest PR firm in Poland. The com
pany's bluechip client list includes Facebook,
Spotify, Shell, Boeing, CocaCola, plus the new
business from Comirnaty, Janssen, Westing
house, and Bridgestone.
During the pandemic, the agency has made an el
evated focus on employee culture and safety, in
cluding a hybrid working model, mental health
support, greater investment in professional de
velopment, and zero salary cuts.
H+K’s focus on behavioral science is particularly
evident in Poland, where it launched a new
Habits+ offering in response to the pandemic,
operating in conjunction with its creative studio.
Templates were tested on focus groups, with the
most effective made available for free and taken
up by 50+ companies. Szczepaski himself intro
duced a new ethics code for Poland’s PR indus
try, which has been adopted by many of his peers
in the market.

been recognized for its commitment to cus
tomers by continually evolving its customer ex
perience program to gather better insights and
fuel smarter, faster action.
Confirmit, the industry leader, has hosted the
ACE Awards since 2005.

Orange Polska
Telecommunication operator Orange Polska re
ceived the Golden and the Diamond Leaf awards
from the Polityka weekly for the company's
longstanding excellent performance in CSR.
The company was recognized, among others,
for its participation in the "We Are With You"
volunteer program, through which Orange Pol
ska delivered support to frontline pandemic
fighters as well as educational services to the
public.
The awards are granted by the Polityka weekly
together with the Deloitte business consultancy
and the Responsible Business Forum.

Panattoni

Lynka

The convenience store chain, abka, owned by
CVC Capital Partners, opened its first au
tonomous convenience store, appka, in the
company's hometown Pozna. abka executed
the project in collaboration with the USbased
AiFi, a company specializing in developing au
tonomous shopping experiences powered by AI.
The store combines the AiFi NanoStore concept
with the abka micromarket concept.
The two companies plan to open more such
stores across the country.
The abka chain, present in Poland for 20 years,
comprises 7,200 stores managed by nearly 6,000
franchisees.

Hill+Knowlton Strategies
Poland
Communications agency Hill+Knowlton Strate
gies Poland (H+K) has been recognized at the
PRovoke Media’s SABRE Award EMEA 2021 as
Central and Eastern European Consultancy of the
Year 2021.
PRovokeMedia, which holds the awards, wrote
on its website that the H+K win came as no sur
prise since last year the agency was crowned
EMEA Consultancy of the Decade for its remark
ably consistent level of performance under the
leadership of Poland CEO Grzegorz Szczepaski,
who, together with over 50 executives, has

USbased Vantage Apparel has acquired a major
ity stake in the leading European corporate cloth
ing supplier Lynka, known for its multibrand
wholesale promotional apparel and merchandise.
Lynka’s previous stakeholder, promotional prod
ucts distributor, Berendsohn AG of Hamburg,
fully exited the business to work together with
Lynka as a key customer.
Following the transaction, Lynka’s leadership will
remain intact with founder and shareholder John
Lynch, at the helm as President, and a team of
over 250 staff based at its facility outside
Kraków.
Lynka has customers across 25 countries in Eu
rope, including France, Germany, Scandinavia,
and Central and Eastern Europe.
In the picture: Ira Neaman, CEO of Vantage Ap
parel; John Lynch, CEO of Lynka.

MoneyGram
Financial services provider MoneyGram was
awarded the 2021 Confirmit Achievement in Cus
tomer Excellence in two categories: digital suc
cess, and B2B. With the award, MoneyGram has
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Warehouse developer and operator Panattoni
Europe renegotiated a lease contract with Euro
cash Serwis, a specialist distributor of tobacco
and other products for cashier zones, for over
5,400 square meters of warehouse and 660
square meters of office and social space in
Panattoni Park Janki I, pictured.
Real estate advisory firm Cresa Poland repre
sented Eurocash Serwis during the transaction.
Panattoni Park Janki I is a distribution center
comprising a modern warehouse, industrial and
office space in the Warsaw region.

PepsiCo
Food producer PepsiCo has laid the cornerstone
for its new production facility, a project esti
mated at over PLN 1 billion. The factory is under
construction in the Legnica Special Economic
Zone, near roda lska, Lower Silesia.
When fully operational in 2025, the factory will
add 450 jobs and produce brands Lay's, Lay’s
Oven Baked, and Doritos to be sold in five EU
markets: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ger
many, and Hungary.
PepsiCo’s factory, with a production facility in
Poland, is designed to meet the climate neutral
ity standards by 2035.
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AGENDA
INTELLIGENCE FROM AMCHAM COMMITTEES
AGRII, FOOD & FMCG
The EU SingleUse Plastics Directive
(SUP) and how Poland applied its provi
sions was on the agenda of the commit
tee meeting in June, with expert speak
ers Daniel Maryjosz and ukasz Pamua,
senior associates at PwC Tax and Legal
Services Department.
The SUP directive was created to tackle
the problem of singleuse plastic items,
such as bottles, bags and wrappers, caps
and lids, and cigarette ends. As users dis
pose of them incorrectly, they massively
litter seas and oceans, which is a threat
to marine life and destroys fishing equip
ment. According to EU studies, the 10
most commonly found singleuse plastic
products on European beaches represent
70 percent of all marine litter in the EU.
With the SUP directive, the EU aims to
reduce the impact of plastic products on
the environment by promoting the tran
sition from the throwaway economy to
a circular economy in which products are
reused or recycled. It is the goahead to a
new class of economy based on sustain
able and nontoxic reusable products and
reuse systems.
The directive also promotes the develop
ment of "alternative" materials, such as
biodegradable materials, including
paper, for manufacturing singleuse
products.
Along with this, the directive sets a new
ground for reusable products. It also ap
plies the concept of "extended producer
responsibility,” first used by the EU in
2018 when the European Commission de
cided to develop a new legal framework
for waste management. This concept,
however, is now applied not only to spe
cific economic areas but to the whole
economy of the EU.
The SUP directive bans the use of oxo
degradable plastics—so far commonly
used in cutlery, plates, straws, beverage
cups and drink containers, and cotton
buds—because the time necessary for
this type of plastic to break down is very
long, and the process itself has a nega
tive impact on the environment.
The SUP directive sets a goal that by

2025, approximately 25 percent of recy
cled PET plastic should be used again to
produce plastic bottles. Another goal is
that by 2030, as much as 90 percent of
plastic bottles in circulations should be
collectible.
In Poland, the Ministry of Environment is
responsible for implementing the SUP di
rective. In most cases, the ministerial
draft implements EU solutions directly.
However, some specific provisions de
signed by the ministry include a "cup
fee,” "cleaning fee," and "educational
fee.”
The cup fee is imposed on points of sale,
wholesalers, and certain other points of
distribution. They will be under an obli
gation to charge the buyers of certain
singleuse products, such as plastic cups,
a fee. The maximum amount of the fee
was set at PLN 1 for a single item. De
tailed rates of fees assigned to each type
of product will be defined through regu
lation.
In turn, producers who place certain sin
gleuse plastic products on the market
will be subject to the cleaning fee. The
maximum fee is set at PLN 0.05 for each
product delivered to the market, but it
will be up to the Climate Minister to de
termine the rate based on the estimated
costs of the running public services
charged with collecting the items.
In turn, the educational fee will be im
posed on producers of singleuse plastic
products such as food containers, bot
tles with a value of up to 3 liters, wrap
pers, bags, cigarettes with plastic filers,
wet wipes, sanitary towels, tampons,
and tampon applicators. The maximum
fee is set at 0.1 percent of annual net
revenues generated through the sale of
those products. The money will go to the
National Fund for Environmental Protec
tion and Water Management.
At the time of the committee's meeting,
the regulations implementing the direc
tive in Poland were in the works. The
SUP directive had to become law in
Poland and other EU members states by
July 3, but Poland did not meet the dead
line due to parliament's busy agenda.
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Also in June, the committee held a meet
ing with Maciej Golubiewski, Head of the
Office of the European Commissioner for
Agriculture and Rural Development
Janusz Wojciechowski. The guest talked
about the EU "Farm to Fork strategy,"
which is designed to enable a transition
to a sustainable food production system
that safeguards food security and en
sures access to healthy diets sourced
from healthy foods. The strategy is also
pivotal in meeting the goals of the EU
Green Deal, a comprehensive program to
cut greenhouse emissions across the
union's economy. Currently, the agricul
ture sector in the EU generates over 10
percent of all greenhouse gases pro
duced in the EU.
The strategy aims to transform the EU
food production system by 2030 in a
number of key areas, including a 20 per
cent reduction in the use of fertilizers, a
50 percent reduction in the use of pesti
cides, and sales of antimicrobials used
for farm animals and aquaculture.
The strategy also aims to make all EU
member states adopt an EU Front of
Pack Labelling system and make the pro
duction of "eco" foods more costeffec
tive by implementing "precision agricul
ture" solutions based on innovative digi
tal technology.
Following his presentation, the speaker
shared his thoughts on how the agricul
tural sector in Poland can take advantage
of the new EU common agricultural pol
icy.
DIGITAL ECONOMY
In June, the committee hosted Krzysztof
Szubert, High Representative of the Pol
ish Prime Minister for European Digital
Policy; and Poland's Plenipotentiary for
the United Nations Internet Governance
Form 2021, which will take place on Dec
1012 in Katowice.
The speaker presented the forum’s his
tory, highlighted its objectives, and
talked about collaboration opportunities
for companies the forum offers in Katow
ice.
The idea for the forum was conceived at
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the World Summit for Information Soci
ety held in Tunisia in 2005. It was then
when world leaders realized a need for a
framework of internet governance—the
development and application by govern
ments, the private sector, and civil soci
ety, in their respective roles, of shared
principles, norms, rules, decisionmaking
procedures, and programs that shape
the evolution and use of the Internet.
Since its first meeting in 2006, the IGF
has been convened annually by the
United Nations SecretaryGeneral, in ac
cordance with the mandate set out in
the Tunis Agenda for the Information So
ciety.
Past host countries included Germany,
France, Mexico, Brazil, and Kenya. Be
yond 2021, host countries will include
Ethiopia, Japan, and Russia.
Over the years, the forum evolved into
the largest global event dedicated to
worldwide issues of digital space, bring
ing together topranking representatives
of the five stakeholder groups: public ad
ministration, business, academic and sci
entific circles, nongovernment organiza
tions, and technology developing organi
zations.
Poland has been pitching for hosting the
forum for many years. The fact that it is
the IGF 2021 host reflects Poland's grow
ing recognition of the world as a dy
namic, hightechoriented society.
While officially, the forum starts on Dec
7, a day earlier, highranking public sec
tor representatives will meet to discuss
such issues as content moderation on
the Internet and the best ways to build
digital competencies and invest in digital
development postpandemic. The partici
pants will include UN SecretaryGeneral
António Guterres, Polish President An
drzej Duda, Polish Prime Minister Ma
teusz Morawiecki, and the Speaker of
the Polish Parliament Elbieta Witek, as
well as EU commissaries and ministers of
digital affairs from UN member states.
The forum ends on Dec 10, but Poland
decided to add two more days for a spe
cial event—the IGF 2021 Afterparty, or
ganized by the Prime Minister's Office.
The event is dedicated to young users of
the Internet, especially software pro
grammers and entrepreneurs. It will fea
ture competitions, performances, and
other attractions highlighting the re
gional culture of Upper Silesia.
The forum in Katowice is promoted by
Polish diplomatic services all over the
world. A special promo will take place at
the Expo 2021 Dubai, which starts in Oc
tober. For more information about the
forum, go to igf2021.pl

HR
In June, forensic experts Mariusz Witalis,
Partner and Head of Forensic and In
tegrity Services for CEE, and Jarosaw
Grzegorz, Partner at E&Y, met the com
mittee to talk about the EU Whistle
blowing Directive as its provisions will
soon have to be implemented in Poland.
There are good reasons why companies
should have in place mechanisms allow
ing whistleblowers to report irregulari
ties.
According to a 2018 report from the As
sociation of Certified Fraud Examiners,
misconduct is most often detected by in
formation provided by whistleblowers
(40 percent of all cases), compared to in
ternal audit (15 percent), management's
review (13 percent), and coincidence (7
percent). The remaining 25 percent of
cases were discovered due to other cir
cumstances. This may explain why com
panies that have whistleblowing control
mechanisms detect fraud 48 percent
faster than those without such mecha
nisms.
In turn, the Global Integrity Report 2020
by E&Y for Poland revealed that 58 per
cent of employees were concerned
about facing the consequences if they
reported irregularities in the company.
At the same time, 32 percent of employ
ees said that unethical behavior is toler
ated if it is committed by senior or top
performing employees.
That, arguably, may explain why compa
nies in Poland tend to implement compli
ance reporting systems only if they see a
tangible benefit in it, such as being
awarded business by a company that
would not award its business to a firm
with no proper compliance reporting
system in place.
The EU Whistleblowing Directive sets
the "minimum" standard for enabling
whistleblowers to submit information as
well as for the protection of whistle
blowers against retaliation.
The directive makes it mandatory for
companies to set up confidential whistle
blowing information channels. The confi
dentiality aspect means that whistle
blowers will be able to submit informa
tion without the need to remain anony
mous. However, the directive leaves it
up to the EU member state to establish
rules for dealing with anonymous
whistleblowing. In Poland, anonymous
whistleblowing probably will be allowed
because Poles tend to remain on the
safe side. On the other hand, if anony
mous whistleblowing is not permitted,
companies will be deprived of many
good opportunities to learn about irreg
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ularities taking place within.
The directive makes it obligatory for
companies to respond to the info sub
mitted by whistleblowers no later than
seven days from the day on which they
obtained the information. This regula
tion aims at offering whistleblowers the
comfort of knowing what happened to
the information they have submitted, so
they know that the company treats it se
riously. It is also a good regulation for
companies because if whistleblowers are
kept in the dark for too long after sub
mitting their information to the com
pany, they may go to external organiza
tions, such as the media, with their com
plaints.
To process whistleblowing properly,
companies must delegate an ombuds
man—such as a compliance officer or
head of the legal department—or a
team of trusted employees to overlook
the actions taken by the company fol
lowing the tip from the whistleblower. It
is in everybody's interest that the action
is welldocumented as of due care. The
whistleblower has to receive feedback
from the company on what steps it has
taken in response to the information.
Companies are also under an obligation
to inform all employees about the com
pliance system it uses. The system itself
has to be transparent and approachable
for whoever is interested in whistleblow
ing.
The directive also specifies who can gain
the status of a whistleblower and there
fore be protected under the law.
It is a diverse group of positions, includ
ing employees, selfemployed individu
als, freelancers and consultants, vendors
and suppliers, and any person working
under the supervision and direction of
contractors, subcontractors, and sup
plies. Whistleblowers can also be volun
teers and paid and unpaid trainees, job
candidates, exemployees, shareholders,
and individuals in managerial bodies.
Legal protection of whistleblowers may
also apply to third persons who are con
nected with whistleblowers, such as col
leagues, friends, and relatives.
The law protects whistleblowers against
retaliation by the company. The Whistle
blowing Directive includes a long list of
actions that may be viewed as retaliation
if taken against a whistleblower. They in
clude suspension or compulsory unpaid
leave, dismissal, or similar measures
such as nonextension of the contract or
early termination of a fixedterm em
ployment contract. Also, change of con
tract conditions for the worse for the
whistleblowing employee may be re
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garded as retaliation, as well as demo
tion, suspension of promotion or training.
Whistleblowers who feel they are discrim
inated against by the company may go to
court. The burden of providing evidence
of fair treatment will be upon the com
pany, not the whistleblower. In other
words, companies will have to prove in
the court that the actions or decisions
they have taken to the disadvantage of
the whistleblower were not related to
whistleblowing. This puts additional re
sponsibility on HR departments as they
are obligated to provide internal docu
ments to prove that the way the plainti
has been treated by the company was
based on its principles and regulations.
Without such documents, it will be di
cult to show in court that the company
has not been driven by a need to retali
ate.
However, the EU directive sets limits to
whistleblowing by making it legal only
when individuals who intend to whistle
blow are certain that the irregularities
they want to report are real. With this,
whistleblowing in the socalled good faith
is not allowed. In other words, whistle
blowers have to know that what they are
going to report constitutes a real irregu
larity. No "maybes" are allowed.
The European Commission gives EU mem
ber states a free hand in providing penal
ties for noncompliance with the Whistle
blower Directive, stating only that they
should be eective, proportionate, and
dissuasive.
The penalties will cover natural and legal
persons that hinder or attempt to hinder
reporting or retaliate against whistle
blowers. The regulations also cover
whistleblowers if they submit information
that is misleading or untrue.
The Whistleblowing Directive, once ap
plied to Polish law, will be enacted in two
stages. The first stage, starting December
2021, will cover companies in the financial
sector, as well as other sectors, given the
company employees over 250 people.
With holdings of small companies, the ac
cumulated number of employees in all the
companies will be taken into account. By
December 2023, the new regulations will
be applied to companies with a sta of
over 50.
MANUFACTURING
The eects of the pandemic on the mar
ket and the organizational structures of
manufacturing companies were on the
agenda at a meeting held by the commit
tee online in June. The speakers were
Piotr Krzysztoporski, ERP and IPA Practice

Director at Mindbox; Tomasz Lazar, Head
of Customer Services at Siemens Polska;
John Lynch, CEO and Founder of Lynka;
Szymon Najdychor, HR Director at CAN
PACK Poland; Agata WonickaGiza, Re
gional HR Manager for Poland also from
CANPACK; and Adam Wiesner, Senior
QHSE Manager, Project Manager at TAKE
NAKA Europe GmbH, the Poland Branch.
For Mindbox, a provider of IT solutions for
a diverse range of industries, the migra
tion to workfromhome mode did not
pose any major challenges as the com
pany had used homeoce solutions be
fore the pandemic. Following the change,
work quality remained on the same level
as before the pandemic. In time, a group
of workers emerged, who preferred to
work at the oce, and the company was
happy to oblige.
Yet, when it comes to designing IT solu
tions for clients, before the pandemic,
Mindbox engineers worked with them in
the traditional facetoface meeting mode.
Because of the safety regulations intro
duced during the pandemic, the company
had to develop processes allowing its en
gineers to design and create IT products
in the distancework mode.
Mindbox's Piotr Krzysztoporski noted
that looking at the company's clients, the
general trend was to migrate to IT and
cloud solutions. Many companies decided
to automate their business processes too,
which in general, has put the manpower
in a new role—that of supervising
processes instead of being physically en
gaged in executing them.
Krzysztoporski also noted that when it
comes to cultural change, international
corporations were fast in moving their
teams into virtual reality solutions for
safety reasons, while small, domestic
companies, having a much less strict ap
proach to safety regulations continue to
use facetoface meetings with external
people.
For the people working at the tech giant
Siemens, the migration to the workfrom
home mode was a major psychological
challenge, said Tomasz Lazar, because it
was dicult to imagine that such a big
and complex organization could function
as well as ever with a significant portion
of its sta working from home. Today, a
major part of its client service department
works from home, and so does the logis
tics and acquisition department. The com
pany has embarked on the hybridwork
mode for good, and it will continue it be
yond the pandemic. At present, Siemens
is reviewing its oce needs and plans to
decrease the number of desks and in
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crease the space devoted to conferencing
and group conceptual work.
Lazar also said that during the pandemic,
many production companies, having seen
the demand for their products drop, de
cided to take time o and review, up
grade, repair, and replace their produc
tion machinery. Unlike many of its com
petitors, Siemens continued to deliver
customer service in full scope, with which
the company forged strong, longlasting
relationships with its clients.
For Lynka, one of the leaders in promo
tional textiles in Europe, the beginning of
the pandemic was a dicult time as the
company saw a sharp decline in demand
for a range of product categories. In 14
days, however, Lynka managed to set up
a new production line of protective wear,
such as face masks, to counterbalance the
loss. Short decisionmaking processes cer
tainly helped.
The company also saw a change in order
specifics. While before the pandemic,
clients were ordering large amounts of
items, during the pandemic, internet sales
surged in numbers, but the volumes were
small. This posed a challenge for the pro
duction technicians, but all issues were
solved shortly.
During the pandemic, the company also
experienced a cultural change. Having
grown organically over the years, the
company has managed to build a close
knit social culture. As the whitecollar
workers were sent home, the culture was
gone from the oce. But Lynka managed
to preserve it online through "social time"
interaction between selected groups of
workers. This solution was wellreceived
by the Lynka team, who are happy to
have an opportunity for such an informal
interaction and treat it as a subside of the
social exchange they used to have at the
oce.
According to CANPACK's Szymon Najdy
chor, during the pandemic, the company
has adopted three dierent organiza
tional modes having teams work exclu
sively either at the company or from
home and teams working in the hybrid
model. The company’s managers are posi
tive the hybrid model will stay regardless
of the pandemic. A positive aspect of
working from home, which emerged to
the surprise of many managers, was with
online meetings, sta members had a bet
ter opportunity to get to know one an
other than while working at the oce.
The company also faced challenges re
lated to new market trends. With the pan
demic, consumers confined to their
homes fueled the demand for cans for
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drinks. Since the company's clients in
clude the most established drink produc
ers, it had to be at the top of its game to
the growing demand for its products. It
did. Last year CANPACK generated record
high annual sales.
For TAKENAKA, 2020 was fundamentally
dierent from previous years. First, the
widespread migration to online meetings,
while it had its good sides safetywise, de
prived the company's managers of oppor
tunities for direct facetoface interaction
with clients and prospective clients. Ac
cording to Adam Wiesner, direct interac
tion is the best way to build mutual trust
in the construction business.
The pandemic had also caused stagnation
on the market. Many clients, wary of mar
ket uncertainties, froze their investment
plans.
While dierent companies had diverse ex
periences during the pandemic, all speak
ers agreed that the business world
changed in 2020 in irreversible ways.

108 billion from the MultiAnnual Finan
cial Framework. At least EUR 29 billion
will be dedicated to the EU green trans
formation.
Karina Kostrzewa highlighted the EU
Green Deal objectives: cutting carbon
dioxide emissions by 55 percent by 2030,
reaching climate neutrality by 2050, and a
climateresilient society by the same year.
The speaker also presented the EU action
plan designed by the European Commis
sion to finance the creation of a sustain
able economy. In this plan, the first objec
tive of the European Commission aims to
reorient capital flows in the EU economy
towards such investment projects that
support sustainable and inclusive eco
nomic growth. The second EU objective
aims at managing financial risks that re
sult from climate change, environmental
degradation, and associated social issues.
The third aims to foster transparency and
longterm economic and financial plan
ning and performance.

SUSTAINABILITY
In June, the committee met to discuss EU
funds available in 20212027 to finance in
vestment projects and the principles of
environmental, social, and corporate gov
ernance (ESG), along with which money
will be granted. The speakers were PwC
experts: Agnieszka Gajewska, Partner,
ESG Leader for CEE; Mieczysaw Gonta,
Partner; Barbara Brzeziska, Manager and
expert on EU grants; and Karina
Kostrzewa, PwC representative for CEE at
the European Commission in Brussels.
EU funds available for green and sustain
able investments in 2021—2027 will be as
signed to projects evaluated along the
"Do no significant harm" principle (DNSH)
of the EU Green Deal. The DNSH principle
means that no money transferred to a
member country from the EU can do any
significant harm to the environment. In
order to use the money, prospective ben
eficiaries will have to prove that their in
vestments fall under that principle.
The entire amount of money available
through dierent funds in the 20212027
EU financial perspective is EUR 1.824 bil
lion. Of this amount, EUR 750 billion will
be available through the NextGenEU pro
gram—a postpandemic economic recov
ery program—and EUR 1.074 billion from
the Multiannual Financial Framework.
Over 30 percent of the money will go to
support investments in green transforma
tion and climatechangerelated projects.
Under the 20212027 financial perspective,
the EU funds available to Poland include
EUR 62 billion from NextGen EU and EUR

TECH & DIGITAL
The biggest challenges to cybersecurity
and ways to overcome them were on the
agenda of the committee meeting in June
with speakers Piotr Czulak, Associate at
DLA Piper; Ewa KurowskaTober, Partner
at DLA Piper; and Marcin Spychaa, Client
Technical Professional at IBM Polska.
Cybersecurity has been a growing issue
for companies worldwide as the pan
demic forced them into the digital realm,
which is prone to cybercrime. With this
came a need to build the resilience of IT
systems used by companies. Companies
strive to apply adequate safeguards and
increase threat awareness among the
team, not only to make the company safe
from hacking and data theft but also to
keep it in sync with regulations governing
cybersecurity that impose certain obliga
tions on security levels and processes that
need to to be activated in case of a secu
rity breach.
Companies are under an obligation to re
port security breaches. Yet, security
breaches are hard to spot. Big organiza
tions can aord to run eective systems,
but for most companies, such breaches
come to their attention only after their
stolen data surfaces someplace else, or
the attack puts the compromised IT sys
tem o balance.
Looking out for a potential breach is a
daunting task. Instead, a welldesigned
security system, including adequate pro
cedures and protocols, oers a resilient
layer of protection.
The EU has developed cybersecurity stan
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dards through its Security of Networks &
Information Systems (NIS) Directive. The
directive provides legal measures to
boost the overall level of cybersecurity in
the EU by requiring EU member states to
be appropriately equipped. In addition,
each EU member state must have a Com
puter Security Incident Response Team
(CSIRT) and a competent national NIS au
thority.
The directive also fosters cooperation
among all the Member States by setting
up a Cooperation Group to support and
facilitate strategic cooperation and the
exchange of information among EU mem
ber states. With this, the directive aims to
create a culture of security across sectors
that are vital for the economy and society
and that rely heavily on ICTs, such as en
ergy, transport, water, banking, financial
market infrastructures, healthcare, and
digital infrastructure.
Businesses identified by EU member
states as operators of essential services in
those sectors will have to take appropri
ate security measures and notify relevant
national authorities of serious incidents.
Key digital service providers, such as
search engines, cloud computing services,
and online marketplaces will have to com
ply with the security and notification re
quirements under the NIS directive.
OFFCOMMITTEE SESSION
In June, law firm DLA Piper held the sec
ond online session with AmCham mem
bers to discuss the problem of counterfeit
products and the infringement of intellec
tual property rights that arose following
the outbreak of the pandemic.
The speakers were DLA Piper lawyers
Krystian Maciaszek, Counsel, Alicia Wolny,
Senior Associate; and Aleksandra
Wroska, Legal Expert Intellectual Prop
erty, and Technology; along with Cezary
Sowiski, Public Policy Manager at Ama
zon; and Artur Wojciechowski from the
Customs and Treasury Services Oce of
the Ministry of Finance.
The discussion focused on the procedural
issues and actions to be taken to increase
their eectiveness, such as training for
government ocials and stricter controls
at the borders. They also underlined a
need for courts of law as well as law en
forcement authorities to have a better un
derstanding of issues related to counter
feit products and the infringement of in
tellectual property.
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DRIVING GROWTH
Despite pandemicrelated hurdles to the global economy, Poland con
tinues to attract foreign investors and those from the US rank among
the topmost future growthoriented that build sustainable value chains
across the Polish economy. But an investorfriendly and indiscriminate
legal framework that Poland has had so far is a musthave for American
companies so they can meet the longterm strategic goals of their in
vestments.
12
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Nearly 3 out of 4 jobs created by foreign greenfield projects in Poland came from US
investments. American giants, such as Arrow, Hyland, AT&T, Microsoft, and Intel,
develop IT and shared service centers as well as data centers.
Eliza Przedziecka, Chief Economist, AmCham

s the outbreak of Covid19 coron
avirus reached global proportions—
thus earning itself the denomination
of pandemic—many economists feared
that, along with disrupting markets, busi
ness models and supply chains, the pan
demic would freeze the global flows of for
eign direct investments. Among them were
the economists of the United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Development (UNC
TAD). In the preface to the UNCTAD Global
Investment Report 2020, Antonio Guterres,
SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations,
said that because of the pandemic, the
global flows of FDI were expected to fall
from the 2019 levels of USD 1.5 trillion to
below the level they had fallen to during
the global financial crisis. In turn, in the
foreword to the report, Mukhisa Kituyi,
SecretaryGeneral of UNCTAD, put it
bluntly: "The immediate impact on FDI will
be dramatic."
The explanation of how dramatic a change
was envisioned by the authors of the re
port appeared on its first page, summariz
ing the key takeaways: "The COVID19 cri
sis will cause a dramatic fall in FDI. Global
FDI flows are forecast to decrease by up to
40 percent in 2020, from their 2019 value of
USD 1.54 trillion. This would bring FDI
below USD 1 trillion for the first time since
2005. FDI is projected to decrease by a fur
ther 5 to 10 percent in 2021 and to initiate a
recovery in 2022. A rebound in 2022, with
FDI reverting to the prepandemic underly
ing trend, is possible, but only at the upper
bound of expectations."
But this outlook was highly uncertain, the
authors of the report stressed. "Prospects
depend on the duration of the health crisis
and on the eectiveness of policy inter
ventions to mitigate the economic eects
of the pandemic. Geopolitical and financial
risks and continuing trade tensions add to
the uncertainty," they wrote.
"The pandemic is a supply, demand and
policy shock for FDI," the authors wrote, ar
guing that "the lockdown measures are
slowing down existing investment proj
ects," because investors, facing the
prospect of a deep recession put their
plans on hold while "policy measures taken
by governments during the crisis include
new investment restrictions."
The report, published in mid2020, said that
early indicators confirmed the immediacy
of the impact: "Both new greenfield in
vestment project announcements and
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crossborder mergers and acquisitions
dropped by more than 50 percent in the
first months of 2020 compared with 2019.
In global project finance, an important
source of investment in infrastructure proj
ects, new deals fell by more than 40 per
cent."
While the report cautioned that the dis
ruptions to FDI flows will vary depending
on regions, developing economies were ex
pected to be hit harder as they "rely more
on investment in global value chain inten
sive and extractive industries, which have
been severely hit, and because they are not
able to put in place the same economic
support
measures
as
developed
economies."
Among developed countries, FDI flows to
Europe were expected to fall by 3045 per
cent, significantly more than those to
North America and other developed
economies in other parts of the world, "be
cause the region entered the crisis on a rel
atively more fragile footing," the authors
of the report forecast.
In other words, the UNCTAD forecast
spelled bad news for all countries which in
the decade before the pandemic attracted
huge inflows of FDI and for whom foreign
investors were not only significant contrib
utors to the generation of their nations'
GDP but also leaders in building sustainable
economic sectors based on hightech, sci
ence, flexible new business models and ac
cess to global markets.
But for Poland, a country that only a few
years backcrossed the threshold on its eco
nomic growth path from a developing
economy to a developed one, the UNCTAD
report could be worrying.
THE IMPACT OF FDI
In light of the Foreign Direct Investment In
Poland report, prepared by AmCham in De
cember 2020 under the auspices of the In
ternational Group of Chambers of Com
merce, at the end of 2018, Poland was
home to 24,395 companies with invest
ment capital coming from 107 foreign coun
tries. They amassed the aggregated
amount of USD 236.5 billion, which trans
lated to nearly onequarter of all FDI trans
ferred to Central and Eastern Europe.
They grew their investments fast. From
2010 to 2018, the value of assets held by
companies with foreign capital operating
in Poland increased by 70 percent, topping
USD 415 billion. The total value of FDI in
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Poland in 2019 alone translated to 40 per
cent of Poland's GDP, which was close to
the average for developed economies. In
2018, companies with foreign capital em
ployed approximately 1.9 million people,
and that, in turn, translated to over 15 per
cent of Poland’s total workforce in the pri
vate sector, which stood at over 12.6 mil
lion in 2018, according to Statistics Poland.
In many categories, such as the value of as
sets or the number of jobs created in
Poland, US companies comprise the sec
ondlargest national group FDI's origin, pre
ceded by Germany and followed by France.
For instance, in 2018, companies with Ger
man capital employed 327,000 people in
Poland, while those with US capital over
267,000; and French—over 191,000.
While investors representing Germany are
the top among countries of origin by asset
value, the company with the largest asset
value in Poland is France’s Orange owning
a number of telecommunications compa
nies led by Orange Polska.
Second is Luxembourgbased Arcelor Mit
tal, whose units include ArcelorMittal
Poland—the country’s largest steelmaker
and also Europe’s largest producer of coke.
The third place belongs to the Porsche
Piech family, which in Poland owns Volk
swagen Poznan, Volkswagen Group Polska,
Volkswagen Motor Polska, Man Truck &
Bus Polska, Porsche Inter Auto Polska,
Sitech, Man Bus, and Scania Polska.
GOINGSTRONG
The grim UNCTAD forecast regarding the
disruption to FDI in Europe so far has not
been seen in Poland. In August, speaking at
a press conference about USPoland eco
nomic cooperation, Krzysztof Drynda, Pres
ident of the Polish Investment and Trade
Agency (PAIH), said that the agency had
recorded a growing interest from foreign
investors, particularly Americans. "Since
2010, PAIH delivered services to nearly 200
American investors," Drynda said. "At pres
ent, there are nearly 33 American invest
ment projects in the PAIH pipeline, with the
aggregated value exceeding EUR 1 billion. I
hope that all those projects will materialize
in Poland."
Some projects were announced earlier. In
2019, Amazon, which has been in business
in Poland since 2014, confirmed its plans for
a 210,000squaremeter fulfillment center
in Gliwice, Upper Silesia. The investment is
set to bring over 1,000 new permanent
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jobs. In turn, in January 2020, the company
confirmed its plans for a 193,000square
meter Fulfillment Center in wiebodzin,
near Zielona Góra, which added over 1,000
new jobs to the Amazon network in
Poland. So far, the company has created
18,000 permanent jobs in the country in its
9 fulfillment centers, its Development Cen
tre in Gdask, and corporate and Amazon
Web Services oces in Warsaw. "Poland is
a very important market for us," said Mar
ian Sepesi, Regional Director at Amazon, in
a press statement. "We have been present
here for over six years, investing heavily
and supporting local communities over this
period. We are looking forward to making a
significant contribution towards develop
ing the Lubuskie region by creating new
permanent jobs and supporting local com
munities."
Meanwhile, in late 2020, industrial real es
tate developer Panattoni Europe launched
an 18,000squaremeter project in Warsaw
named City Logistics Warsaw VI. The con
struction began in mid2021. Once delivered
to the market, the project will add 18,000
square meters of multitenant space, in
cluding 2,000 square meters of oce
space.
This year, Cargill—one of the world's top
producers and distributors of agricultural
products—has started the construction of
a soluble fiber production line at its exist
ing factory in Wrocaw. With the USD 45
million project, the company will add solu
ble fibers to its European portfolio of
starches, sweeteners, and texturizers.
Cargill plans to fully commercialize its of

fering in the second half of 2022.
In turn, in August, PepsiCo laid the corner
stone for its new production facility, a proj
ect estimated at over PLN 1 billion. When
fully operational in 2025, the factory will
add 450 jobs to the market.
ATTRACTOR FACTORS
Last year, despite the pandemic, PAIH
worked on 128 projects, among which 71
were greenfield projects. In turn, since
2020, as much as 46 percent of capital ex
penditures and 38 percent of all new jobs
in all greenfield projects have been created
by USowned companies, which PAIH has
aided.
According to Eliza Przedziecka, Chief
Economist at AmCham, in 2020, "Poland
was a driving market in greenfield FDI
going into European renewables, which
grew nearly 70 percent last year. The Pol
ish market attracted a significant number
of battery projects since 2015, next to Ger
many and Hungary."
Pandemic or not, in many ways, Poland still
is an attractive market for foreign invest
ment. Yet, while it remains a part of the Eu
ropean single market, it has something that
many other EU states do not have. Accord
ing to Eliza Przedziecka, the expansion of
foreign companies in Poland has been ac
celerated by the highly qualified labor
force. "Against the backdrop of other CEE
countries, Poland has the highest percent
age of people with higher education and
employment in science and technology in
total population," she said. "In Poland, as
much as 37 percent of the workforce has

Delivering closing remarks at the 2018 USPoland Business Summit, Prime Minister Mateusz
Morawiecki underlined the strategic aspect of economic cooperation between the two
countries.
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higher education or is employed in these
sectors."
She added that with the fastgrowing de
mand for highly qualified specialists, par
ticularly in science, technology, engineer
ing, and mathematics (STEM), Poland is
third in the EU and first in Central and East
ern Europe in terms of the number of uni
versity graduates and holders of degrees in
the hard sciences—mathematics, IT, engi
neering, production, and construction—
per 1,000 residents aged 2029. "There are
1.6 million students in universitylevel edu
cation, and 22 percent of them are in STEM.
Each year, Polish universities turn out
37,500 engineers, which makes Poland sec
ond behind Germany in the EU."
AMERICAN VISIONARIES
While the US FDI in Poland is the second
largest in asset value and the value of FDI,
a comparison of the largest investors from
the three countries may suggest that Amer
ican investors are among the most diverse
and growthoriented, leaving the highest
footprint in terms of valueadded in the
Polish economy.
Among the top 10 companies by asset
value in Poland, the US is represented by
the private equity fund CVC Capital Part
ners, which owns the Zabka retail chain and
power distributor PKP Energetyka.
Ever since CVC Capital Partners bought a
controlling stake in PKP Energetyka in 2015,
for over USD 507 million (plus covered the
company's debt), the US investment fund
turned the Polish provider of electric
power to the national railway network into
a modern, thestateofthe art organiza
tion, which became a reliable partner to na
tional and regional train companies in
Poland and one of the leading companies
in the power sector.
In turn, CVC Capital Partners, using the
knowhow of its hightech partners in the
US, transformed the abka convenience
store chain into a robust enterprise using
technology form marketing, client man
agement, and other vital functions. The
chain currently comprises 7,200 stores the
country over managed by nearly 6,000
franchisees.
This year, abka opened the first au
tonomous convenience store in Poland in
collaboration with the USbased AiFi, a
company specializing in developing au
tonomous shopping experiences powered
by artificial intelligence.
Another US investor, Amazon, is the largest
"American" employer in Poland with its
warehousing and distribution operations
managed by Amazon Fulfillment Poland.
The company also has a significant techori
ented presence in the country with Ama
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zon Development Center Poland and Ama
zon Web Services Poland.
In turn, the secondlargest American em
ployer, Advent International Corporation,
runs a range of tech companies, including
Idemia Poland R&D, InPost Paczkomaty, In
teger Group Services, and Unit4 Software
Engineering, among others.
The third largest USbased employer in
Poland, IBM, is entirely hitech oriented,
with IBM Business Consulting Services, IBM
Global Financing Polska, IBM Global Serv
ices Delivery Centre Polska, IBM Polska
Business Services, and Red Hat Poland.
The Americanowned investor which gen
erates the largest turnover in Poland—thus
invigorating the "economic bloodstream"
for the economy—is Philip Morris Interna

STRATEGICTHINKING
As they do not originate from within the
European Union, American investors
sometimes face regulatory issues in
Poland, partaking in strategic national in
terests and nationalistic sensitivities char
acteristic to continental Europe.
At the same time, US investments in
Poland, and more broadly, the growing US
Poland economic cooperation, are univer
sally recognized as having strategic impor
tance for Poland across the country's po
litical spectrum—save for extremist, fringe
parties.
The strategic importance of American in
vestors in Poland was particularly strongly
articulated by President Andrzej Duda, dur
ing the 2018 USPoland Business Summit in

speech closing the forum.
Between the speeches delivered at the
summit by Poland's two top political rep
resentatives, representatives of American
investors—such as CocaCola, CVC Capital
Partners, Discovery, Emerson Automation,
Emitel, Google, KPMG, Microsoft, Mo
torola Solutions, and Standard & Poor's—
discussed their success stories in trans
forming their companies from focusing on
the local market to the EU markets and be
yond.
Among them was Katarzyna Kieli, Presi
dent and Managing Director at Discovery,
who, talking about the transformation of
Discovery in Poland, said that the media
giant might turn its Polish operation into a
“hub for original content and digital con

We are happy that American investment projects represent foremost high
technologies and highquality jobs. The Polish government welcomes such
investments as it would like to see the Polish economy follow this direction.
Krzysztof Drynda, President of the Polish Investment and Trade Agency (PAIH)

tional, with its Philip Morris Polska Distri
bution, Philip Morris Polska, Philip Morris
Polska Tobacco, and PMI Service Center Eu
rope. This year the company’s global CEO,
Jacek Olczak, made an extraordinary state
ment by calling to ban tobacco products in
the next 10 years, thus ending the com
pany's most profitable source of income.
Yet, with this statement, Olczak only re
flected the company's determination to
succeed in creating a new market of high
tech, smokefree alternative tobacco prod
ucts, which, when materialized, will im
prove the lives of hundreds of millions of
tobacco users worldwide.
According to Eliza Przedziecka, USowned
firms in Poland are the most prone to make
new jobs in creative, hightech industries,
such as the business services sector, in
cluding BPO/SSC and IT. "Nearly 3 out of 4
jobs created by foreign greenfield projects
in Poland came from US investments,"
Przedziecka said. "American giants such
as Arrow, Hyland, AT&T, Microsoft, and
Intel develop their business operations in
IT and shared service centers as well as
data centers."
Speaking at the same press conference in
August, PAIH's Krzysztof Drynda said that
American investment projects "are among
the most numerous representatives of for
eign capital in Poland," adding that "we are
happy that American investment projects
represent foremost high technologies and
highquality jobs. The Polish government
welcomes such investments as it would like
to see the Polish economy follow this di
rection."

Warsaw, who said that the presence of so
many US companies in Poland, including
the largest multinationals originating from
the US, “confirms the strength of the
strategic alliance between our countries.”
In his opening speech, President Duda
added that by developing cooperation
with US business further, “Poland can se
cure fast and sustainable economic
growth for years to come.”
His view was shared by Prime Minister Ma
teusz Morawiecki, who delivered his

tent creation for global use.”
Given their business experience and acu
men in building growthoriented, sustain
able valuechains across the Polish econ
omy, one can only hope that Poland will be
able to continue to offer American in
vestors the right conditions to make their
visions reality without unnecessary delay.

Opening the 2018 USPoland Business Summit, President Andrzej Duda said that the pres
ence of so many US companies in Poland, including the largest multinationals originating
from the US, "confirms the strength of the strategic alliance between our countries.”
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EVENT

Amcham in Warsaw

Doing business

TOGETHER

In July, Derek H. Chollet, Coun
selor of the US Department of
State, met AmCham Poland rep

resentatives to discuss strength
ening bilateral economic ties with
Poland. On the agenda were

strategic bilateral and regional is
sues, as well as USPoland part
nership in business and security.

The venue was the Bristol Hotel
in Warsaw.

1

2

3

4

5

1. B. Bix Aliu, Chargé d’Aaires, US Embassy in Warsaw; Amanda Jessen, European Aairs Advisor to Counselor to the Secretary of State Derek H. Chol
let, US Department of State; Elbieta Czetwertyska, Bank City Handlowy; Krzysztof Krawczyk, CVC Capital Partners; Marta Polad, AmCham Board
Member (Google); Marzena Drela, AmCham Operations Director; Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman (Northrop Grumman); Derek H. Chollet, Counselor of
the US Department of State; Katarzyna Kieli, TVN/ Discovery; Kurt Donnelly, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Energy Resources, US Department
of State; Heather Rogers, Acting Deputy Chief of Mission, US Embassy. 2. Tony Housh; Derek H. Chollet. 3. The meeting in progress. 4. Tony Housh;
Elbieta Czetwertyska; Katarzyna Kieli; Marta Polad. 5. Cindy Biggs, Senior Commercial Ocer US Department of Commerce, US Embassy in Warsaw;
Elbieta Czetwertyska.
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Business support

Working together at the press conference: Grzegorz Somkowski, Member of the PAIH Management Board; Krzysztof Drynda, PAIH's Chairman;
Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman.

WORK IN SYNC
AMCHAM ALLIES WITH THE POLISH INFORMATION AND INVESTMENT AGENCY
TO SCALE UP THESCOPEOFITS SERVICES
In July, AmCham and the Polish Agency of
Trade and Investment (PAIH) signed a co
operation agreement to harmonize their
programs. Both organizations support
Polish firms looking for business opportu
nities in the US and American investors
eyeing business opportunities in Poland.
The agreement was announced at a press
conference held in Warsaw in July by
Krzysztof Drynda, PAIH's Chairman; Grze
gorz Somkowski, Member of the PAIH
Management Board, and Tony Housh,
AmCham Chairman.
LOOKING FOR SYNERGIES
Talking at the press conference,
Krzysztof Drynda said that both AmCham
and PAIH focus on helping investors from
their countries with which they both con
tribute to the development of the US and
Polish economies. Both organizations
have similar goals in some areas – while
AmCham helps US investors in Poland, so
does PAIH through its program in which
the agency assists foreign investors who
plan major projects in the country. On the
other hand, PAIH's bureaus in the US as
sist Polish investors eyeing business op

portunities in the US, while the American
Investor Desk program from AmCham of
fers Polish business people access to ex
perts on US markets and state and local
government representatives in the US re
sponsible for attracting FDI into their
areas. "Our intention is to use the syner
gies that exist between our programs to
make them more effective," said Krzysztof
Drynda.
PAIH Chairman also said that the coopera
tion would create a more substantial pro
motion of Polish exporters and investors
interested in the vast US market by offer
ing a more comfortable road for these in
vestors to enter and succeed in the US.
HELPING BOTH WAYS
In turn, Tony Housh said that AmCham and
PAIH have collaborated in the past on
many occasions. The cooperation agree
ment will streamline the work in assisting
or directing companies to the right experts
to ensure they thrive on our markets when
taking a leap into the vast American mar
ket for Polish companies or new opportu
nities in Poland when looking at Central
Europe for American firms.
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Housh also said that the PAIH is a reliable
partner "due to the agency's vast experi
ence in dealing with foreign investors and
its indepth understanding of their needs.
We are glad to have a partner whom we
can rely on when working on common
projects for American investments in
Poland as well as giving a hand to Polish
companies looking at the U.S. market."
THE AID
The AmCham American Investor Desk,
launched in 2019, supported Polish com
panies interested in expanding to the US
market. The service is free of charge. The
program has helped a number of Polish
investors as an informational contact
point to acquire the necessary informa
tion about the US market or gain various
assistance and networking possibilities.
Since 2019, the program has completed
over 20 events. From January to July 2021,
the program attracted over 500 individu
als who registered to its online events
that covered various topics such as ex
ports, investments, and professional serv
ices available to companies through the
American Investor Desk channels.
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MONTHLYMEETING
JUNE

COLLABORATINGFOR
THE COMMONGOOD

PRIVATE PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES AS WELL AS PRODUCERS OF
INNOVATIVE MEDICAL DEVICES HAVE A LOT TO OFFER, BUT IN ORDER TO TAP
INTOTHEIR POTENTIAL, THE NATIONAL HEALTHCARE SYSTEM NEEDS
CLEAR RULES OF ENGAGEMENT.
dam Niedzielski, Minister of Health,
and Dr. Radosaw Sierpiski, Head
of the Medical Research Agency,
were the speakers at the AmCham
Monthly Meeting in July. The virtual event
was moderated by Tony Housh, AmCham
Chairman, who was aided by Dr. Jacek

A

Graliski, Chairman of the AmCham
Pharma Committee, and Dariusz Adam
czewski, Chairman of the AmCham Med
ical Devices Group. The discussion focused
on the government reforms of the health
care system in Poland and the role of the
private sector in helping to modernize it.
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BEYOND THE PANDEMIC
As the meeting took place in July, Poland
had a downturn in new Covid19. Minister
Niedzielski said that people who had re
covered from Covid19 and became im
mune to the virus create a natural barrier
for the spread of the epidemic. However,
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Not so fast! Dr. Jacek Graliski, Chairman of
the AmCham Pharma Committee, noted that
while introducing new laws, the ministry
needs to make sure it observes the statutory
time for public consultations.

he expected the fourth wave of the epi
demic would hit the country later this sum
mer due to the higher mobility of the pop
ulation during the summer vacations and
the low levels of fully vaccinated people
across the country.
The minister said he was surprised by the
high numbers of people in Poland who re
fuse to take the jab despite the universal
availability of both vector and mRNA vac
cines across the country.
The fourth wave of the pandemic may also
be caused by a new, more "aggressive"
variant of the virus, which, according to
Minister Niedzielski, has a much higher po
tential to stretch the healthcare system in
Poland thin than the vacationrelated
higher mobility of the population.
According to the minister, the authorities
were monitoring the epidemic situation,
analyzing data from border checks and the
data available from Google. Minister
Niedzielski explained that the healthcare
system in Poland was ready to handle up
to 10,000 new Covid19 cases daily before
its resources were put to the test.
While the pandemic continues to be a
major threat to public health across the
country, the minister said that the Ministry
of Health plans to bring the national
healthcare system "back to normal" as
soon as possible by opening the prepan
demic services of medical facilities which,
during the crisis, were closed down for
safety reasons.
During the pandemic, the health of the
Polish population deteriorated due to the
lack of availability of many pivotal health
care services and treatments and because
the physical activity of the entire popula
tion deteriorated with pandemicrelated
limitations introduced in public places.
The overall deterioration of public health
has caused the ministry to launch, among
others, a new program oering all citizens
aged 45 and over a general medical
checkup on a regular basis. The minister
said that, telemedicine was used too often
during the pandemic, which is why many
patients with serious health conditions
were overlooked.

CLINICAL RESEARCH NETWORK
Another major reform of the National
Healthcare System is the creation of the
Polish Clinical Research Network. The
project is executed under the auspices of
the stateowned Medical Research
Agency. The design of the network fol
lows similar solutions present in Western
Europe. The network’s main objective is
to implement a common quality stan
dard and harmonize operational
processes in commercial and noncom
mercial medical research. With it, the
network will bring tangible benefits to all
its participants, including hospitals, re
searchers, and patients.
Academic centers are meant to benefit
by gaining access to the knowhow and
experience of other member centers.
They will be able to address problems
jointly and improve national cooperation
between networked centers.
The network also aims to ensure an ef
fective recruitment process at the na
tional level and improve clinical trials’
feasibility phase.
The Medical Research Agency's role in
the scheme is to provide the network
the IT platform to serve as the networks'
main communication and information
tool. In addition, the MRA will carry out
educational programs, prepare uniform
models of documentation and support
the promotion of network centers.
By June, 16 scientific centers had been
admitted to the network. Among them
are medical universities in Biaystok,
Gdask, ód, Pozna, and Wrocaw, the
Military Medical Institute, the Maria
SkodowskaCurie National Institute of
Oncology, the Cardinal Wyszyski Na
tional Institute of Cardiology, and the
National Institute of Geriatrics, Rheuma
tology, and Rehabilitation, among oth
ers.
Dr. Radosaw Sierpiski said that the net
work would serve its participants as an
excellent platform for cooperation, in
cluding private companies developing in
novative drugs. "I hope that the develop
ment of commercial drugs will follow the
logarithmic progression, on the one
hand, contributing to the development
of the Polish economy, and on the other,
offering innovative therapies and drugs
that patients need," Sierpiski said.
Dr. Sierpiski also noted that the min
istry and the agency are working on a
draft of a bill governing the new stan
dards in clinical trials. The document is
meant to "bring order to the market,”
the speaker said.
WARSAW HEALTH INNOVATION HUB
Another project recently initiated by the
Medical Research Agency is the Warsaw
Health Innovation Hub. It is a joint proj
ect executed by the agency in collabora
19

Making it work: Dariusz Adamczewski,
Chairman of the AmCham Medical Devices
Group, noted that the healthcare system
lacks ecient rules and regulations for im
plementing innovative medical devices.

tion with medicine, pharmacy, and
biotechnology companies.
The WHIH aims to develop innovative
medical, technological and legal solu
tions to improve the efficiency of the
Polish healthcare system. The hub fo
cuses its work on three key areas: phar
maceutical innovation, medical technolo
gies, and healthcarerelated IT solutions.
The hub serves as a platform enabling
collaboration between the public sector,
including stateowned academic and sci
entific centers and businesses. It is de
signed to become an important center
of innovation in medicine and biotech
nology, and its products will make the
National Healthcare System more effi
cient and fit to face the challenges of the
postpandemic era.
Participating partners in the hub should
expect a highquality environment
where they will transform new ideas into
products, processes, and services fast
and efficiently in commercial terms.
Dr. Sierpiski noted that some American
companies had already joined the hub.
He hoped more would follow in their
footsteps, including firms that specialize
in biotech but also those developing
medical devices. Dr. Sierpiski under
lined that "there is huge potential in the
area of medical devices."
TREATING RARE DISEASES
Another major reform of the National
Healthcare System focuses on treating
rare diseases, which has not been prop
erly addressed for at least a decade, Min
ister Niedzielski noted.
The National Scheme for Treating Rare
Diseases encompasses many very sensi
tive areas for all the stakeholders, in
cluding patients, doctors, medical per
sonnel, and medical and pharmaceutical
companies. The government had already
drafted the set of regulations setting the
framework for the National Schemed
and submitted it for public consulta
tions. As a result, the extensive feedback
the ministry received exceeded the ex
pectations of ministerial experts. During
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In addition to allocating more money to the National Healthcare System
from the state budget, the government plans to use the EU funds
dedicated to healthcare in speeding up the process of reaching
the 7percent GDP target earlier than scheduled.
the time of the meeting, they were still
analyzing the feedback aiming to send
the final draft to the Parliament so it
could be debated upon by the lawmak
ers and voted on in September.

demicrelated challenges, the lawmaking
process may be back on track along with
the statutory regulations. This will re
gard, for instance, the new Pharmaceuti
cal Law, being drafted by the ministry.

PROPER LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
The minister agreed with AmCham rep
resentatives who voiced their concerns
regarding the quality of the legislative
process during the pandemic. They said
that while the Health Ministry made new
acts and regulations, it did not allow
enough time for public consultations
with stakeholders making it practically
impossible, in some cases, for them to
prepare responses and comments to the
proposed acts.
Minister Niedzielski agreed, explaining
that not only the Health Ministry but the
entire government was acting under
heavy pressure to act swiftly in the initial
phases of the pandemic, which did not
allow it for the comfort of allocating the
statutory amount of time for public con
sultations. Yet, once the healthcare sys
tem has been adjusted to face the pan

BUDGETING
Minister Niedzielski also agreed with Am
Cham representatives regarding the
need to allocate more money to the Na
tional Healthcare System so it can em
brace innovative therapies and medical
technologies and deliver quality service
in sync with modern medicine.
The speaker said that the government's
goal is to raise the healthcare budget to
7 percent GDP, and it seems the govern
ment is on the right path to reach that
target. PM Mateusz Morawiecki recently
declared that the level of 6 percent GDP
would be reached by 2023 instead of
2024 as originally planned.
Minister Niedzielski said that in addition
to allocating more money to the system
from the state budget, the government
plans to use the EU funds dedicated to
healthcare in speeding up the process of
reaching the 7percent GDP target earlier
than scheduled.

ADAM NIEDZIELSKI

Appointed Minister of Health in August
2020, Adam Niedzielski graduated from
the SGH Warsaw School of Economics in
two fields: economics and quantitative
methods and information systems. In
2003, he earned a Ph.D. from the Insti
tute of Economic Sciences of the Polish
Academy of Sciences PAN. Before going
to the Ministry of Health, he worked at
the Ministry of Finance, the Supreme
Audit Office, the Ministry of Justice, and
the Social Insurance Institution (ZUS). In
2016, he held the position of General Di
rector of the Ministry of Finance. In
2018, Niedzielski was appointed Deputy
President of the National Health Fund,
responsible for operational affairs; in
July 2019, he was appointed President
of the National Health Fund.

IMPLEMENTING INNOVATIONS
Minister Niedzielski agreed with Am
Cham representatives that there was a
lack of good regulations governing the
criteria and processes for implementing
innovative medical devices, technologies,
and systemic solutions into the National
Healthcare System. To amend that, the
Ministry of Health had created a depart
ment charged with monitoring and im
plementing innovative technologies. The
department, headed by Anna Goawska,
Deputy Minister of Health, is also
charged with developing the rules for
certifying innovative products along with
the EU standards. This includes pilot pro
grams for implementing them into the
system and developing the criteria, in
cluding economic ones, along which indi
vidual solutions will be evaluated.
The speaker noted that the department
was currently working on a pilot program
to implement an electronic stethoscope,
which offers a new capability for moni
toring patients' health in realtime, 24/7.
The minister was proud to note that the
ministry successfully implemented an in
novative solution for Covid19 patients
during the pandemic. In the program, the
ministry sent out pulse oximeters to over
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a million Covid19 patients. The devices
were equipped with data transmission
devices, and the data was fed 24/7 into a
monitoring center developed by the Min
istry of Health. According to the speaker,
the system was a big gamechanger for
the patients who were in it. Minister
Niedzielski explained that Poland had
high fatalities among Covid19 patients
because many patients hoped to cure
themselves at home. They tended to wait
to go to the hospital until the infection
was no longer curable. However, with
the electronic monitoring system, doc
tors in the monitoring center could de
cide which patient needed hospital treat
ment and called for an ambulance with
the electronic monitoring system. "As far
as I can see, the monitoring center res
cued some 5,000 patients," Minister
Niedzielski said.

DR RADOSAW SIERPISKI

Appointed President of the Medical Re
search Agency in 2021, Dr. Sierpisi holds
a Ph.D. in cardiology. He has wide expe
rience in R&D in biotechnology and in
novative technologies, trial manage
ment, and commercialization. In 2019,
Dr. Sierpiski obtained a Master of Busi
ness in Medicine at Lazarski University
in Warsaw.
Before going to the MRA, Dr. Sierpiski
worked in the Clinic of Arrhythmias at
the Institute of Cardiology and in the pri
vate healthcare sector as a physician
and medical director. Between 2018 and
2019, he was an advisor to Health Minis
ter ukasz Szumowski. Dr. Sierpiski is a
member of the expert group advising
the European Commission on clinical re
search.
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Photo corteasy of AmCham Bulgaria

Regional cooperation

Standing united: Some of the signatories of Declaration—Jordan Dimitrovski, Board Member, AmCham North Macedonia; Tony Housh, Chairman,
AmCham Poland; Maja Filipcheva, President, AmCham North Macedonia; Aja Vodnik, CEO, AmCham Slovenia, and ViceChair of AmChams in Europe;
Petar T. Ivanov, CEO, AmCham Bulgaria.

FACILITATING
DIALOGUE

AMCHAMS IN THE CEE REGION SIGN A DECLARATION SUPPORTING THE THREE
SEAS INITIATIVE INVESTMENT AGENDA
o matter where it works around
the world, AmCham is always com
mitted to building momentum for
its members to help them tap into new
investment opportunities. If such oppor

N

tunities appear on a regional scale, Am
Chams in the region join forces.
Such was the case in July when 10 Am
Chams from the CEE region signed a joint
declaration supporting the investment
21

agenda of the Three Seas Initiative—a
joint infrastructure development plan un
dertaken by the governments of 12 coun
tries between the Adriatic, Baltic, and
Black seas: Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, the
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Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and
Slovenia.
With the 2021 Sofia Declaration to Sup
port Three Sees Initiative Future Develop
ment, the ten signatories of the docu
ment formalized the AmChams' goal to
drive the region’s economic growth by
attracting investors' interest in such
areas as energy security, smart connec
tivity, and climate goals.
The declaration underlines AmCham's be
lief that it can bridge the gap between
business and decisionmakers to help in
vestors build trust in the Three Seas chal
lenging scheme to build a more inte
grated, prosperous, and secure region
within the EU Single Market.
The document was signed on July 8 at
the 2021 Three Seas Summit and Business
Forum held in Sophia, Bulgaria.
COMPLETING EUROPE
The concept for an integrated political
and economic activity in the CEE region
came from the Atlantic Council, a US
thinktank, which in 2014 published a re
port entitled “Completing Europe.” The
authors of the report argued that the
past split of Europe into Western and
Eastern parts negatively impacted the in
frastructural development of the eastern
part for half a century. While the nations
of Western Europe were linked by roads

Kolinda GrabarKitarovi and Andrzej
Duda agreed to rally other political lead
ers in the region for an idea of a joint eco
nomic development program.
From the outset, the 3SI was designed to
complement rather than compete with
the EU. The European Commission has
been involved in the initiative from the
very beginning, and its highranking rep
resentatives have participated in its past
summits.
The 3SI objectives focus on the economic
growth of the region. It can be achieved
by creating a cohesive, wellfunctioning
energy market that safeguards a level
playing field for all market participants
and gives consumers the freedom to
choose between suppliers. This will in
crease open market competition and en
sure that the region is better supplied
with energy and provides high levels of
energy security.
Smart connectivity is another area with
huge growth potential. The partners of
the initiative hope to make the most of
the region’s experience and potential for
implementing digital solutions. It is
meant to go beyond the development of
digital infrastructure and cover such
areas as creating smart, modern solu
tions for data exchange and more effi
cient use of information.
Achieving EU climate goals is another
area of focus. A cohesive approach from

participating countries agreed to set up a
Three Seas Business Forum.
The 3SI summit is an annual event. In
2018 it was held in Bucharest, Romania,
hosted by Klaus Iohannis, President of
Romania. Guest speakers included Jean
Claude Juncker, EU Commission Presi
dent; Minister Heiko Maas, Foreign Minis
ter of Germany; and Rick Perry, US Secre
tary of Energy. The 2019 host of the sum
mit was Borut Pahor, President of Slove
nia. Among the guest speakers were
FrankWalter Steinmeier, President of
Germany, along with JeanClaude
Juncker and Rick Perry. In turn, the 2020
summit was held online virtually hosted
by Kersti Kaljulaid, President of Estonia.
The virtual format was not necessary in
Sophia, where Rumen Radev, President
of Bulgaria, hosted the 2021 3SI Summit.
The participants focused on how "smart"
infrastructure can boost the region’s eco
nomic growth and help it bridge the gap
in GDP generation to Western Europe EU
member states.
FOLLOWINGDEVELOPMENTS
AmCham Poland has a long track record
of discussing the business potential of
the 3SI with highlevel government offi
cials in Poland. Last year, Pawe
Jabonski, Deputy Minister of Foreign Af
fairs, who is responsible for the govern
ment's coordination of the 3SI, met with

The concept for an integrated political and economic activity in the CEE
region came from the Atlantic Council, a US thinktank, which in 2014
published a report entitled “Completing Europe.”
and railways, power lines, and oil and gas
pipelines, the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe remained comparatively
disconnected from one another in terms
of modern infrastructure. The deficit is
particularly acute along the region’s
northsouth axis.
Although the common economic and cus
toms space of the EU has paved the way
for stable development of the continent
as a whole, countries in CEE continue to
stand out from their counterparts in
Western Europe for their economic dis
parity and outdated infrastructure. De
spite Brussels' collective policies, the gap
that developed in the latter half of the
20th century has yet to be bridged. Elimi
nating this deficit in development would
give an enormous boost to the region's
economy and make the EU stronger and
more united as a whole.
THE OBJECTIVES
The political momentum for creating the
Three Seas Initiative (3SI) came in 2015
when Croatian and Polish Presidents

the CEE countries, aimed at developing
new and modern infrastructure, will help
the region move towards lower carbon
emissions and achieve carbon neutrality.
STEP BY STEP
The first 3SI summit was held in Croatia in
2016. Among the guests were the Chi
nese Ministerial Assistant for Foreign Af
fairs Liu Haixing, who spoke about
China's Belt and Road Initiative and how
it may benefit from the development of
railway infrastructure in the 3SI coun
tries. In turn, former US National Security
Advisor General James L. Jones stressed
the 3SI's role in European development
and security. The summit resulted in the
signing of a declaration of economic co
operation by representatives of the 12
participating nations. The cooperation
areas covered energy as well as transport
and communications infrastructures.
The second 3SI summit took place in War
saw in 2017. For the first time, the need
to attract business to the 3SI ambitious
plans became apparent. As a result, the
22

AmCham members at the chamber's An
nual General Meeting to talk, among oth
ers, about the US business in Poland and
the region. He said that the Polish gov
ernment sees a vital role for US investors
in developing the 3SI by getting involved
in developing projects to close the gap in
infrastructure development between
"old" and "new" EU member states. "The
value of the gap is estimated at EUR 600
billion in spending on infrastructural proj
ects, so this is a huge business opportu
nity," he said.
Deputy minister Jaboski concluded his
address to the chamber by saying that
the Polish government believed "that this
initiative will change our region for
decades. We hope to cooperate with
American business and welcome more
American investors, not only in Poland
but also in the whole CEE region."
GROWTH POTENTIAL
The 12 countries of the Three Seas Initia
tive comprise of the total population of
112 million—some 25 percent of the en
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With the AmCham widespread network and indepth knowledge, the or
ganization is in a position to become a competent partner to the public
sector in helping consult about the right companies, technologies,
knowhow and capital in focused projects.
tire EU population—and generate the es
timated 19 percent of the union's gross
domestic product.
However, figures from 2018 show that
their average GDP per capita in the 12
countries is just 78 percent of the EU av
erage. At the same time, the average
GDP growth in the 12 countries in 2015

be made a reality by combining the ex
pertise and investment money of the pri
vate and public sectors.
THE 3SI FUND
To facilitate cooperation between the
two spheres, in 2019, the 3SI member
countries created an investment fund.

Signing together: Tony House, AmCham Poland Chairman, signed the declaration of support for
the Three Seas Initiative's development agenda, along with nine other presidents of AmChams
in the region.

2019 was 3.5 percent, compared to 2.1
percent for the entire EU. A forecast
from the International Monetary Fund in
2018 said that the Three Seas countries
would post an average economic growth
of 2.9 percent in 2020, compared to an
average of 1.6 percent for the European
Union as a whole.
The "edge" in the speed of the economic
development of the Three Seas countries
over Western Europe member states sig
nifies a serious growth potential. It can

The initial two founding institutions from
Poland and Romania have made a com
mitment to make payments totaling over
EUR 500 million. The signatories of the
3SI Investment Fund were the National
Development Bank (BGK) of Poland and
ExportImport Bank of Romania.
The fund will focus on creating transport,
energy, and digital infrastructure in the
Three Seas region. Private investors from
pension funds, private investment funds,
and other entities will also be invited to
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the fund.
The fund engages, on a commercial basis,
in infrastructure projects. Its goal is to ac
tivate other sources of financing, such as
the resources of individual countries of
the region or EU funds.
The fund operates under Luxembourg
law on a commercial basis and market
principles.
Fuchs Asset Management was appointed
as the Alternative Investment Fund Man
ager, responsible for risk management,
portfolio management, governance, and
distribution. Fuchs’ team was assisted by
investment advisors in selecting and ana
lyzing potential investments to be recom
mended to the different investment com
mittees.
The fund is open for other 3SI countries
to join once the necessary permits are
obtained.
The fund is to enhance other financing
sources, such as national resources of in
dividual countries in the region or the EU
funds. The investment strategy assumes
the possibility to invest in various proj
ects at various stages of advancement.
These may include, among others, green
field investments or already undertaken,
the socalled brownfield investments, ac
quisition of shares, and participation in
special purpose vehicles.
DECLARATION
The 2021 declaration signed by ten Am
Chams from the 3SI countries supports
the 3SI by recognizing it as a genuine tool
for regional collaboration and acceler
ated development in the region’s energy,
transport, and digital connectivity.
The declaration recognizes the goals of
the Three Seas Initiative Fund to invest in
transport, energy, and digital infrastruc
ture of the northsouth axis of the Three
Seas countries to offset the gaps in the
development of individual regions of the
EU.
In the declaration, AmCham pledges to
offer its structures in the region to facili
tate the dialogue between business rep
resentatives and decisionmakers. With
the AmCham widespread network and in
depth knowledge, the organization is in a
position to become a competent partner
to the public sector in helping consult
about the right companies, technologies,
knowhow, and capital in focused proj
ects.
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Public investment

Knowledgebased: Through collaboration between academia and the private sector, Kraków has managed to build a diverse economic ecosystem
maintained by nearly 32,000 firms registered in the city, including 4,900 firms with foreign capital.

ALWAYS FORWARD!
DESPITE THE PANDEMIC, KRAKÓW CONTINUES ITS AMBITIOUS CITY
DEVELOPMENT PLANS TO BOOST ITS ECONOMIC POTENTIAL AND IMPROVE
THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF ITS RESIDENTS.
n June, AmCham Kraków & Katowice
held an online meeting with deputy
mayors of Kraków, Andrzej Kulig, who
is responsible for municipal infrastructure
development, and Jerzy Muzyk, responsi
ble for sustainable development. The
speakers gave an extensive and indepth

I

pesentation of the development plans for
the city's infrastructure currently in the
making and talked about the role of the
private sector in helping the city achieve
its strategic development goals. The meet
ing was moderated by Mateusz Jurczyk
AmCham Kraków and Katowice manager.
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ONE OF ITS KIND
In general perception, Kraków is histori
cally associated with the Jagiellonian Uni
versity, the oldest university in Poland
and one of the oldest in Europe. With the
Jagiellonian at its center, the city has
been home to a thriving academic and
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The highdurability of the Kraków economy is well visible in the shape of
its office market, which, comprising 1.57 million square meters of modern
space, is the secondlargest market in Poland, after Warsaw.
scientific community. At present, there
are 23 institutions of universitylevel edu
cation in Kraków, stateowned and pri
vate, which cater to 130,000 students.
Approximately 33,000 students study at
the AGH University of Science and Tech
nology, and some 20,000 at the Kraków
University of Technology. According to
deputy mayor Muzyk, the availability of
technologyeducated university gradu
ates is the backbone of the city's eco
nomic development.
The Kraków council plans to boost the
city’s academic potential, which once
was home to 200,000 students. The city
collaborates with the Kraków Academic
Center—the association of all higher ed
ucation institutions in the city—to de

Thinking out of the box: Contrary to city au
thorities who advocate freezing investments
to save cash for a rainy day during the pan
demic, Jerzy Muzyk said that Kraków can
not limit its investment projects because, if it
did, the city could find itself in a develop
ment trap in a few years from now.

velop joint programs attracting even
more students.
The city is well aware of its high aca
demic potential and plans to develop it
further to increase the economic diver
sity and potential of the city and the re
gion. "In this respect, Kraków is an un
questionable leader in Poland," said
deputy mayor Muzyk, adding, "Our refer
ence point is not Poland but Europe."
Through this collaboration between the
academia and the private sector, Kraków
has managed to build a diverse economic
ecosystem maintained by nearly 32,000
firms registered in the city, including
4,900 firms with foreign capital. In re
cent years, the city has attracted many
investors representing the sector of busi
ness support solutions. The 247 business
services centers in the city at present
employ 82,000 people. In turn, the un
employment rate in Kraków is relatively

low, at 3.3 percent, and rose only slightly
because of the pandemic, from 2.1 per
cent in 2019.
These numbers show the high resilience
of the city's economy visavis the effects
of the pandemic.
As deputy mayor Kulig noted, the drop in
municipal income in 2020 reached PLN
350 million, which was of no paramount
consequences given the city 2020 budget
stood at nearly PLN 7 billion. "We
learned that the Kraków economy could
function during the pandemic relatively
well," deputy mayor Kulig said.
The high durability of the city economy is
also well visible in the shape of its office
market. Comprising 1.57 million square
meters of modern space, it is the second
largest market after Warsaw. Some
300,000 square meters are currently in
the pipeline as the demand for office
space in the city continues. At the same
time, the vacancy rate in the city stood
at 14 percent by the end of 2020, a mere
rise by 5 percentage points from the end
of 2019.
According to deputy mayor Muzyk, while
there has been a dramatic drop in de
mand for modern office space in the city
during the pandemic, the design that
landlords look for now includes bigger
spaces allocated to individuals workers.
COMMUTING MADE WISE
Populationwise, Kraków is a relatively
young city. Nearly 77 percent of its
780,000 inhabitants are workingage
people and younger. Meanwhile, some
1.2 million people commute to work in
the city every day. A significant part of
the city's workforce lives in neighboring
areas, and according to city demographic
longterm forecast, the trend will con
tinue. The city population is expected to
grow, but the trend will peak in around
202530 at 800,000, after which the
Kraków population is expected to stabi
lize at approximately 700,000.
The numbers show that the city will sim
ply integrate with its neighboring areas.
According to deputy mayor Muzyk, the
trend is already visible, and as such, it is
not characteristic only to Kraków but in
all major cities in Poland—increasing
numbers of people find it more conven
ient to live outside of big city centers.
The integration of Kraków with its neigh
boring areas means that the city needs
to modernize its transport infrastructure
to support the growing number of com
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muters.
Another reason why the city needs to ex
pand its road network and public trans
portation system is that the high num
bers of passenger cars on the city streets
pollute the air. Approximately 240,000
cars are entering the city each working
day between 6 to 9 a.m. At the same
time, the number of private vehicles reg
istered in the city is at a record high at
750 units per 1,000 inhabitants and is still
growing.
Clear air is a sensitive issue for the city,
which is located in a land niche and
prone to smog with little winds and poor
natural ventilation. On Sept 1, 2019,
Kraków embarked on a pioneering clean
air project. Kraków was the first city in

Ready to go: According to Andrzej Kulig,
Kraków has enough investment projects in
dierent planning phases to absorb several
billion zoty in the next 78 years.

Poland that prohibited the use of wood
and coal for heating homes, including
regular heating systems and fireplaces,
and big grills. The ban came along with a
monitoring system equipped with drones
to scan for breaches, and the city was
consequently policing the culprits. Had it
not been for the exhaustion fumes gen
erated by cars, the problem would have
been solved. During the first lockdown in
2020, when the car traffic was practically
nonexistent, the air quality in the city
reached the EU health safety standards.
With this, the city authorities knew that
without taking away car traffic from the
city center, there is no way to have clear
air in Kraków.
ALL ROADS LEAD TO KRAKÓW
Kraków public transport has been devel
oping for the last 120 years. Today, it is
based on a fairly dense network of tram
and bus routes operated by a municipal
company, supplemented by a number of
private minibus operators. Local trains
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Strategic linking: The modernization of the
tram connection between the city center
and Nowa Huta is one of Kraków the strate
gic development priorities.

connect some of the suburbs.
Along with plans to put the city center
offlimits for vehicles with "unclean" en
gines, the city has readied a range of in
vestment projects into the road infra
structure, the tramway network, and
new bus fleet with hydrogenpowered
engines—the latter being in sync with in
vestment plans from the private sector
to set up in Kraków hydrogen production
facilities.
When it comes to the road network, the
city has opened a range of projects link
ing the center with the suburbs and the
city beltways.
Along with developing the road system,
Kraków expands its tramway network.
Strategic investments realized through
publicprivate partnerships include a fast
line between the Nowa Huta district and
the city center and extending connec
tions between such communication hubs
as Paszów, Skawina, and Azory, among
others.
The most ambitious project is the con
struction of the "PreMetro" system—a

Renaissance city: Although Kraków is
viewed as a major tourist destination in the
region, the tourism industry generates only
7 percent of the city’s GDP.

tram line linking the Wzgórza Krzesaw
ickie and Bronowice districts on the east
west axis. It will consist of 32 stations,
two underground tunnels, including one
that’s 11kilometer long under the city
center, and an overland passage. The
total cost of the 22kilometer long proj
ect is estimated at PLN 5.8 billion.
The city also plans to supplement the
road and tramway network with a park &
ride system to make more commuters
use the public transportation, which, ac
cording to deputy mayor Kulig, will be
more ecological than cars and faster.
Developing the transportation network
in the city is a major task not only be
cause of the need to make it more effi
cient and cut the trafficrelated air pollu
tion but also because Kraków is the sec
ondlargest city in Poland in regard to its
geographic spread, after Warsaw.
Kraków has tapped into EU funds to fi
nance many of its investment projects.
Since the EU financial perspective ends
in 2022, the city has prioritized finishing
them by the end of 2023, which is the de
cline for submitting financial clearance
for those projects to get the money from
the EU.
URBAN REGENERATION
Along with modernizing its public trans
portation system, Kraków has embarked
on a major urban regeneration program
which comprises four major schemes.
One of them is actually out of the city
proper and covers the land around the
KrakówBalice Airport. In 2019, nearly 13
million passengers used the airport, and
had it not been for the pandemic, the
number would have been on the rise in
2020 and 2021. In fact, the Balice Airport
is planned to become the largest re
gional airport in Europe. With this in
mind, the city has prepared two zoning
plans around the airport, which envision
the construction of new fast roads link
ing the airport with the city center as
well as the beltway system. This project
is scheduled for completion by 2023.
The city has also developed plans for a
service infrastructure to supplement the
airport in a similar fashion, such as those
developed around airports in Munich,
Frankfurt, and other major communica
tion hubs in Europe.
Another major project is under construc
tion in the eastern part of Kraków—the
Paszów New City. It comprises nearly
700 hectares to be tuned into a multi
functional residential and office district,
with low rise and highrise buildings (up
to 150 meters tall), which, when com
pleted, will become home to 100,000 res
idents.
Another major urban development is
planned to take place on the grounds of
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Downtown trac: Approximately 240,000
cars enter the city each workday between 6
to 9 a.m.

the Nowa Huta steelworks, following its
decommissioning by Accelor Mittal. Sev
eral thousands of hectares of land will be
turned into a science and technology
park along with an industrial and logis
tics center.
The Vistula River Park is another major
urban revitalization project. Covering 32
hectares of land along the Vistula river, it
will be developed into a recreation and
entertainment area, including a munici
pal beach.
According to deputy mayor Muzyk, the
city attaches priority to developing "bio
active" areas, such as public parks and
common greens for recreation. Along
with a sustainable economy, the city's
goal is to create an extensive leisure in
frastructure to make the city more at
tractive to live in, which is important not
only to the city residents but also to in
vestors. As the private sector creates at
tractive jobs in the city, it is expected
that the city will create attractive living
conditions. It is also in sync with the ex
pectations of the Kraków residents, who
voice their expectations during public

Invisible tram: Kraków plans to build a new
tram line linking the city's east and west dis
tricts, including an 11kilometerlong tunnel
under the city center.
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Quality of life: The Vistula River Park covers
32 hectares of land along the Vistula river
that will be developed into a recreation and
entertainment area, including a municipal
beach.

consultations regarding new zoning
plans.
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
Along with being perceived as a major
academic center in Europe, Kraków has
also been viewed as a major tourist des
tination in this region of Europe, attract
ing domestic and international visitors.

became one of the most popular destina
tions for stag parties for tourists from
the UK, among others. While the city's
cultural offer evolved to embrace this
emerging source of revenue offering
new attractions in the "pop" category,
the room for "high culture" seekers be
came sparse. In 2004, after seven years
in Kraków, the Ludwig Van Beethoven
Easter Festival, organized by the world
renown composer Ludwik Penderecki,
could not find sponsors and left the city
for Warsaw.
In 2019, nearly 14.5 million tourists vis
ited Kraków, generating a turnover of
nearly PLN 8 billion. Among them were
nearly 4 million foreigners who stayed in
the city for more than two days.
Deputy mayor Muzyk noted that, while
Kraków is universally perceived as a big
tourist destination, tourism generates
only some 7 percent of the city's gross
domestic product. "Tourism is spectacu
lar, and we are happy to see tourists
come back to the city streets this year,"
the deputy mayor said. "But it is worth
remembering that Kraków does not have
a tourismbased economic monocul
ture."
Yet, the city is watching its tourism mar

to see but also cultural events, including
musical events," noted deputy mayor
Muzyk.
INVESTORS WELCOME
To be able to open so many large invest
ment projects to execute a longterm de
velopment vision, Kraków first had to
make zoning plans for the areas im
pacted by the investments. The city took
to the task intensely. Today, with 70 per
cent of the city area covered by zoning
plans, Kraków is the top regional capital
in this respect in Poland.
The city plans to do zoning plans for the
remaining 25 percent of the land by 2023.
Five percent of the Kraków area is used
by military and civil service and is offlim
its to the city zoning authority.
With all those ambitious and extensive
city development plans, Kraków mayors
are also confident the city can tap into
the financing it needs. According to
deputy mayor Muzyk, the 2021 invest
ment budget stands at PLN 1.2 billion.
But the city budget is just one source of
money. Some projects in the road infra
structure are cofinanced by the
Maopolska Province government. In ad
dition, Kraków will tap into the EU funds

Kraków is looking forward to collaborating with the private sector in any
economic area that supports the realization of the city's
longterm development goals.
While the city has always been popular
with domestic tourists as well as interna
tional tourists attracted to the city by its
rich cultural heritage, the rise of lowcost
airlines in the 1990s transformed the
city's tourism market by bringing in
crowds of weekend visitors from West
ern Europe who found Kraków a rela
tively inexpensive place to stay. The city

High flier: In 2019, the KrakówBalice Airport
serviced nearly 13 million passengers and is
set to become the largest regional airport in
Europe in a few years.

ket, analyzing longterm trends. A study
revealed that while tourists return to the
city this year, for many, Kraków is a one
time weekend destination. This is why
the city has opened an investment
scheme, codenamed "Sustainable
Tourism Development Program," to
boost the city's offering for "premium"
tourists, who seek destinations with di
verse, multicultural portfolios which
make them want to visit the place more
than once.
A strategic area to achieve this is the ad
equate number of fivestar hotels in the
city. According to deputy mayor Muzyk,
a significant improvement was made
over the last decade in this respect. "Ten
years ago, there were a few of them, and
now, there are several," he said.
But fivestar hotels are just one end of
the equation. With the development of
the Kraków Music Center—a major mu
nicipal investment project to build a
stateoftheart venue for live perform
ances—the city plans to return Kraków
on the European map of "highend" mu
sical events. We know that "premium"
tourists in Europe and beyond, when
picking their destinations, do take into
account not only historic sites they want
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designed for infrastructure development
in 20212028, and the National Recon
struction Plan, which offers EUR 60 bil
lion, including EUR 24 billion through
grants. Deputy mayor Muzyk added that
being a major academic and business
center, Kraków must not limit its invest
ment projects in the time of the pan
demic, because if it did, it could find it
self in a development trap in a few years
from now and dwarf its chances for a
fast postpandemic economic recovery.
In turn, deputy mayor Kulig said that at
present, Kraków has enough investment
projects in different phases of planning
to absorb several billion zoty in the next
78 years.
Kulig added that the city is looking for
ward to collaborating with the private
sector in any economic area that sup
ports the realization of the city's long
term development plans and encouraged
American investors who might be inter
ested in finding more about investment
opportunities in Kraków to contact the
city halls directly.
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US medical devices market

XRAYING FOR
OPPORTUNITIES
LAUNCHING A MEDICAL DEVICE PRODUCT IN THE US MARKET MAY BE EASIER
THAN YOU THINK.
n June, the AmCham American In
vestor Desk held an online session
with Rick Proctor, Managing Partner
at Breakthrough Life Sciences LLC, and
Jeff L Smith, President and CEO of Brave
heart Group, Inc. The speakers talked

I

about the steps that producers of medical
devices need to take to enter the US mar
ket successfully.
Before they find buyers, however, the pro
ducers need to properly register their
products with the US Food and Drug Ad
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ministration (FDA). According to the FDA
website, medical devices range from sim
ple tongue depressors and hospital
gowns to complex programmable pace
makers and robotic surgical systems. The
FDA Medical Device Product Classifica
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Companies that plan to market a medical device in the US should also
consider protecting their product visavis intellectual property risks.
They can choose four basic ways to do so: patent, trademark, copyright,
and trade secret protection.
tion database lists over 6,000 types of
medical devices regulated by the FDA's
Center for Medical Devices and Radiolog
ical Health (CDRH) and the classification
assigned to each type.
Depending on the device classification,
along with other factors, federal regula
tions define requirements that must be
fulfilled for CDRH to approve or clear de
vices sold in the US.
There are two ways to get the FDA classi

According to Rick Proctor, there are hun
dreds of thousands of apps that are related
to health in the US market, but the actual
use and utility of those apps are very low,
and what makes a dierence between suc
cess and failure are app features that are
pretty straightforward but hard to pull o,
such as great user experience, integration
with wearables, interaction with patient
groups, and provide simple communication
with health service providers.

fications. Producers may either conduct
research and find the same devices they
intend to sell in the US already classified
by the FDA, or they can simply contact
the agency and have their products clas
sified by FDA experts for a fee.
SOFTWARE AS A MEDICAL DEVICE
Apart from hardware medical devices,
the FDA may classify a piece of software
as a medical device, given the application
meets the right conditions. It must be
software intended to be used for one or
more medical purposes and work so that
it is not an integral part of a hardware
medical device. However, it may be used
in combination with other medical de
vices and other software, including gen
eralpurpose software, and can run on
generalpurpose platforms.
The FDI understanding of a "software for
medical purpose" includes applications
that provide means and suggestions for

mitigation of a disease, or information
for determining capability, detecting, di
agnosing, monitoring, or treating physio
logical conditions, states of health, ill
ness, or congenital deformities. It may
also be software that is an aid to diagno
sis, screening, monitoring, determination
of a predisposition, prognosis, predic
tion, determination of physiological sta
tus.
The FDA may also view software for lab
oratory diagnosis, including invitro diag
nostics as a medical device. It can also be
computeraided detection software run
ning on a generalpurpose computing
platform located in the imageacquisition
hardware medical device.
The status of a medical device may also
be applied to software that provides pa
rameters that become the input for a dif
ferent hardware medical device, such as
treatment planning software that sup
plies information used in a linear acceler
ator.
The FDA may also recognize mobile apps
as medical devices, given they meet the
abovementioned purpose criteria. For
instance, medical devices will be apps
that allow a commercially available
smartphone to view images for diagnosis
purposes obtained from a magnetic reso
nance imaging medical service or apps
using the triaxial accelerometer that op
erates on the embedded processor on a
consumer digital camera.
NOT A MEDICAL DEVICE
However, not all software that is used in
medical equipment will fill the bill for the
FDA to be considered a medical device.
For instance, software that is used to
"drive" or "control" the motors and the
pumping of medication in an infusion
pump is not a medical device. This also
includes software that relies on data
from a medical device but does not have
a medical purpose, such as software that
encrypts data for transmission from a
medical device. Programs that monitor
Xray tube performance to anticipate the
need for replacement are not medical
devices. Similarly, software that inte
grates and analyzes laboratory quality
control data to identify increased ran
dom errors or trends in calibration on in
vitro diagnostics does not meet the FDA
requirements for a medical device.
THE PAPERWORK
The FDA believes an agile regulatory par
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adigm is necessary to accommodate the
faster rate of development and potential
innovation in softwarebased products.
It means that the FDA does not hold the
producers to the same standards in de
sign as it does in the case of, say, a
stethoscope. Instead, the FDA has a path
that allows producers of innovative med
ical software to get to the marketplace
quicker. It is called the Software PreCer
tification Pilot Program.

According to Je Smith, bidding for the US
government business using the System for
Award Management is not a guarantee for
getting a contract. While the selection
process is arduous and can be very frustrat
ing, it is rewarding for those who are se
lected.

To obtain the DFA grading for their med
ical devices, producers need to specify
the device’s objective. The definition has
to include the healthcare type that the
device is going to fill and the functional
ity. The documentation has to include
such aspects as requirements, design,
testing, use, and maintenance.
Once the producers of the software
medical devices submit to the FDA the
documentation describing the products
they intend to sell in the US, the agency
will give them an appraisal for the excel
lence of the product. Once that is done,
producers need to submit their products
for a review determination. Depending
on the risk and what they intend to do
with their products, they either are
going to get a streamlined review which
confirms the product in question was
viewed as fit for the US market or, in the
case of lowrisk products, the FDA will let
their products go straight to the market
bypassing a streamlined review process.
However, once the product is in the mar
ket, performancebased feedback may
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trigger the producer to introduce
changes to the software to upgrade and
improve it. In other words, this precerti
fication program can allow producers to
get their precut into the regulated mar
ketplace much quicker and put the pro
ducers in very good standing with the
FDA.
MOBILE MEDICAL APPS
Apart from software that can be classi
fied by the FDA as a medical device, the
agency recognizes a special category of
software—Mobile Medical Apps
(MMAs). This software runs on a mobile
platform or can be accessed via mobile
devices but is run on a webbased server
and performs medical device functions.
By mobile device, the FDA understands a
handheld mobile, offtheshelf, commer
cial computing platform, with or without
wireless connectivity such as a smart
phone or iPad.
MMA comes in two categories: regulated
and unregulated. Regulated MMAs are
the ones that meet any of the three cri
teria. The first is that the app is intended
for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
treatment of disease prevention, or af
fects the structure or any function of the
body. Another criterion is that the app is
used as an accessory to a regulated med
ical device or transforms a mobile plat
form into a regulated medical device.
The third criterion is that the app's func
tionality can pose a risk to a patient's
safety if the device does not function as
intended.

tor sleep apnea, electronic stethoscopes.
They also include apps that provide pa
tientspecific analysis and diagnosis or
treatment recommendations, such as
calculating dosage for a treatment plan
or doing CAD image processing.
Some apps fall into the category of En
forcement Discretion MMAs. The FDA
does not intend to regulate them but, if
it finds it necessary, it can. Such apps in
clude software that helps users selfman
age their disease or conditions without
specific treatment or treatment sugges
tions, such as coaching software which
helps users manage such conditions as
obesity, diabetes, mood disorders.
Telemedicine software and apps that au
tomate tasks for healthcare providers
are also regulated.
Unregulated medical software, because
it does not meet the definition of med
ical device, includes software that lets
users access copies or reference materi
als, training and education for clinicians,
patient education, office and practice
management, patient logs, health track
ing aids, and transfer, store, format, dis
play data from a regulated MMA without
changes.
If an app falls into a regulated category,
it will have to undergo the premarket
submission for approval or clearance.
The producer will also need to establish
a registration and medical device listing
for its product.
With products that have a critical impact
on the health of the patient who uses
them, the producer must prove that the

Virtual world: Telemedicine has boomed in the US during the pandemic and today, users of mo
bile medical apps expect that they give them easy access to healthcare providers.

In practice, apps that are regulated in
clude such that control medical devices,
such as blood pressure sensors, insulin
pumps, and others.
Regulated apps are also those that trans
form a mobile platform into a medical
device with attachments, displays, and
sensors, such as attachments to read
glucose strips, collect monitor ECG, and
also apps that monitor sensors to moni

device functions exactly as it is labeled,
which involves quality system regula
tions and product labeling, and adverse
event reporting.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
PROTECTION
Companies that plan to market a medical
device in the US should also consider
protecting their product visavis intellec
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tual property risks. They can choose four
basic ways to do so: patent, trademark,
copyright, and trade secret protection.
Patents in the US protect novel ideas
embedded in the software. They can be
editing functions, userinterface fea
tures, compiling techniques, operating
system techniques, program algorithms,
menu arrangements, display presenta
tions or arrangements, and program lan
guage translation methods.
The difference between patent and
copyright is that the latter is a protection
for the particular form in which an idea is
expressed, such as literary work. In the
case of software, copyright protection
may be applied to source and object
code (with only registered versions),
user interface and how information is
displayed.
In turn, trade secrets are formulas, pat
terns, compounds, devices, processes,
tools, or mechanisms that are not gener
ally known or discoverable and main
tained in secrecy because they give its
owner a competitive advantage. Trade
secrets are software code, as well as
concepts and ideas behind code.
A good example of what types of intel
lectual property come to play with soft
warebased devices is the smartphone.
Trademark protection covers the prod
uct’s name, code, and the startup tone
associated with the phone. In turn,
patent protection covers such areas as
the dataprocessing method, the operat
ing system, and the operation of the user
interface.
Copyright, in turn, can be areas associ
ated with the software, user manuals,
ringtones, startup tone, and images. In
terms of trade secrets, there could be
some technical knowhow kept "in
house" and not published.
With hardware products, generally, the
patent is the ideal way of protection.
However, it is difficult to protect an ap
plication via patent alone.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
PROTECTION
Artificial intelligence complicates regula
tion and intellectual property associated
with medical devices. AI can change
many technical and performance aspects
of regulated devices, triggering the need
for additional approval. When the per
formance, particularly for medical de
vices, is changed, it may require addi
tional testing and will lead to a submis
sion of proof to the FDA that the AIen
hanced medical device works as de
signed.
In 2019, the FDA provided a framework
for modifications of AI and machine
learning to give some guidance on what
happens when AI components are
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In 2019, the FDA provided a framework for modifications of AI and
machine learning to give some guidance on what happens when AI
components are changed in medical devices, and how it can be addressed
from the regulatory standpoint.
changed in medical devices and how it
can be addressed from a regulatory
standpoint.
When it comes to intellectual property,
AI is difficult to describe in a patent ap
plication. This fact makes it tougher to
obtain a patent for an AI solution. To
combat that, producers need to detail all
the technical improvements in a detailed
and specific way to obtain intellectual
property protection, such as a patent,
for an AI solution.
In 2020 the US Patent and Trademark Of
fice released a report entitled Inventing
AI, which provides useful guidance for
companies that sell medical devices.
PROMOTIONAL PRACTICES
The primary regulatory group for med
ical devices in the US is the FDA. How
ever, when it comes to claims made by
companies developing software and
medical applications, the Federal Trade
Commission comes to play. The commis
sion's primary charter is to protect con
sumers. In 2015, the FTC started to get in
volved in cases where it saw misleading
claims regarding software in medical ap
plications.
Both the FDA and the FTC have an over
lapping authority of scrutinizing advertis

tion from patients undergoes the Health
and Insurance Portability and Accounta
bility Act. It protects the privacy and se
curity of certain health information and
requires certain entities to provide notifi
cations of health information breaches.
The rules of the act are enforced by the
Office for Civil Rights within the US De
partment of Health and Human Services.
CONSUMER CHOICE
Today, hundreds of thousands of mobile
applications in the US market are related
to health, but most of those apps’ actual
use and utility is low. Some aspects of
mobile health apps that make a differ
ence between success and failure were
outlined in a survey published over a
year ago, which showed what patients in
the US expect of their MMAs.
In most cases, those are simple things
but hard to pull off. Applications that are
easy to use, offer a great user experi
ence, and are integrated with wearables
were the three top choices. But the sur
vey revealed that nearly equally impor
tant is the ability for users to interact
with patient groups, as an increasing
number of patients in the US want to
have access to people who are in a simi
lar situation using the app. They want to

I, Robot: Artificial intelligence I is dicult to describe in a patent application, making it tougher
to obtain a patent for an AI solution.

ing and promotion, and both can get in
volved if they see something that they
do not like.
PRIVACY PROTECTION
There is a lot of sensitivity in the US to
software that collects patients' medical
data and is provided by third parties.
Software that collects medical informa

be able to communicate with them, see
what their experience is, talk to them
about their own health challenges and
common problems. With this in mind,
vendors should not forget to include in
their MMAs a way to interact with other
patients using the same software.
Another critically important aspect of
MMAs for patients in the US is that they
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can use their MMA to communicate with
healthcare provides. The role of telemed
icine increased significantly over the pan
demic. Many telemedicine platforms are
mobile platforms for doing telemedicine
visits. App developers need to find a way
to communicate with telemedicine
providers, and it has to be relatively sim
ple for the user.
MMAs also need to offer actionable in
formation. Patients in the US expect to
get advice, guidance and information
from their healthcare app that is useful
in their condition.
US GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING
Companies interested in winning a con
tract with the US government need to be
familiar with the Federal Acquisition Reg
ulation. The document covers the rules
for all US government procurement and
acquisitions activities along with all the
requirements for providers. The next
step is to get familiar with the System
for Award Management (SAM), where
companies have to register and obtain a
NATO Commercial and Government Iden
tity Code and a Data Universal Number
ing System number. Once the numbers
are obtained, the company can start
using the system. SAM users can see
whether some of the existing or new
open contracts are offered for sourcing
to the US government. They can view
data along with a number of searchable
categories using keywords or a product
and service code. The service code refers
to specific services—for instance, 5415
refers to computer system design and re
lated services; 541511 to custom com
puter programing services; 541715 to
R&D in the Physical, Engineering, and
Life Sciences, except for Nanotechnol
ogy and Biotechnology.
When users identify a contract in the
SAM that is of interest to them, they may
submit their bid based on the CFR re
quirements. However, when the selec
tion begins, not everybody is going to
win the business. Using the SAM is not a
guarantee for getting a contract. The se
lection process is arduous and can be
very frustrating but rewarding for those
who are selected.
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FOCUS

Corporate social responsibility

STRONGER
TOGETHER
AMCHAM MEMBER COMPANIES PLAY THEIR PART IN
AIDING ANTIPANDEMIC EFFORTS.
n June, AmCham published a report on
the aid executed by member compa
nies between March 2020—June 2021
towards the eorts to battle the pan
demic in Poland. The 23page long report,
entitled AmCham Poland Members Lend
Their Support, covers 93 companies and,
in a nutshell, depicts the breadth and
depth of social responsibility embedded in
the corporate fabric of American enter
prises.
The 93 companies collectively rendered fi
nancial aid exceeding PLN 200 million and
donated hundreds of thousands of inkind
items, ranging from face masks made by
hand by volunteers in the early stage of
the pandemic, to face shields created on
3D printers, to hightech medical equip
ment donated by medical corporations.
AmChammember companies also oered
services focused on supporting health and
care personnel, as well as legal services
delivered pro bono to companies facing
legal issues related to the pandemic.
The 93 benefactors represent nearly all
sectors of the economy. From the IT,
telecommunications, business consulting
and legal services, manufacturing and
food processing, pharmaceutical and
medical, educational, financial services
and insurance, energy, real estate, logis
tics, chemicals, beauty and body care, de
livery and carrier services, promotional
wear and advertising, the media, conven
ience shopping, and aerospace.

I

HOTELS
Some benefactors represent sectors of
the economy that were the most severely
hit by the pandemicrelated lockdowns:
hotels and restaurants.
Hotels were hurt badly by lockdowns and
international and domestic travel restric
tions. Facing plummeting turnovers, they

had to put their primary functions on a
standstill and idle some of their work
forces, and develop new oerings to match
the situation.
Despite that, some of them managed to as
sign resources to aid healthcare profession
als and other frontline workers.
Starting in the initial phase of the pan
demic, the Bridge Wrocaw MGallery hotel
produced 100 meals a day for local hospi
tals in Wrocaw and Oborniki lskie.
In turn, the Courtyard by Marriott Warsaw
Airport Hotel—a part of the Polish Hotel
Holding (PHH)—collaborated with the Pol
ish Ministry of Health and the National
Health Fund to accommodate the medical
sta of the Central Clinical Hospital of the
Ministry of Interior and Administration in
Warsaw, and oered complimentary com
fortable rooms and meals. In addition, the

The report depicts the breadth and depth of
social responsibility embedded in the corpo
rate fabric of American enterprises.
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hotel’s kitchen sta joined the PHH cater
ing department, which prepared nearly
23,000 meals for over 300 employees of
epidemiological stations in Warsaw.
The PHH employees also volunteered to
undergo training to support the NFZ hot
line and the Chief Sanitary Inspectorate.
The PHH volunteers received almost
35,000 phone calls.
Warsaw Marriott Hotel aided the eorts
of the Ministry of Health and the National
Health Fund to create appropriate condi
tions for postwork rest for medical sta.
The hotel arranged an olimits floor for
them along with meals.
Warsaw Marriott volunteers also sewed
face masks for the Red Cross while the
hotel donated shampoos, lotions, tooth
kits, shower gels to the healthcare person
nel of the Central Clinical Hospital of the
Ministry of Interior and Administration in
Warsaw.
RESTAURANT CHAINS
During lockdowns, restaurant chains func
tioned in a drastically limited capacity.
Some restaurants, such as those in shop
ping centers, were closed, while others,
being not permitted to service clients in
side, worked hard to extend their take
away oers, expand delivery networks to
cover larger areas, as well as making their
ordering functions available in multichan
nel formats. Despite all that, they still ren
dered an eective aid to the pandemic
fighting eorts.
Starting in midMarch 2020, Amrest, which
operates in Poland KFC, Pizza Hut, Star
bucks, and Burger King restaurants, pro
vided meals to 50 hospitals in several
cities across the country.
By June 2021, the company delivered over
7,000 meals, coee packs, and desserts. In
March 2020, Amrest donated 3 tonnes of
food to the Food Bank and has been do
nating surplus food to the institution ever
since.
In March 2020, McDonald’s assigned some
of its restaurants to make Power Packs—
nutritious fee meals—for the "Wzwamy
Posiki" national aid program, of which
McDonald's became a strategic partner.
Through this program, the restaurant de
livered Power Packs for healthcare work
ers and other frontline professionals in
volved in battling the pandemic. As a re
sult, the 100 restaurants that produced
Power Packs donated over 81,000 sets to
50 healthcare facilities across the country.
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FOCUS
Mentoring

PURSUING INDIVIDUAL
IDEAS
A GRASSROOTS MENTORING PROGRAM EXCEEDS THE EXPECTATIONS
OF ITS INITIATORS
entoring is a form of human re
source management focusing on
sharing knowledge and experi
ence, and building on the strengths of
the mentee. But, arguably, most of all,
mentoring is a form of building relation
ships.
Mentoring starts with choosing the right
program. There are programs on the
intracompany scope, national or even
global. But the right program to choose
depends on the needs of the mentees,
their expectations, goals and to what de
gree they are ready to open up for the
change. This is why the most important
aspect of a wellchosen mentoring pro
gram is trust. When entering into a men
toring relationship, mentees have to re
member that they will have to work hard
on themselves. The process often con
sists of overcoming personal weaknesses
and dealing with difficult personal topics.
I often have participated in the monitor

M

ing programs of the Business Leaders
Foundation and the Mentoring Walk Vital
Voices, along with three other colleagues
from GE Healthcare, Magdalena Grzeda,
Anna Hruszka, and Anna Paczuska. One
day, we thought it would be a good idea
to create a program of our own. We de
cided to create a program dedicated to
women to help them develop professional
careers. We used an idiosyncratic ap
proach to each program participant de
pending on her specific goals such as get
ting a promotion, a raise, getting trans
ferred to a different department or even
considering changing jobs. This is how the
Grow & Fly Program came to life under
the patronage of the GE Women’s Net
work.
GROWING BIG
Over the course of the program, it be
came apparent that it could not continue
as a project dedicated exclusively to
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women. Male colleagues from the com
panies that helped start the program—
GE Healthcare and Bank BPH—and col
leagues from other companies began to
get involved. As a result, in this exclu
sively online program, 35
mentoring/coaching pairs were formed.
The goal was to make the program bene
fit both sides of the monitoring equilib
rium, as mentoring is about mentee de
velopment and broadening the mentors’
horizons. In this way, they learn to sense,
understand, and guide their mentees so
that they do not think new ideas are im
posed on them. With this in mind, we cre
ated a successful mentoring process as
the mentees grew ready to work on
themselves and realize that the mentor
ing process itself was only the beginning
of an adventure that never ends.
Author: Anna Zema, Communications
Manager at GE Healthcare
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Company Proile: AICPA & CIMA

CHANGINGEQUILIBRIUM
AmCham.pl Quarterly
Editor Tomasz wiok talks
with Jakub Bejnarowicz,
Regional Director for Europe
at the Association of
International Certified
Professional Accountants
(AICPA & CIMA), about the
evolving roles of finance
professionals in business
organizations.
Fall 2021 will mark the 10th anniversary
of CIMA activities in Poland. Looking
back, what were the milestones in the
organization's development?
During the past 10 years, we have been
working hard to bring the European
community of finance professionals to
gether, grow key markets, raise the
employability of CIMA students and
members and build recognition of
Chartered Global Management Ac
countant—CGMA—designation in the
region. In ten years, we have achieved
a lot. Our oce in Warsaw now serves
as the hub for Europe. We have been
collaborating with top employers in
Poland to ensure the CGMA designa
tion remains the first choice when re
cruiting financially trained business
leaders. The CGMA designation hold
ers are now widely employed in public,
private, and nonprofit sectors in
Poland. During this time too, CIMA has
also entered into a jointventure with
the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants to create the Asso
ciation of International Certified Pro
fessional Accountants, and become
the world’s leader in public and man
agement accounting issues.

While growing our membership pool
in Poland and in the region, we had
many successes, reached many mile
stones, and undoubtedly faced some
challenges. But what seems important
from today’s perspective is the strate
gic alliances and valuable partnerships
we have managed to maintain and ex
tend throughout the years. Some or
ganizations we work closely with in
clude the Association of Business Serv
ice Leaders, the Polish Chamber
of Statutory Auditors, the British Em
bassy Warsaw, the Warsaw School of
Economics, the Otto Beisheim School
of Management, PwC and the PwC
Academy, the First Intuition and Chan
nel Partners, the CFO Club, Hays
Poland and Michael Page Europe, Di
versity Hub, the Rzeczpospolita daily
and many leading universities and top
business schools in mainland Europe
and Eurasia.
Last year, we reached a milestone in
our development in the region by sign
ing a memorandum of understanding
with the Polish Chamber of Statutory
Auditors aiming to develop the com
petencies of professionals providing
audit and advisory services in Poland,

and raise their professional qualifica
tions. This also opened a possibility to
establish strategic relations with other
auditors in Europe.
In March this year, CIMA and the Asso
ciation of Business Service Leaders
signed a letter of intent to support the
growth and increase the competitive
ness of a modern business services
sector in Poland and CEE. As part of
the new project, called Skills of the Fu
ture Academy 20212026, AICPA &
CIMA, and ABSL will identify compe
tency gaps in the modern business
services sector and work on imple
menting worldclass solutions that will
address them.
What are the other plans for Poland
this year and beyond?
Recently we have shared recommen
dations with the Polish government on
supporting economic recovery in
Poland by introducing schemes to help
small and mediumsized enterprises
with digitalization, strengthening
Poland’s critical assets, such as skilled
talent pool, and helping businesses
with addressing environmental, social
and governance issues to meet sus
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tainability challenges. In September
we are organizing a panel discussion
with representatives of prominent in
stitutions and organizations we coop
erate with, such as AmCham, on the
ways to maximize organizational po
tential and support Poland’s economic
recovery and sustainable growth by in
vesting in skilled talent and the right
competencies.
In turn, in November, together with
the Rzeczpospolita , we organize the
4th edition of our flagship event—the
CFO Strategy & Innovation Summit
2021—to discuss trends that aect and
will aect the work of CFOs. This
year’s focus is on the value creation
and the mindsets required for success
ful Csuite leadership in the postCovid
volatile, uncertain, complex and am
biguous business environment. Our
topnotch international speakers will in
clude Riccardo Calliano, Head of Global
Finance Capabilities and Talent at Glax
oSmithKline; Yan Jin, Global SVP re
sponsible for Investor Relations at
Eaton; Modi Kairav, FCMA, CGMA, Ex
ecutive VP and CFO, Siemens Limited,
and Barbara Larson, Global Senior Vice
President, Accounting, Tax & Treasury
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at Workday. With this event, yearon
year we are facilitating the discussion
on the changing role of finance profes
sionals and the latest trends in finan
cial management as well as building a
European community of CFOs and
business leaders.
What are the key roles that finance
leaders play in organizations?
Nowadays, organizations need a holis
tic approach to create value and drive
their business performance. It is about
tracking and making sense of the past,
understanding the present and model
ing the future to make good decisions,
manage risks and create sustainable
business models. This is all while opti
mizing resources and performance
along the way.
To get this right, today’s enterprises
need people who use and leverage the
powerful combination of finance and
business. They need to be financially
literate, digitally and commercially
savvy, ethical and purposedriven lead
ers who can influence their peers
through strategic insight, driving
growth and creating value... Individu
als who manage tasks and projects as
well as teams and organizations... Fi
nancial experts who apply their ac
counting and finance skills across the
organization... Professionals who are
capable of using financial and nonfi
nancial data to drive integrated think
ing and better decisionmaking.
And this is the DNA of CGMA designa
tion holders. They are datadriven,
problemsolvers and business archi
tects of value. They embody confi
dence and expertise because their
knowledge and skills are based on
mastering the comprehensive, em
ployerand practicebased CIMA syl
labus. Because of this, CGMA designa
tion holders work as strategic partners
across the business and financial
teams, providing the decisionbased fi
nancial and operational data required
to make good decisions, manage —
then optimize — the performance of
an organization, create value for the
future and drive it forward.
How have the roles of financial lead
ers evolved over the last decade?
Over the last decade, businesses have
undergone a dramatic change. Tech
nology is disrupting not only the prod
ucts they oer but also the way they
earn profit, moving from the manufac
turing of tangible goods to service
based business models and knowl

edgerelated activities sold via licenses
and subscriptions.
At the same time, technology, such as
robotics and computer algorithms, are
taking over the basic routine functions
of finance professionals giving compa
nies more information than ever be
fore data on their market, their cus
tomers, their suppliers, and their own
organization.
With this, companies have to figure
out how to convey a goldmine of infor
mation, including nonfinancial and in
tangible assets such as intellectual
property and human capital, in an ac
curate and holistic way, to drive their
strategy and remain forwardthinking.
These developments pushed finance
professionals to redefine their roles as
business partners and value creators,
at the same time giving them a clear
mandate to go beyond their core ac
counting role and become more influ
ential. With this, finance has been
moving from a technical function,
mainly focused on budgeting, plan
ning, and reporting, to being a busi
ness partner and enabler that creates
values by combining skill sets of man
agement accountants with technology
solutions.
What is the role of technology in the
profession?
Accountants and finance teams
around the globe had to learn how to
embrace digital transformation strate
gically and thoughtfully, addressing
the unique needs of their firms or or
ganizations. As much as 97 percent of
respondents in an informal poll con
ducted within AICPA and CIMA mem
bers in fall 2020 revealed that the pan
demic had accelerated digital transfor
mation in their organizations, firms,
and small businesses.
But keeping up with digital transfor
mation is not solely about investing in
technology. It is largely about training
your workforce so that your employ
ees have the necessary skills to per
form their roles now and in the future.
This is what CIMA is helping organiza
tions and individual students and
members to achieve.
What is the specific impact of the pan
demic?
With the pandemic, finance and ac
counting professionals have been
drawn to the centre of decisionto use
all available resources to keep their or
ganizations afloat. Other departments
seek support from the finance team to
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help develop new partnerships, man
age risks, restructure the business, and
respond to changing customer expec
tations so that their organizations can
thrive in the postpandemic world. In
recent months, the finance team has
truly become the socalled valued part
ner that businesses desperately
needed. This trend is likely to acceler
ate further as the economic recovery
gathers pace.
The pandemic has also brought organi
zations' environmental, social, and
governance, the socalled ESG agenda,
into sharp focus. Companies have
started looking at how to incorporate
sustainable practices into their busi
ness models. Finance teams have a key
role in driving sustainable strategic and
operational decisions, including risk
management. They do this by provid
ing reliable and relevant accounting
and management information, includ
ing financial and nonfinancial meas
ures, to ensure that organizations can
confidently make important decisions
and deliver their ESG strategy. Without
the rigor and business acumen of fi
nance teams, it may prove impossible
to truly embed sustainability and re
sponsible business practices into the
businessasusual standard.
The pandemic has caused largescale
disruption for individuals, businesses,
and societies across the world. At the
inception of the crisis, organizations
needed to act quickly to protect their
employees, customers, suppliers, and
balance sheets. Throughout the crisis,
finance and accounting professionals
provided vital support and guidance to
business leaders to help address im
mediate concerns about safety and
survival, stabilize the business in the
short to mediumterm, reduce uncer
tainty, and position it for recovery.
Now we are in a transition period and
have an opportunity to learn the les
sons from the past year and prepare
for the future. Moving into the post
pandemic world, we are finding the
world has changed forever. Organiza
tions, as well as the finance profession,
are changing with it. Finance profes
sionals at every level are gaining a
huge amount of experience, and this is
set to continue.
The pandemicrelated crisis has
changed the way the world does busi
ness, with digital solutions enabling
many businesses to survive or even
thrive in extraordinary circumstances.
Whether organizations were ready or
willing to embrace digital transforma

tion, the reality was that the pandemic
has catapulted them into new ways of
doing business. Companies, big and
small, had to reimagine how they
could maintain customers or clients
and innovate products and new ways
of delivering their services through
digital and remote technologies. They
not only protected their traditional
revenue sources but, in many cases,
have also created new value streams.
What are the biggest challenges for
leaders in finance in the years to
come?
Apart from the uncertainty caused by
the pandemic, which is likely to persist
for the foreseeable future making it
dicult for the finance leaders to plan,
they will also face issues with the de
velopment of junior sta, as well as ac
quiring, developing and retaining tal
ent with the right skills, competencies
and mindset to develop and deploy so
lutions.
In addition, digital transformation can
leave organizations vulnerable to a va
riety of cyberattacks. And the fact that
many of us are routinely working from
home potentially creates weak spots
in companies’ cybersecurity architec
ture. Finance professionals can there
fore expect to pay more attention to
cybersecurity and the impact of re
mote working on their organization’s
control environment.
What can you tell us about CIMA edu
cational programs and the certifica
tion system?
The best way to learn about it is to get
in touch with our Warsaw oce for all
the details on our oering. Our CGMA
Finance Leadership Program, launched
in Europe in 2020, was initially ad
dressed to employers and universities
in the region. Starting May 2021, indi
viduals can also take advantage of it.
It is a guided, digitalfirst route to com
pleting the CIMA Professional Qualifi
cation and earning the CGMA designa
tion.
The program meets the accelerating
demand for a remote digital selfpaced
learning driven by the pandemic. This
worldclass, smart and scalable online
tool helps to raise the digital compe
tencies of financial professionals which
during these unprecedented times
gained even more importance.
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Company Proile: Bain & Company

AHEAD OF ITS TIME

AmCham.pl Quarterly Editor Tomasz wiok talks with
Jacek Powiata, Managing Partner at Bain &
Company for Poland and CEE, about the company's
policies regarding its clients and as well as some of the
most urgent issues impacting the corporate world today.
In 2021, Bain & Company was recog
nized by members of the Polish As
sociation of Capital Investors for the
third time as the Best Strategic and
Commercial Advisor. What were the
key professional aspects for which
Bain was so highly recognized by the
investor community in Poland?
The recognition is, undoubtedly, a
huge honor for us. Through these
awards, the Polish Association of
Capital Investors promotes the high
est standards in private equity and
venture capital. Being recognized for

our work in 2020 is especially satisfy
ing, as last year was an exceptionally
dicult period for investors—a time
of fluctuations and uncertainty
driven by the pandemic. We are all
the more pleased that we could sup
port funds in their investment and
portfolio management decisions at
this dicult time.
You can also ask the funds why they
like to work with us and why they
keep coming back, but I believe they
do because we really do have a great
understanding of their needs. Advis

ing private equity is Bain's core busi
ness which is absorbing more of our
resources than our work for any
other industry. Thanks to this focus
we have developed a unique skill set
and approach to serving private eq
uity funds. Our consultants do not
just work in Poland but also con
tribute to largescale global transac
tions and that lets them suggest
proven solutions from other markets.
We have very rich sectorbased expe
rience. We do extensive research, re
lentlessly observe trends, and our
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depth of knowledge and comprehen
sive approach to our clients brings
the right results.
How has the pandemic changed the
market for private equity investors?
The pandemic slowed investment ac
tivity only for the first few months in
2020. Investors needed time to evalu
ate how the crisis would aect com
panies and their valuations. But in
the third quarter 2020 we saw a clear
market recovery and by the end of
2020 there was a record number of
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transactions. As our research shows,
the number of acquisitions by invest
ment funds in Poland last year grew
by about onethird, compared to
2019, with more than half of them
taking place in the fourth quarter. In
terestingly enough, despite the un
certainty related to the pandemic,
valuations of acquired companies
grew for yet another year. The activ
ity growth trend continues this year
and it is so mainly thanks to the gen
eral improvement in the economy.
Also, transactions that were frozen
last year now are going through be
cause funds have significant re
sources to invest.
It seems that this year we may see a
global record, with the total value of
acquisitions by funds exceeding USD 1
trillion. The situation on the Polish pri
vate equity market, and the trends
we see here, do not dier signifi
cantly from global trends. But one as
pect in which we definitely stand out
is that transactions get lower evalua
tions on the average. However, with
the Polish economy being more at
tractive compared to Western Europe
when it comes to growth potential,
local companies often display better
growth prospects and, with time, we
should see more and more larger
scale investment opportunities in
Poland. The country remains an at
tractive place to invest due to the do
mestic market size and the prospects
for consolidation in numerous sec
tors. The economy has a huge growth
potential while the relative stability of
the regulatory environment that re
sults from the country’s membership
in the European Union makes busi
ness in Poland even more attractive.
When it comes to the most attractive
industries, it is IT, ecommerce,
healthcare and consumer goods. But
this year we also see a growing inter
est in such sectors as manufacturing,
especially among companies with the
potential to expand onto the markets
of the Western Europe to capitalize
on the global trend of shortening and
diversifying supply chains.
Many people probably know the Eco
Vadis Corporate Social Responsibility
assessment—which is a paid service
to assess your company's material
sustainability impacts based on docu
mented evidence. In April, Bain &
Company earned the Gold rating
from EcoVadis for its exceptional sus
tainability practices. Addressing cli

materelated issues has become criti
cal for business. What is the com
pany's culture in this respect?
Our sustainability teams around the
world work hard on these issues and
we are thrilled to see that the hard
work was recognized in this rating.
Bain & Company ranks among the
top 2 percent of consulting firms
globally for environmental, social and
ethical performance. We were one of
the first global consulting firms to
commit ourselves to carbon neutral
ity. This summer marks our 10th year
as a 100percent carbon neutral firm.
We utilize renewable energy across
all our oces, including in Poland,
and we are committed to reaching
the netzero carbon emission goal by
2030.
We are committed to these targets.
Bain is a signatory of the letter called
Business Ambition for 1.5C, with the
Science Based Targets initiative as
well as the UN Global Compact. We
have adopted the GRI reporting stan
dards— a common language for or
ganizations to report on their sus
tainability impacts in a consistent and
credible way—and in 2020 we were
rated A for our public disclosures by
the Carbon Disclosure Project. We
also include sustainability risk in our
global strategy and governance con
siderations. In turn, our program to
cut carbon emissions is one of the
leading initiatives in our industry.
We encourage our team members to
put their sustainability passions to
work every day. With this, we de
velop valuable expertise which we
share with our clients. It is a winwin
for our clients and, most importantly,
for our planet.
Gender equality and women’s em
powerment are also critical issues
for today's business organizations. I
wonder how this is addressed by
Bain & Company in Poland?
We have made gender diversity a
strategic priority. It is reflected in our
eorts to not only hire the world's
most talented business leaders, but
also invest in them, so everyone
thrives, personally and profession
ally. In Poland, we work with the
group called Women in Business to
provide opportunities for women
from Bain to run workshops on con
sulting for their peers.
Through our Global Women’s Leader
ship Council and Women at Bain an
ity group, we do not just increase di
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versity but are building an inclusive
culture. The WAB program ensures
that women are equipped to achieve
their full potential here and emerge
as thought leaders, inspirational lead
ers and company leaders. This is
achieved both through local WAB
networks as well as global eorts
which are managed by the Global
Women's Leadership Council. The
council does that through sponsor
ship and mentoring programs, and
also by ensuring options for flexible
career paths. As women in our com
pany develop professionally and as
pire to senior positions we support
their professional ambitions, ensur
ing that our every female employee
around the globe has a network of
formal and informal mentors. In addi
tion, we have also established a for
mal sponsorship program for senior
women. In terms of career paths, our
research indicates that women more
often than man face the challenge of
balancing intense dualcareer rela
tionships and primary caregiver roles.
So, in response, we do not just create
opportunities for flexible working in
existing roles but oer a variety of
career path options to support indi
viduals—both men and women in
fact—who need a dierent level of
flexibility or a new role.
Strategic advisory requires multidis
ciplinary skills and experience. Do
you find it easy to recruit the right
talent?
Well, our motto is: We champion the
bold to achieve the extraordinary. To
put it into practice we have to make
sure we recruit the right people. We
look for university students with a
strong academic background, excep
tional personalities with sharp analyt
ical skills and the drive to make an im
pact. To attract the best candidates,
we work with a number of Polish uni
versities, including the Warsaw
School of Economics and the Univer
sity of Warsaw. We encourage stu
dents to take part in internships and
to participate in our event called
Brainworks, which showcases the
roles of consultants at Bain. We are
also a strategic partner of a program
for university students run by the
Lesaw A. Paga Foundation. It is an
intensive program which attracts
high fliers.
We also focus at Polish students
abroad. We maintain contacts with
Polish student groups at foreign uni

versities. For instance, the Polish Eco
nomic Forum at the London School
of Economics, is the largest eco
nomic conference dedicated to
Poland held outside the country. For
the last four years Bain has been sup
porting this ambitious initiative by
Poles studying at the LSE. Our inten
tion is to make it clear for the stu
dents that when they come back to
Poland after graduating they can de
velop an international career here,
both in global companies and with
large Polish enterprises that are look
ing to expand abroad.
As the top manager for Poland at
Bain & Company, I wonder what per
sonal impact you have on your team
when it comes to the values that you
promote among the people you
work with...
I identify with the values that Bain
promotes as a company, and I try to
put them into practice in my work
every day. Bain is, first and foremost,
a uniquely collaborative culture. We
are a team of passionate people who
genuinely care about our clients’ and
our colleagues’ success. Our empha
sis on teamwork, trust and tolerance
of diverging opinions helps our
clients focus on their opportunities,
build their capabilities and win the fu
ture. We compete hard to win
clients, but we are very supportive
with each other. And it is great to
work with people who love what
they do. I am understandably proud
that Bain is the Number One on the
list of Glassdoor’s Best Places to
Work. We have been in the Top Four
for the last 13 years now.
What are the the challenges that the
company will have to face in 2021
and beyond?
We had a remarkable start to 2021
and now we have been growing at an
unprecedented rate in virtually every
region and in ever sector. As our
clients navigate a world disrupted by
the pandemic and the advances of
technology, and face new dynamic
trends in business, we provide more
value to them than ever before by
helping them make sense of this new
reality and seize opportunities to
thrive. We are bold in shaping a more
sustainable, inclusive and equitable
world, which once again, goes back
to our continual eorts to make Bain
the best place to work for everyone.
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Company Proile: Clear Channel Poland

FOLLOWING CUSTOMERS’
JOURNEYS
AmCham.pl Quarterly
Editor Tomasz wiok talks
with Dariusz Janczewski,
CEO of Clear Channel Poland,
about the new trends in
outdoor advertising and
the difference that the digital
outofhome solutions make.

Looking at the history of the com
pany in Poland, what do you con
sider the milestones of Clear Chan
nel Poland business development?
We believe that the decision to
start transforming our business
unit into a digitallyled company
was one of the most important
milestones in our history. Currently,
we focus our efforts on supple
menting the advertising market in
Poland with digital outofhome, or
the socalled Digital OOH, solu
tions. This reflects the way Clear
Channel is developing its offering
across most of the markets. We be
lieve that by growing the number
of digital ad shells we will make
everybody perceive our OOH solu

tions as a real alternative to tradi
tional media which will result in a
significant stepchange in the distri
bution of advertising budgets.
What can you tell us about the
company's offer and the scope of
company's competency in facilitat
ing your clients’ needs?
Our efforts aim at showcasing to
the market that we can cover cus
tomer journeys efficiently and
reach diversified audiences on the
go. Especially after turbulences
caused by the pandemic we see
that audiences started to leave
their homes and OOH is a great
medium to build high coverage in a
costefficient way, especially to

wards affluent, young people who
live in Poland’s biggest cities. With
our offer, which consists of dis
plays such as billboards and ad
shells across city transport systems
and shopping malls, we can reach
audiences the moment they leave
their homes and follow them until
they come back home. In other
words, we are where our audiences
are and can communicate with
them in a most appealing and con
vincing ways.
What is the role of technology in
facilitating new ad formats?
Digitalization allows accountability
and management of big data. This
means that we are able to target
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advertising campaigns even more
efficiently providing our customers
with demographic data. This will
allow for more precise targeting of
digital OOH campaigns. Recently,
Clear Channel Poland has moved all
its software to a new technology
solutions called Broadsign, which
is a first step into new sales offer
ing, including programmatic sales.
What is driving the market today
in terms clients' expectations?
Clients expect higher accountability
and precise targeting of advertising
campaigns. This is what drives the
market today. Digitalization allows
to offer more precise answers to
customers. Digital OOH will soon
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be the dominant version of our out
ofhome advertising. We follow the
trends in western markets such as
the UK, the Nordics, Spain and
France. Digital outofhome solu
tions will be driving the industry for
the next years to come.
What was the effect of the pan
demicrelated lockdowns on the
market?
Unfortunately, the pandemic and
lockdowns had a very negative ef
fect on the OOH industry as clients
cut advertising budgets substan
tially. It is true that 2021 is still
below 2019 numbers but we see
some clients reactivate their invest
ments. We believe that as the vacci
nation rate across the population
goes up people will start living
homes in large numbers and soon
we will be able to forget about the
2020 turmoil.
With you huge experience in top
management in the advertising in
dustry, what do you see as the
main challenges for the industry in
Poland?
I am an optimist by nature and be
lieve that the ad industry will re
cover from the pandemic side ef
fects quicker than expected. With
OOH, I believe that the main chal
lenge will be to convince some ad
vertisers that it is an important
medium with which they can build
effective coverage of their media
campaigns. In fact, allocating all re
sources into television and online
campaigns does not bring about
the best communicative solutions.
The clutter associated with televi
sion and adblocking with online
media is a problem. In fact Poland
has one of the highest ratios in
using adblockers. Strong OOH
campaigns on Digital Ad Shells in
particular are extremely efficient in
supporting major ad campaigns.
Poland is often toprated as a good
country for foreign investors in
Central and Eastern Europe. Would
you agree?

Absolutely! This is precisely the ap
proach our headquarters are assum
ing Poland to be. Though the coun
try is always strongly impacted in
the very beginning of any economic
turmoil, it recovers quicker than
other economies. The Polish GDP is
expected to grow and I notice that
the investment sentiment among
our stakeholders is high.
Again, Poland is viewed as a coun
try offering a highly qualified
workforce. What competencies do
you look for when recruiting new
talent?
Poland has a very good reputation
of high quality, skilled and welledu
cated workforce. This is why many
companies move their divisions into
our country. I believe that we are
highly motivated to work hard and
deliver results and, in many cases,
learn faster than our colleagues
from other, more established mar
kets. We have to remember that
skill is one thing, which you can
train, acquire, or drill. But the other
thing is the attitude. When we re
cruit new talent, we do not only
look at skills. We want to work with
people who can easily adopt to
change, are willing to do things dif
ferently and are open to think out
ofthebox.

Clear Channel is the leader in many
cities in Western Europe when it
comes to offering neat and attrac
tive solutions that are nicely woven
into the fabrics of the city infra
structure. I would love to see that
the same concept is present in
Poland. Our OOH solutions support
the concept of smart cities. With
them we can support local commu
nities according to our Clear Chan
nel policy visions codenamed Plat
form for Brands and a Platform for
Good.
What are the company's plans in
Poland for 2022 and beyond?
We want to be a market leader in
the digital outofhome market in
Poland!

Are there any regulatory issues
that in your opinion dwarf the de
velopment of outdoor advertising?
Landscape laws that that many
cities have recently introduced, is in
my opinion, is a good step in the di
rection of improving how the cities
will look like in the nearest future. I
am a big supporter of introducing
regulations that would stop adver
tising that is ugly and chaotic. If you
visit cities such as Madrid, Paris or
London you see that their
cityscapes are all very neat and nice
to look at. We miss that in Poland in
some in so many places. The prob
lem I see is that sometimes street
furniture solutions, such as digital
ad shells, are treated in the same
way as big advertising formats.

Although Poland is always strongly impacted in the very beginning of any
economic turmoil, it recovers quicker than other economies. The Polish GDP
is expected to grow and I notice that the investment sentiment among our
stakeholders is high.
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THE ART OF ENHANCING
EXPERIENCE

AmCham.pl Quarterly
Editor Tomasz wiok talks
with Adam Brzeziski,
President of the Management
Board of MoneyGram Poland,
about the corporate culture of
the awardwinning provider
of financial services.
MoneyGram was awarded a 2021
Confirmit ACE Award for its achieve
ment in Customer Excellence in two
categories: digital success and B2B.
In a press release Forsta, which holds
the awards, said MoneyGram was
awarded for showing its commit
ment to customers by continually
evolving its customer experience
program to gather better insights
and fuel smarter, faster action. What
were they key aspects in fostering
client experience?
First and foremost, I would like to
thank you for the opportunity to talk
about MoneyGram with AmCham’s
magazine. I appreciate that!
Yes, MoneyGram was awarded a 2021

Confirmit ACE —Achievement in Cus
tomer Excellence— Award in two cat
egories: digital success, and B2B.
Since 2005, Confirmit has recognized
some of the most innovative compa
nies they work with, and specifically,
those dedicated to achieving univer
sal customer excellence. As a recipi
ent of the ACE Award, MoneyGram
has shown its commitment to cus
tomers by continually evolving cus
tomer experience programs to gather
better insights and fuel smarter,
faster action. We have prioritized our
customercentric strategy, and we
truly think about our customers in
every action we take and decision we
make. This is why our consumers

around the world value the quality of
MoneyGram’s modern, mobile, and
missiondriven customer experience.
They think in high terms about our
leading app which scored 4.8 stars in
the customer review. They also value
highly the rapid expansion of our cus
tomercentric digital capabilities inter
nationally and are keen to use our loy
alty program and personalized com
munications, which is evident
through our high retention rates for
existing customers, and the eciency
with which we target new customer
segments. The positive eects of our
customer experience are also evident
through the growth of our instant
transfers, realtime payout, bank ac
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count and mobile wallet capabilities,
which we have achieved through in
vestments and partnerships with
leading brands.
How has the pandemic changed the
market?
It is fair to say that the pandemic and
resulting disruptions in the global
economy turned the business
world—as well as everyday life—on
its head. The pandemic has acceler
ated the shifttodigital, and trans
formed business forever on so many
layers. Some say that because of the
pandemic companies have acceler
ated the digitization of their cus
tomer and supplychain interactions
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as well as their internal operations by
three to four years.
About four years ago, MoneyGram
began putting major emphasis on our
digital transformation. We set out to
disrupt ourselves by reengineering
our products, processes and cus
tomer service strategies with a
startup mindset and agile approach.
As a result, we have built a directto
consumer digital business, Money
Gram Online.
Over the past year, this business has
accelerated rapidly as consumers in
creasingly look for online options to
send and receive money without leav
ing the comfort of their own homes.
Many of our clients have discovered a
new MoneyGram, so to speak, which
is a modern, mobile, missiondriven
company with the industry’s best app
and a digital presence in over 90
countries!
In terms of our Warsaw operations—
the shared service center for Money
Gram is in Warsaw—we not only
need to maintain the pace of this fast
growing business, but we also work
on continuing to strengthen within
our structure. From the perspective
of our Warsaw shared services cen
ter, we have been able to enhance
our internal processes to deliver out
standing services for MoneyGram. We
are proud that we have recently de
ployed complex process automations
and botdriven solutions that have re
sulted in shortening the time of han
dling customer inquiries.
Poland is usually ranked high in dif
ferent investor's almanacs as a good
country for doing business in. Are
there any legal or regulatory issues
that stall the development of the
market?
It is truly a dicult question to give a
definitive answer. Looking at the
bright side though, I will say that I be
lieve Poland is very conducive to inno
vation. It is one of the best places for
professionals to network and busi
nesses to grow and prosper. I have
been able to grow in my career by
meeting and collaborating with peers
across several successful organiza

tions and industries. Even though we
may not be the largest company in
the country, we are arguably one of
the most global and diverse, which
has helped our business continue to
blossom. I am very grateful that Mon
eyGram has an oce in such a thriv
ing area! We have 600 employees and
counting, and the talent pool in the
country is very strong!
No issues with finding the right tal
ent in Poland?
We do have a high demand for new
talent, but fortunately, we do not
have any issues with finding the right
talent in Poland. It might be because
we have such an excellent Talent Ac
quisition Department!
What can you tell us about the com
pany's corporate culture and values?
MoneyGram is committed to creating
a positive, supportive, and enriching
environment, because it brings out
the full potential in each of us, which,
in turn, contributes directly to our
business success. I am proud to be a
part of the organization and having
the opportunity to engage daily with
people of dierent ages, genders,
ethnicities, abilities, socioeconomic
statuses, sexual orientations, and be
lief systems.It is a lifechanging expe
rience. We prioritize an inclusive envi
ronment and are proud to put that on
display.
As a top manager at MoneyGram in
Poland, what impact do you exercise
upon your team members?
Interestingly enough, it seems that
the most important person you will
ever communicate with is yourself. If
you constantly tell yourself that you
are going to fail, chances are, you will.
Inversely, if you are positive have pos
itive thoughts then you unconsciously
spread the aura of success and
chances are you will succeed. Seri
ously, this is not some positive psy
chobabble! I do believe that. Marcus
Aurelius said that the happiness of
your life depends upon the quality of
your thoughts. When you think about
it, it makes a lot of sense.

I have been with MoneyGram since
2014, and I have always been ex
tremely pleased with the organiza
tion and the way it operates. This is
by far the best job experience that I
have ever had. I believe in the organi
zation I am with. This gives me the ad
vantage of having that extra motiva
tion to work hard and lead by exam
ple. I take on projects, manage them
and, still, do lots of legwork. I am
working with the team and try my
best to lead by example by imple
menting the socalled ownership ap
proach across our entire team. Mon
eyGram is not my company, but I
think of it as if it was. I give my 100
percent to it every day and expect
the same from people I work with.
I am also a big fan of constructive crit
icism. There is nothing wrong with
learning that there is room for im
provement. I encourage people to
provide their honest feedback as I like
having my work proofed and appreci
ate that someone invested time and
eort to do so. I never take it person
ally, as nobody is perfect, and what
really counts is the quality of the end
product your department is deliver
ing. I hold people accountable, but
even more, I hold myself accountable.
Last, but not least, I have also been
fortunate enough to have a great
boss at MoneyGram, Elizabeth
Weathers, Associate General Counsel.
I am constantly learning from her,
and her high standards have pushed
me to grow over the course of my ca
reer.
CSR is an important aspect of busi
ness today. What can you tell me
about the MoneyGram foundation
activities in Poland?
I am incredibly proud to be part of an
organization that is dedicated to help
ing others in so many ways. You may
know that the MoneyGram Founda
tion is inspired by the 80yearlong
history of the company, which ex
celled in providing global financial
services used by millions around the
world to secure the essential needs
of their families and friends. Out foun
dation seeks to make an impact in the

communities of our customers, em
ployees and agents through volun
teer work and charitable grants that
address financial literacy, workforce
development and job readiness.
In addition to our foundation's ongo
ing operations, I am happy to say that
this year marks the fifth year when
MoneyGram Poland Oce took part
in the charity program called in Polish
Gwiazdor. This event aims to help un
derprivileged children by making posi
tive impacts on their lives. Through
out the past five years, we were able
to provide gifts for over 400 children
and I can not wait to see our com
pany do it again this year!
What are the challenges that the
company plans to focus at in the near
and midterm future?
MoneyGram remains focused on exe
cuting our corporate growth strategy
which focuses on positioning us to
continue to attract consumers. The
pillars of our corporate strategy in
clude delivering a dierentiated cus
tomer experience, scaling our digital
business, being the preferred partner
for crossborder, and capturing new
revenue by monetizing capabilities.
Similar to many other organizations,
we are managing eects of the pan
demic on both our business and our
employees. We are shifting into a hy
brid work model, and we are in the
process of rearranging our oce
structure to better serve our employ
ees’ needs. No matter how the pan
demic situation unfolds, many em
ployees prefer to keep the flexibility
associated with thew workfrom
home arrangements, and we plan to
accommodate them. To help ensure
that our employees in Warsaw are
still connected with colleagues—even
through they work remotely—we in
vited them to participate in an oce
game called Play the MG Way. Mem
bers of our teams will have various
funny yet challenging tasks assigned
on a weekly basis. We hope to intro
duce the idea globally in the near fu
ture!

The pillars of our corporate strategy include delivering a differentiated
customer experience, scaling our digital business, being the preferred
partner for crossborder, and capturing new revenue by monetizing
capabilities.
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BUILDING A HEALTHIER
SUSTAINABLE WORLD
AmCham.pl Quarterly
Editor Tomasz wiok talks
with Micha Jaszczyk,
General Manager of PepsiCo
Poland, about market trends,
challenges, and projects
the company develops
in Poland.
PepsiCo has just announced it will in
vest over 1 PLN billion in a new pro
duction facility in Poland. It will be
the fifth facility the company has in
Poland. How much has the company
invested in Poland so far?
We have been active in Poland for
over 30 years, establishing four manu
facturing plants and investing more
than PLN 1.5 billion over the past
decade. As we look to the future, we
want to continue that investment in a
way that brings a positive impact to
the planet, which is why we have put
sustainability at the heart of the de
sign. With this, our latest project in
roda lska will be our greenest fa
cility in Europe.
What is driving the market of snacks
today?
The macrosnack market generates
PLN 17.6 billion annually in Poland,
with the savory segment rising, and
potato chips being the biggest con
tributor to growth. The pandemic has
developed a homebody economy
trend with consumers who eat less
on the go, and more at home. This
has negatively aected some of the
impulse product categories and sizes,
but, in turn, triggered the growth of
the snacks category more suitable for
consumption at home.
On the other hand, consumers in
Poland are growing more healthsen
sitive and look for snacks addressing
this need. This makes such categories
as nuts and seeds, as well as the “bet

terfor you” segment grow dynami
cally yearonyear. Snack novelties
communicate mindful living to a
higher degree, and address the
need for healthy, more natural, sus
tainable products. Consumers look
for new flavors and experiences
which are more natural and closer
to what they prefer in their diet.
Our Lay’s “Inspired by nature” line
has been very successful in this re
spect. The ingredients are healthy
and natural and include sustainably
grown potatoes, olive oil, dried
tomatoes, basil, oregano, sea salt
and other herbs.
Another important sales driver for
us is our engagement in sporting
events. Our partnership with the
UEFA Champions League has led to
a great reactivation of the entire
snacks portfolio. We listen to feed
back from our consumers and launch
new flavors and shapes which people
like. Our new Lay’s Oven Baked
Crunchy Biscuits is now available in
many dierent flavors.
Yet another market driver is the
growing consumption per capita,
which in Poland is still below Western
European levels. Consumers con
stantly look for high quality products
from wellknown brands, which per
fectly matches our profile. They look
for healthier products with a lower
sugar, sodium and fat content. Hence
our shift to Lay’s Oven Baked chips
and Lay’s Oven Baked crackers and
sugarfree options in beverages.

What are the marketrelated chal
lenges that the company faces today?
There are many, including high com
petitive pressure and the rising costs
of commodities, driven, among others,
by the pandemic. We have also seen
an increasing pressure from supermar
kets, hypermarkets and discount
stores on traditional trade, most no
tably small and medium stores. More
consumption takes place at home and
that triggers change to the snack pack
sizes, which have evolved from small
to big.
On the other hand, we are also seeing
that the traditional trade segment has
been shrinking fast because of the
growth in online sales. Consumers
shift their preferences pursuing more
aordable options.
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How about technologyrelated
challenges?
Consumer digitalization is one of
them. Consumers use the digital chan
nels with ease and confidence. With
this, marketers need to contact them
in their familiar environment, speak
their familiar language, and deliver
precise messaging using social media
management tools.
Another trend is trade digitalization. A
growing array of tools for personaliza
tion and portfolio adaptation to meet
consumer needs means that compa
nies need to excel in using retailer
apps, store management tools, client
segmentations, and portfolio opti
mization to a specific occasion, time,
and even individual users.
Then there is the digitalization of logis
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tics. For the last 12 months we have
seen a significant change in delivery
times for products to reach con
sumers. There are logistics providers
who are able to deliver products
within an hour. With this, logistics will
be a gamechanger in the operational
optimization of process handling
from order placement to delivery.
Providers like PepsiCo will be chal
lenged to optimize delivery times to
their partners and use increasingly
complex platforms for online order
ing.
What makes Poland a good invest
ment market for PepsiCo?
Poland has a favorable investment cli
mate and a skilled talent pool. Pep
siCo currently employs 3,600 people,
but this, in turn, generates some
15,000 extra jobs across the supply
chain throughout Poland. Over the
last 30 years in Poland our company
has established four manufacturing
plants: two beverage and two snacks
plants. The new project in roda
lska is our fifth and biggest invest
ment yet. The new facility serves as a
great central hub as we capitalize on
the growing consumer demand for
Lay’s and Doritos in Eastern Europe.
In the coming years, the new plant
will employ over 450 qualified em
ployees.
Poland is also important for us be
cause it supplies great agricultural
produce. Currently, we work in close
collaboration with some 80 Polish
farmers under the PepsiCo Polish
Farming Program initiated 28 years
ago. Thanks to the good working rela
tions with the farmers and the close
ties we have developed with them
over the years, we source annually
over 230,000 tons of sustainably
grown potatoes. With the new plant,
which will open in 2023, this volume is
expected to grow by 60,000 tons per
year. In addition, we will build new re
lationships with corn suppliers, seek
ing to source from 10,000 tons of
corn for the manufacture of Doritos
in 2023 to 30,000 tons by 2027. With
the new snacks facility now under
construction, PepsiCo will signifi
cantly expand the Polish Farming Pro
gram to cover 7,500 hectares and
over 100 farms in the coming years.
The new production facility is in the
Legnica Special Economic Zone in
Lower Silesia. What was behind
choosing such a location?

The 30hectare plot was carefully se
lected. Some of the key factors in
cluded its convenient location close
to major roads, access to a pool of
highly qualified sta, as well as a cus
tomized assistance oer extended by
the Legnica Special Economic Zone,
coupled with the support of local and
central governments.
In addition, Poland oers a central lo
cation for our production which
meets consumer demand across Eu
rope. Manufacturing closer to those
markets will save us an average of 4.5
million kilometers in truck transporta
tion per year, which translates to a
4.7 metric ton reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions annually.
Poland’s strategic location between
Western Europe, the Balkans and
Ukraine ensures a high growth poten
tial in the targeted region, and the
site is designed to allow to expand as
needed, to meet future production
demands.
This location also serves to meet the
growing consumer consumption rate
and demand for PEP snacks in Poland
and Western Europe, and addresses a
need for greater production capacity
across Europe. In addition, as has
been mentioned already, the country
oers highquality agricultural raw
materials, including corn, potatoes
and sunflower oil.

its total emissions by 6 percent since
2015. Our new comprehensive emis
sions reduction plan will focus on pri
ority areas such as agriculture, pack
aging, distribution, and operations.
In Europe, PepsiCo already sources
100 percent renewable electricity and
have renewable energy sources in
stalled onsite at its 13 facilities in 11
countries. These include wind tur
bines, solar photovoltaic panels, and
biomass generators. PepsiCo will also
work with its suppliers in a transition
to a low and zero emissions fuel in
the logistics area, while also expand
ing the use of artificial intelligence
technology for a better route plan
ning to reduce emissions in distribu
tion.
In Poland, we already use 100percent
renewable energy to power all our
four plants and our headquarters
Warsaw. We have installed solar pan
els in selected locations, such as the
beverage plant in Michrów, and the
central warehouse in Mszczonów.
We will soon add solar panels in our
new project in roda lska. PepsiCo
plans to lower the greenhouse emis
sions impact with a continued drive
to reduce the use of the socalled vir
gin plastic and increase recycled con
tent in our packaging. Since 2020,
PepsiCo Poland has used fully recy
cled rPET bottles for our Lipton Ice
Tea portfolio. In 2021 we are investing
USD 3.6 million, followed by USD 8
million in each subsequent year, to
help us use only rPET bottles for the
Pepsi and Mirinda beverages.
We have implemented upgrades to
our manufacturing lines to achieve
better performance that requires less
resources. We have also reduced our
water and energy consumption. Over
the last 10 years we have cut the use
of water by 26 percent and electricity
by 42 percent.

PepsiCo's goal is to reach climate
neutrality by 2040. How is the pro
gram executed in Poland?
PepsiCo has pledged to achieve net
zero emissions by 2040, one decade
earlier than called for in the Paris
Agreement. Specifically, PepsiCo
plans to reduce its total emissions of
greenhouse gases—GHG—across
company's direct operations by 75
percent and its indirect operations by
40 percent no later than by 2030,
using the 2015 baseline. This action is
expected to result in the reduction of
more than 26 million metric tons of
GHG emissions or the equivalent of
taking more than five million cars o
the road for a full year.
The PepsiCo action plan is centered
on the mitigation and reduction of
greenhouse gases. We aim to decar
bonize our operations and supply
chains, and build and improve re
silience, which aims to reduce vulner
abilities to the impacts of climate
change by incorporating climate risk
into our business continuity plans. In
Europe, PepsiCo has already reduced

Poland has been generally viewed as
a market which oers skilled labor. Is
this true for PepsiCo?
It is very true that in Poland we have
very qualified and skilled labor mar
ket. There are many professionals and
experts in many dierent areas. Pep
siCo, like other global organizations,
want to attract the best talents from
the market. In many cases we suc
ceed, but in some, we need to com
pete with others, especially in engi
neering, supply chain, manufacturing,
and IT markets. Engineers are ex
tremely sought after in automation
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and new technologies. Environmental
aspects and sustainability are also on
our priority list, but the pool of such
experts remains limited.
PepsiCo follows the trends to be an
agile and technologically advanced
company, We are transforming our
processes and culture into a more ad
vanced working environment. That is
why we are looking for certain skill
sets for our plants. The pool of such
skilled labor is still limited, making us
face challenges to find and attract the
right talent. We are constantly work
ing on adapting our ways of work to
what employees expect. However,
we can oer a great place to work for
everyone, a culture of teamwork, re
spect and diversity, where anybody
can find their own way and find sup
port for their own personal develop
ment.
How would you summarize the com
pany's accomplishments in Poland?
PepsiCo has been present in Poland
for 30 years. During this time, we
have invested in the construction or
purchase and then modernization of
our four plants. We also invest in the
recruitment and development of our
employees. We now employ 3,600
skilled people in Poland, and in 2020
we opened our Global Business Serv
ices center in Kraków, where over
400 employees deliver support to 28
national markets in marketing, com
mercialization, sales and finance.
Also, we have moved our global
Cyber Security oce from New York
to Poland. And the last but not the
least, in roda lska we our building
our largest and most sustainable
snack factory yet!
What are the company's plans in
Poland beyond the most recent big
investment?
We are focusing on improving our ex
isting operations to drive down re
source use and emissions through
modernizations and upgrades. In ad
dition to that, we will be looking at
market trends to adapt better to
changing consumer expectations.
Our focus will also include internal
projects and development, such as
the modernization of our IT systems.
We also plan to provide our employ
ees with a modern, but also environ
mentally sustainable new headquar
ters in Warsaw's Praga district start
ing in the first half of 2022!
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EXPERT Business leadership

INFLATION
BUSTERS
Strategies for combatting
rising prices
How much should organiza
tions be concerned about in
flation? With the support of
their finance teams, busi
nesses must start planning
for their future now to cope
with the uncertainties of to
morrow’s new business envi
ronment.
In July, Poland recorded its
highest consumer price infla
tion in a decade, reaching 5
percent compared to the
same period last year, accord
ing to a flash estimate by the
country’s Central Statistical
Office (GUS). The new figure
marks the highest inflation
level since May 2011, when
the same rate of 5 percent
was recorded. This might cre
ate additional pressures for
the country’s damaged econ
omy and businesses, which
are struggling to survive.
UNCERTAINTIES OF
TOMORROW
Economists explain that this
inflation rate is being driven
primarily by rises in food, en
ergy, and fuel prices, which
increased by 3.1 percent, 5.3
percent, and 30 percent year
on year according to GUS’s
estimates. In light of the data
from the European Union’s
statistical office Eurostat for
June 2021, this was the sec
ondhighest increase in the

entire European Union, just
behind Hungary.
Economists say that Poland
may end the year with an in
flation rate of 5 percent. This
would pile more pressure on
the country’s central bank,
the National Bank of Poland,
to raise interest rates—which
have been kept at 0.1 percent
since May 2020— in an at
tempt to prevent inflation
from getting out of control
and hampering Poland’s post
pandemic recovery. Mean
while, uncertainty remains,
and we cannot rule out fur
ther Covid19 restrictions later
this year. That is why busi
nesses must futureproof
their organizations and be
come resilient by design now.
MITIGATING INFLATION
ARY PRESSURES
Businesses fail not only be
cause they are unprofitable in
the short term but because
they suddenly run out of
cash. This can happen for a
variety of reasons, including
poor working capital manage
ment, such as inventory obso
lescence or bad debts, or the
loss of funding, such as bank
loans or bond redemptions.
Businesses also fail because
of the increased cost of capi
tal, such as higher interest
rates or the need to maintain
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By Andrew Harding, FCMA, CGMA, Chief
Executive, Management Accounting at the
Association of International Certiied
Professional Accountants, representing
AICPA & CIMA
healthy dividends. For busi
nesses facing inflationary
pressures, cash reserves can
serve as a buffer. In other
words, cash makes a business
resilient.
As business leaders look for
ward to the next 12 months,
they should ask themselves
some key questions: When
planning for the future, have
you run different scenarios
for your business? Have you
run scenarios that include
your business operating in ad
verse conditions? Can your
business survive such shocks?
And if your business experi
ences hardship, how can it
continue to generate a
healthy free cash flow?
With the support of their fi
nance teams, businesses must
start planning for their future
now to cope with the uncer
tainties of tomorrow’s new
business environment.
PRACTICAL APPROACH
One of the many things I
value about my role is hearing
the differing perspectives of
our members, who are based
all over the world. Recently, I
was interested in some in
sights our members in China
provided since they have a lot
of experience managing
growth in an inflationary envi
ronment. As it is a growing
concern for finance profes
sionals elsewhere, they
shared several practical sug
gestions to mitigate inflation
risks. In a nutshell, they can
be summarized as follows:
• Use hedging strategies to
complement
procurement. Hedging strate
gies mitigate the risk that
commodities and other raw
materials suddenly skyrocket
in value and affect a busi
ness’s profitability.
• Increase the prices charged
to customers. Higher prices
help to offset the impact of

rising commodity prices on
profit margins. Companies
with a strong market position
are particularly well placed to
do this and should take ad
vantage of that position. Ide
ally, price rises should be
small but frequent.
• Renegotiate terms with
suppliers. This is a particularly
good option if the business is
growing and has everlarger
contracts to offer.
• Be innovative. Find oppor
tunities to reduce the cost of
the goods or services your
business provides — perhaps
by using fewer components in
a product or simplifying pack
aging. Also, find new chan
nels to engage with cus
tomers — try connecting
through social media rather
than by hosting facetoface
events.
• Look for ways to reduce
fixed and variable costs. An
obvious option is to downsize
office space and encourage
more home working so that
people are not in the work
place full time. Also, minimize
travel costs by using video
conferencing tools. Applying
digital technology can im
prove the efficiency of manu
facturing and service
processes.
• Drive revenue growth.
Higher revenue helps mini
mize the impact of inflation
on salaries as long as other
strategies are also applied to
protect profit margins, such
as managing supplychain
costs and passing on price
rises to consumers.
• Focus on sustainability. Sus
tainability initiatives can po
tentially help buffer compa
nies from the negative impact
of inflation. Becoming more
energyefficient is a way to re
duce costs. Companies may
also be able to sell any carbon
credits they generate on a
carbon trading market.
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EXPERT Logistics and warehousing
By Jakub Dudkiewicz, Senior
Advisor, Industrial and
Warehouse Department, Cresa
Poland; and Micha
Rafaowicz, Head for the
Pomeranian Region, Cresa
Poland

FREIGHT
TRAIN
COMIN’

Maaszewicze terminal in
Terespol. Through it runs one
of the shortest rail routes
connecting Western Europe
and Asia. The extension of
this international intermodal
terminal began last summer
and is scheduled for comple
tion in 2021. When completed
it will include an extension of
its rails and reloading plat
form, making it possible for
unloading an entire trainload
without having to move the
train. Experts expect the
Maaszewicze pass to be
come a key location along the
New Silk Road. It already ac
counts for approximately 90
percent of the total traffic of
goods delivered by rail from
China.

Intermodal transport is driving
warehouse development but
railway infrastructure needs
significant and costly upgrades.
Intermodal transport involves
the movement of goods in
the same container, or swap
body, using two or more
modes of transportation
along the entire route. The
whole process is also covered
under a single agreement
with a carrier.
The new method is booming
across the continent.
The growth of intermodal
connections along the New
Silk Road and the BalticAdri
atic Corridor is creating many
new opportunities for ware
house developers. Upgrade
works are continuing apace
on the railway lines in
Maaszewicze, Bydgoszcz and
Pomerania.
Looking ahead, intermodal
transport is likely to become a
leading mode of freight
movement in Poland in the
coming years. This will be
driven, among other things,
by the growth in seaport
freight traffic and the exten
sion of seaport infrastructure.
The number of sea and inland
intermodal terminals across
Poland increased by 70 per
cent over the last 10 years to

A way to go: Poland needs to upgrade its railway infrastructure so
freight trains can run at the average speed of 45 km/h whereby
meeting the standards of the TENT network.

ALL ROADS LEAD TO
THE TRICITY
One of the objectives behind
the development of inter
modal connections and the in
vestments in seaports is also
to attract logistics companies
from southern Europe to
Poland and to extend the
BalticAdriatic Corridor. With
projects underway and dry
ports, the Tricity will have a
chance to compete with Ger

38 units in early 2020. Termi
nals are being built not only
by stateowned companies,
but also by private entrepre
neurs, albeit on a consider
ably smaller scale.
THE MAASZEWICZE PASS
Among the largest dry ports
in Poland, or inland inter
modal terminals connected to
seaports for the loading and
distribution of goods, is the
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man or Dutch seaports in the
future. Polish seaports are
easily accessible and offer far
lower service costs in compar
ison with those in Western
Europe. That is why every
year sees new companies
choosing Pomerania for their
logistical operations.
One of the key projects in the
region is the upgrade of the
TENT railway lines running to
the seaports of Gdask and
Gdynia—the northern point
of the BalticAdriatic Corridor.
The cost of the extension is
estimated at approximately
PLN 2.5 billion. Nearly 40 per
cent of that amount will come
from an EU infrastructure de
velopment program called
Connecting Europe Facility.
The extension is expected to
be completed this year.
SEA OF COMMERCE
Investments in seaports as
well as the improvement of
intermodal connections with
the Pomeranian region have
had a huge impact on the lo
gistics and warehouse mar
kets. Pomerania has seen
high levels of interest from
both warehouse tenants and
developers for quite some
time. The Tricity market con
tains 952,600 square meters
of modern warehouse space,
while another 166,700 square
meters is currently under con
struction, which, when com
pleted, will soon push the re
gion’s total stock above the
one million square meter
mark.
Leading developers in the
vicinity of the Gdask seaport
include GLP, Panattoni and
7R. One of the largest proj
ects underway is GLP’s
Pomeranian Logistics Centre
located in the immediate
neighborhood of the Deepwa
ter Container Terminal. At full
buildout, it will provide
505,000 square meters of
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leasable space. Another proj
ect under construction near
the seaport is 7R Park Gdask
Port. The project is scheduled
for delivery in the second
quarter of 2022 and expected
to provide a total of about
119,000 square meters in two
buildings. Additionally, Panat
toni is developing industrial
parks on Elblska Street,
close to Lotos’ refinery. With
access to Tricity’s southern
ring road, they are a good al
ternative for companies that
rely on the seaport, but do
not need to have a ware
house right by the seaport
terminal.
THEBYDGOSZCZEMERG
INGMARKET
Recently, the Bydgoszcz city
council has requested the Eu
ropean Commission to recog
nize the city as a core road
and rail node of the TENT
network, claiming that Byd
goszcz, one of Poland’s larger
cities, is located on railway
line 131, part of the TENT core
network. Additionally, 131
connects to the 201 railway
line, which is being upgraded
for freight trains running at
over 100 km/h.
With this, the intermodal ter
minal Bydgoszcz Emilianowo
is expected to grow into a
major inland base for Polish
seaports in the near future. It
is one of the most important
projects in the country along
the new logistics corridor
connecting the Baltic and the
Adriatic. A special purpose ve
hicle was set up in July 2020
as part of the project’s first
stage. The Intermodal Termi
nal Bydgoszcz Emilianowo
will be a dry port, a logistical
rail and road hub, and an in
land base for Pomerania’s
grain ports. It will be built
around a rail and road plat
form near a junction of the
201 railway line, the S10 ex

pressway, the Bydgoszcz Air
port and an inland port on the
Vistula River.
The terminal in Bydgoszcz
Emilianowo is also likely to
operate as a logistics centre,
as this location has been re
cently targeted by Poland’s
largest warehouse develop
ers. At the end of the first
quarter of 2021 the total
warehouse stock of the Byd
goszcz and Toru region
amounted to over 413,000

the planned intermodal termi
nal. Bydgoszcz also has a
large park providing exten
sion options which is in the
hands of Fortress REIT (for
merly Waimea Logistic Park
Bydgoszcz), a new player on
the Polish commercial real es
tate market. 7R and P3 also
own development lands in
the city—7R has just com
menced the construction of
its first logistics centre there.

Green is good: Trains produce three times less emissions than road
transport and eight times less than aircraft, which is why the EU has
decided to support investment projects in railway infrastructure.

SPEED IS THE LIMIT
While the logistics infrastruc
ture is growing in sync with
the recognized potential of
intermodal transport in the
region, one of the biggest
challenges will be to build rail
road infrastructure that en
ables freight trains to travel
at the speed achieved on the
railway lines of the TENT net
work in the European Union.
At present, the operational
speed is assumed to be 40
km/h. Despite investments in
railway improvements in re
cent years, the average speed
for intermodal transportation
in Poland is approximately 32
km/h, which is quite low,
among other things, due to

square meters, while another
11,800 square meters was
under construction. The most
active developer in the region
is Panattoni, which has deliv
ered more than 180,000
square meters of modern
warehouse space in the Byd
goszcz area in recent years
across both multitenant and
BTS projects. With 95,000
square meters in the pipeline,
Panattoni leads the way in
warehouse space both deliv
ered and underway. In turn,
Hillwood, one of the leading
developers in Poland, has se
cured development sites for
more than 100,000 square
meters of warehouse space
to be built in the vicinity of

limited traffic capacity on
short sections, particularly
near border crossings. It is
also not very impressive when
compared with average
speed of intermodal trans
portation in other EU member
states. For example, it is 64
km/h in the Netherlands and
53 km/h in Spain. However, if
Poland continues to upgrade
its railway infrastructure
freight trains will run at the
average speed of 45 km/h by
2023 whereby meeting the
standards of the TENT net
work. But Poland must ensure
a substantial spend on rail to
offer similar speeds. Already,
Polish rail infrastructure en
ables trains to run on some
sections at the speed compa
rable to the maximum speed
of trucks or even higher.
REDUCING EMISSIONS
There is more to rail upgrades
than just a greater speed and
being able to compete on the
competitive European mar
ket. Rail transport is also con
sidered to be the most envi
ronmentallyfriendly option. It
is estimated that overall
transport accounts for about
25 percent of global green
house gas emissions. It is also
clear that trains produce
around three times less emis
sions than road transport and
eight times less than aircraft,
which is why the European
Union, which champions envi
ronmentallyfriendly projects,
has decided to support in
vestment projects in railway
infrastructure. Construction
and upgrade works will be fi
nanced from various EU
funds, not only from the EU’s
main budget. With this, rail
transportation is likely to be
come one of the key benefici
aries of the European Green
Deal.

As it impacts the climate less than truck and aircraft
transportation, rail transportation is likely to become one of
the key beneficiaries of the European Green Deal in Poland.
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EXPERT Human relations

FIRST COMES
THE WORKFORCE

By John Guziak, Partner,
Human Capital Leader,
Deloitte CE

The future of work is human
centric
Organizations need to examine
the responses of their work
forces to Covid19 inflicted
changes. What were their cop
ing mechanisms? What brought
them success in the face of the
pandemic’s everpresent and
evolving threat?
Sixty per cent of workers across
Europe claim to have had no
major diculty adapting to the
new work circumstances, ac
cording to Deloitte’s European
Workforce Survey, which cov
ered the population of 10,000
employees across seven Euro
pean countries. It is a reassuring
result, but rather bringing relief
to managers it should be ap
proached with consideration.
NOMOREOLD PARADIGMS
The Deloitte research has re
vealed values and trends that
should not be ignored by any or
ganization that prioritizes re
silience in an uncertain future.
Workers’ pandemic experiences
have not been uniform, and
unique situations call for unique
accommodations. Rather than
cling to old paradigms, business
leaders should be investing in
understanding their workers’
varied and complex needs now
and forecasting them beyond
the pandemic. If not, leaders
risk allowing productivity and
morale to wane by implement
ing ineective measures.
Any future of work framework
should incorporate strategies
that value human capital as
much as technology. Ideally,
business leaders will cocreate a
new framework with input from
their workforce. In so doing
they will empower the work
force to perform well and en
sure that any future conflicts
are easily surmounted.
A DELICATE BALANCE
It is useful to consider Deloitte’s

must be established before con
nection can be fostered, and so
on. How can all of these ele
ments be applied in a remote
context, where being physically
close is impossible? What tools
do organizations possess to pro
mote them?

European Workforce Survey
analysis in the context of a
broader phenomenon seen
across organizations where
technology is often identified as
the main driver of enterprise
value and human interests are
portrayed as antithetical to the
fullest capitalization of technol
ogy. What the European work
force tells us is that the human
factor is critical to easing work’s
transition to the new situations
that emerge after the pan
demic.
It is clear that business leaders
should be considering human
capital and technology to
gether, not separately. Those
who recognize that they are
equally important can adapt
their organizations faster to
new modes of working and
business, placing them ahead of
the game once the pandemic
becomes a distant memory.
PURPOSE AND BELONGING
In a world that is now more con
nected than ever, it may seem
odd that belonging was
deemed one of the two great
est needs in organizations
today, according to the Global
Human Capital Trends report.
But if you consider our polarized
society, in which workers might
struggle to find meaning and
solidarity, it is not hard to under
stand that they look in the
workplace for purpose and a
community of people with com
mon values.
According to Deloitte’s Global
Human Capital Trends, experi
encing belonging as a worker is
the outcome of three mutually
reinforcing attributes: comfort
felt in your work environment,
connection to the people you
work with, and your contribu
tions coming to life within the
organization. These elements
represent an evolution: comfort
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CREATING COMFORT
The organization does have the
power to foster feelings of re
spect and comfort. In addition,
organizations can promote mu
tual trust and transparency via
genuine and unfiltered commu
nications from the company.
Companies that are consistent
and clear in their messaging,
highlight their priorities and
share their successes and fail
ures equally, tend to succeed in
keeping their workforce en
gaged better than others. Or
ganizations with an inclusive cul
ture that fosters respect have
shown themselves to be twice
as likely to meet or exceed their
financial targets, three times as
likely to be high performing, six
times more likely to be innova
tive and agile, and eight times
more likely to achieve better
business outcomes.
ENABLING CONNECTIONS
The digital context in which we
are now operating has all but
eliminated the socalled periph
eral or subsidiary relationships
at work. Communications are
largely limited to only the peo
ple we work with directly. This
means that individuals are miss
ing out on those seconddegree
exchanges that in many cases
are the source of added creativ
ity and strong professional net
works. This applies to estab
lished employees, as well as
those who join an organization
without ever having seen the
workplace or their colleagues.
Leaders need to think carefully
about how to enable connec
tions among a remote work
force and how to create a bal

ance between positive rein
forcement and requiring em
ployees to change their way of
working.
EMPHASIZING
CONTRIBUTION
Through the work they deliver,
employees are expected to con
tribute to the organization’s
goals. In a remote working
world this depends on trustwor
thy employeremployee rela
tionships. The supervisor man
ages with the assumption that
everyone is contributing equally
and responsibly, even though
out of sight, and the worker per
forms and delivers without
being seen or guided. Establish
ing such a relationship of mutual
trust will ensure that remote
performance is comparable to
oce performance.
TRUST, AUTONOMY,
ADAPTABILITY
It is to be hoped that we are not
in the eye of the storm but
rather beyond the alarming ini
tial stage of pandemic re
sponses. It is a learning mo
ment: a time to reflect on what
has worked well, and use those
lessons to fundamentally re
design work, focusing on out
puts rather than activities. Be
hind every new future of a work
framework, three fundamental
tenets should be evident: trust,
autonomy, and ensuring the
worker can continue to adapt to
a rapidly changing future. Our
working world has changed im
mensely, but prepandemic val
ues and concerns remain, and
have even intensified. By listen
ing to the workers, then embed
ding wellbeing, belonging and
ethics into every aspect of the
design and delivery of work it
self, an organization gives its
workforce the means to live and
perform at their best.
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EXPERT Private rental sector

PIONEERING
MARKET

By Magdalena Szwarc
Broyna, Partner, Real
Estate Dentons

Things you need to know
about transactions in the
private rental sector
In the last few years, we have
seen an unprecedented growth
of transactions in the private
rental sector (PRS). The sector
is still very popular in Western
Europe, yet in most countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, de
velopers that oer residential
property for rent are consid
ered market pioneers. The sec
tor is becoming increasingly
popular in Poland, and even the
pandemic has not stalled its
growth. The demand from insti
tutional investors, especially
those with appetite properties
with residential zoning, has
been on the rise in recent
months, which in turn dwarfed
the availability of buytolet
schemes oered by developers.
NEWAREA
Despite that, the Polish
specifics of the PRS are still in
the making. There are no for
mal Polish equivalents for such
terms as resiforrent, B2R (Built
to Rent), or readyforrent that
are commonly used by in
vestors. Therefore, this may
cause some issues once the as
sumptions and details of partic
ular investments are assessed
from a legal and tax perspec
tive. Therefore, relevant expert
ise may prove crucial for in
vestors.
This is also due to the fact that
there is no special permitting
procedure in Poland for the
PRStype of investment, al
though recently, an amend
ment to the zoning law simpli
fied regulations governing the
development of residential
projects if certain additional
conditions are met.
Therefore, investors in PRS
schemes need to analyze zon
ing conditions for particular de
velopment case by case. More

pertaining to the postclosing
stage.

so, as the majority of invest
ment areas in Poland are not
covered by any zoning plan, a
zoning permit needs to be ob
tained for contemplated proj
ects, and this factor may signifi
cantly extend the investment
process.
The zoning and tax perspective
needs to be taken under consid
eration by investors to assess
whether the planned type and
conditions of leasing and other
types of services will be admis
sible in the property they have
decided to acquire.
STRUCTURING
INVESTMENTS
Investments in a PRS scheme
may be structured as an asset
deal or a share deal. The subject
of the transaction is usually land
to be developed with a building
or buildings, or
apartments/premises blocks to
be developed within a building
or buildings, separated or not,
with a share in a common prop
erty.
From a legal perspective, PRS
transactions do not dier from
other real estate transactions
pertaining to undeveloped
sites, usually only with a zoning
permit or a building permit in
place.
The transactions are usually
structured as forward funding
deals, in which the parties com
mit to each other through en
tering into a preliminary pur
chase agreement, following
which the purchaser finances
the development via install
ments payable once the mile
stones of the construction,
scheduled by the parties, are
achieved. But there may also be
onesteptransactions with de
velopment management agree
ments executed by the parties
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ADDITIONAL FACTORS
The involvement of the pur
chases' technical advisors in the
development process is crucial.
They monitor the progress and
the quality of construction in
order to sign o drawing down
the subsequent tranches (in
case of forward funding trans
actions) or final reconciliation
of costs. In the case of forward
funding deals, the return of ad
vance payments is typically se
cured via mortgage, corporate
or bank guarantees, the various
purchaser’s rights to step in the
development process, or a mix
of the above instruments.
In the case of external financ
ing, the lender usually expects
its supervisors to be involved
and funding to be secured via
mortgage. In the case of mixed
financing, the ranking of the se
curities for the bank’s commit
ment and equity exposition
needs to be agreed upon.
From the developer’s point of
view, the purchaser’s commit
ment should be adequately se
cured. Corporate guarantees
are commonly used instru
ments.
SPECIFIC SITUATIONS
Parties to PRS transactions are
bound for a time necessary to
complete the investment
where, in most cases, the con
struction works have not even
started. Therefore, the proper
performance of the parties’ ob
ligations should be secured, giv
ing them enough comfort from
the time perspective.
Buytolet products are handed
over to the investor when fully
fitted out and, depending on
the investors’ policy, fully or
partly furnished. The details of
the fitout and furnishing are
usually specified at the very
early stage of the transaction
and often prove to be the most

timeconsuming subject of the
parties’ negotiations. Often, the
design of the product needs to
correspond to other investor's
projects in dierent locations.
In the case of the transactions
where the building permit has
already been issued, this may
make it necessary for an
amendment of the building per
mit to be addressed in the
transaction documentation.
Except for standard conditions
precedent for closing, such as
obtaining a VAT tax ruling (in
asset deal transactions) or is
suance of an occupancy permit
for the whole investment, sepa
ration of the units, transforma
tion of the perpetual usufruct
right to the land into ownership
(in case of residential buildings)
or final handover of the devel
opment by the purchaser’s and
bank’s monitors are vital to be
agreed from the investor’s per
spective.
If the project is a part of a big
ger complex, residential or
mixeduse, but the property will
be separated therefrom, or if
neighboring lands may impact
the project’s further opera
tions, a good neighborhood
agreement shall be secured.
This is advisable in order to
avoid further struggles with
third parties during the opera
tion stage as well as to secure a
smooth further development
process if any expansion is en
visaged. A quoad usum agree
ment is an adequate instrument
to stipulate the rules of further
coexistence of the various
users of the project.
MORE TO COME
Since most PRS products are
still under the development
phase and the Polish market
has just started to watch how
they operate, the terms and
standards of PRS transactions
will certainly develop based on
lessons learned.
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CUTTING THE
GORDIAN KNOT?

By Andrzej Bundyra,
Associate at aszczuk &
Partners

The Lower House of the
Parliament may practically
block claims to property
nationalized after WW2.

“To cut the Gordian knot” is an
expression often used to de
scribe a decisive solution to a
seemingly insurmountable di
culty. The legend has it that
after struggling to untie the
knot tied by Gordius, king of
Phrygia, Alexander the Great
drew his knife and sliced the
knot in half with a single cut. A
problem that a patient thought
process could not solve was
solved with a simple action, yet
for a price.
Such an insurmountable prob
lem in many countries in Central
& Eastern Europe is reprivatiza
tion. In Poland, after WW2, the
Communist regime nationalized
various industries as well as
large agricultural areas. After
the collapse of the Soviet bloc
due to the political transforma
tion, many former owners and
their heirs believed they would
be able to regain the title to the
nationalized property that used
to belong to them before the
war. Yet, despite their expecta
tions, the problem of how to do
it in practice has never been ad
dressed by a holistic legal solu
tion in Poland.
LEGAL MEANS
It is possible to recover national
ized property if, for example,
the expropriation decision has
been found null and void. In par
ticular, any property owner (or
their heirs) deprived of their
property after the Second
World War could apply for the
annulment of the expropriation
decision. Most importantly,
such applications were not lim
ited in time if the expropriation
took place without legal basis or
in a gross violation of the law.
Invalidation of the decision

becomes law indeed, it means
that after the grace period of 30
days from publication of the
amendment, all ongoing cases
seeking annulment of expropri
ation decisions will have to be
dismissed if 30 years have
passed since the decision was
delivered or announced.

opened the path for formers
owners to seek the restitution
of the seized property.
However, so far, an expropria
tion decision could not be invali
dated if the expropriation had
caused irreversible legal conse
quences, such as the destruc
tion of the property or its sale to
a private person. Consequently,
if the expropriation could not be
invalidated, the public adminis
trative authority could only rule
that the decision was issued
contrary to the law and indicate
the circumstances barring invali
dation of the decision. In such a
case, the decision would remain
in force, yet injured persons
could seek compensation for il
legal deprivation of their prop
erty rights.

ROOMFORCONCERN
In July, the Senate proposed re
visions to the bill adopted by
the Lower House. The Senate
proposed that even after 30
years from issuance or publica
tion of the expropriation deci
sion, it might be possible to de
clare that the decision was is
sued contrary to the law, thus
entitling the claimant to com
pensation. The Senate also ex
tended the grace period before
the amendment comes into
force to three months. With
this, it would still be possible to
initiate proceedings seeking
compensation for the illegally
nationalized property.
Yet, the revisions made but the
Senate can be accepted or re
jected by the Lower House,
which is in a position to decide
upon the final working of the
amendment.
After the act leaves the Polish
Parliament, it will be up to the
President of Poland to sign it or
veto it. Considering the strong
political support for the pro
posed changes from the ruling
party as well as the opposition,
it is unlikely that the President
will veto the act.

RADICAL ACTION
The Polish Parliament resolved
to cut the Gordian Knot of repri
vatization in Poland by restrict
ing the possibility to annul the
oldest expropriations. The com
parison to the Gordian Knot is
all the more apt because the
amendment to the Polish Ad
ministrative Procedure is just a
onepage bill containing only
two articles. The Lower House
of the Parliament adopted it on
June 24.
According to the amendment,
after 10 years from the issuance
or publication of the expropria
tion decision, it will be impossi
ble to invalidate it. Furthermore,
after 30 years from the issuance
or publication of the expropria
tion decision, it will also be im
possible to rule that it was is
sued contrary to the law.
What is more, the amendment
states that its rules shall apply
to pending proceedings. If this

QUESTIONS
It is important to point out that
the amendment will not com
pletely shut down property
restitution claims in Poland.
Some types of properties, such
as farmland, were nationalized
not through expropriation
proper but a nationalization de
cree. In other words, no expro
priation decision had been is
sued regarding such property.
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So, the title to such property
can still be restored in Polish
courts.
Another point is that, according
to the proponents of the
amendment, the amendment
has to be done to bring the
restitution law into compliance
with a judgment of the Polish
Constitutional Tribunal of May
12, 2015. The tribunal ruled that
the provisions of the code al
lowing a grossly unlawful deci
sion to be set aside many years
later are unconstitutional. Yet,
according to the Senate, the
wording of the bill adopted by
the Lower House is not consis
tent with the Polish Constitution
as it violates the principle of the
citizens’ trust in the state and in
the law established by it, which
is a constitutional value.
WHAT NEXT?
As the legislative process is still
pending by the time of writing
this article, it cannot be clearly
said yet if the amendment pre
pared by the Lower House of
the Parliament will bring an end
to restitution claims in Poland,
and if so, to what extent.
However, it is already clear that
it will stop restitution claims
aimed at recovering national
ized property in kind. If worded
in a specific way, it may sweep
away the options to seek com
pensation for the nationalized
property loss that the heirs of
the former owners have had so
far. This is why the Senate de
cided to add its amends to the
law.
If the Lower House of the Parlia
ment rejects the revisions made
by the Senate, and the amend
ment becomes law as worded
by the Lower House, it cannot
be excluded that former owners
of nationalized properties and
their heirs, deprived of their
right to compensation, will seek
justice before the Constitutional
Tribunal or the European Court
of Human Rights.
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MAKING
IT
SIMPLE

By Izabela Jdra, Assistant
Manager, Indirect Tax
Services, KPMG in Poland;
and Kamil Chmielewski,
Supervisor, Indirect Tax
Services, KPMG in Poland.
They may need to adjust their
operations to the new re
quirements to keep their
competitiveness and make
the best possible use of new
solutions offered, such as the
Union OneStop Shop (OSS),
the electronic portal busi
nesses can use to comply
with their VAT obligations on
ecommerce sales within the
EU to consumers since 1 July
2021, and the Import One
Stop Shop (IOSS) mechanism
which was created to facili
tate and simplify the declara
tion and payment of VAT for
goods sold from a distance by
sellers from either the EU or
from a nonEU country or ter
ritory. Although using the
OSS and IOSS is voluntary, re
sorting to them may boost
business expansion across
new EU markets.

The VAT ECommerce Package
from the EU will uniform VAT
payment for EUbased online
sellers of consumer goods and
services across the union.
The VAT eCommerce package
is to bring a raft of amend
ments to the EU VAT Direc
tive, including new proce
dures and regulations to be
applied to the crossborder
sales of goods and services in
businesstoconsumer trans
actions. Due to the pandemic,
the implementation of the
package has been postponed
from January to July 2021. In
dividual EU member states,
including Poland, are required
to implement the provisions
of the package into national
legislation.
GOOD INTENTIONS
The main purpose of the VAT
ecommerce package is to fa
cilitate crossborder trade
within the EU while easing
the administrative burden on

TAXINGDISTANCE SALES
At present, suppliers execut
ing mailorder sales to buyers
in the other Member States
may choose to charge local
VAT in the country of dis
patch, as long as they stay
below the sales threshold set
by each individual EU country,
ranging from EUR 35,000 to
EUR 100,000. Yet, once the
sales threshold is exceeded,
the supplier must register for
VAT purposes and settle the
local VAT in the country of
destination.
Consequently, many small
businesses avoided register
ing for VAT purposes in the
country of destination, thus
dodging supplementary costs
related to VAT registration,
VAT compliance, as well as
tax and legal support. For in
stance, imagine a Polish com
pany selling electrical equip

business entities. It has been
one of the EU’s priorities
under the Digital Single Mar
ket Strategy. In addition, the
solutions are intended to
level the playing field for EU
and third country entities, es
pecially given that the latter
have long been using the op
portunity to make VATfree
dispatches and successfully
avoid becoming registered as
EU VAT payers.
Given the scale of the pack
age and the magnitude of
amendments it brings to the
B2C trade, it seems of para
mount importance for compa
nies—even those making
moderate crossborder sales
to consumers—and online
marketplaces to thoroughly
analyze the impact it may
have on their operations.

ment to consumers in various
EU states. Say that in 2021,
the company sold goods for
EUR 33,000 to French con
sumers and EUR 99,900 to
German consumers. The com
pany did not exceed the sales
thresholds set by France (EUR
35,000) and Germany (EUR
100,000).
Consequently, since the
French VAT threshold was not
surpassed, the company
taxed the French sales at the
Polish VAT rate and settled
the VAT due in the country of
dispatch—Poland. The dis
tance sales to France were
declared by the company in
JPK_V7M and marked with
the “SW” designation.
Regarding sales to Germany,
the distance sales of EUR
99,900 were settled by the
company in Poland. But sup
pose that there came another
order from Germany, amount
ing to EUR 10,000. It, along
with each subsequent one,
should be taxed in Germany,
and this will require that the
Polish company register in
Germany for VAT purposes
and submits German VAT re
turns.
With the VAT Ecommerce
Package comes a new defini
tion of intracommunity dis
tance sales of goods, which is
to replace the definition of
the distance sales of goods.
Moreover, it provides for lev
eling the sales threshold
across the entire EU, which is
now to amount to EUR
10,000. In addition, the new
regulation covers intracom
munity distance sales of
goods, including TBS Services
(telecommunications, broad
casting, and electronic serv
ices) provided to consumers

With the VAT Ecommerce Package comes a new definition of intracommunity distance
sales of goods, which is to replace the definition of the distance sales of goods.
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within the EU. Once the
threshold of EUR 10,000 is ex
ceeded, the sales made by
the taxable person will be
come subject to VAT in the
member state to which sales
are directed, in line with the
applicable rate.
In some instances, the thresh
old of EUR 10,000 will not be
applied at all, including intra
community distance sales of
goods made by taxable per
sons who have established
their business outside the EU
and supplies of goods made
by sellers who are established
or have their fixed establish
ment in more than one EU
member state.

community distance sales of
goods and TBE services will
be the EU member state to
which the goods are dis
patched. To settle the VAT
due, the company may use
two choices. One is to regis
ter for VAT purposes in each
EU member state where it
sells goods to and declare
and settle the VAT due via
local VAT returns. Another
choice is to register for the
VATOSS procedure in Poland.
Once registered, the com
pany will be able to declare
and settle the VAT due in EU
member states it sells to of
consumption under the One
Stop Shop scheme.

VATOSS PROCEDURE
By lowering the threshold in
the EU, the lawmakers in
tended to cover a wider
group of entities performing
the abovementioned sales
with the obligation to register
for VAT purposes and settle
VAT in the EU member state
to which they deliver goods.
However, entities may avoid
registering for VAT activities
in the country they sell their
goods to if they apply the
newly introduced VATOSS
procedure.
Imagine a Polish company
that sells goods and TBE Serv
ices to consumers across the
EU. The total value of the
company’s crossborder sales
exceeds EUR 10,000 in 2021,
while the value of sales to
each EU member state re
mains below the threshold of
EUR 10,000 (EUR 6,000 for
Germany and Spain and EUR
5,000 for France).
Starting 1 July 2021, the
threshold will be set at EUR
10,000 annually to cover all
intracommunity distance
sales of goods and TBE serv
ices made to all purchasers
across the Member States.
It means that the company
exceeded the sales threshold
of EUR 10,000. Consequently,
the place of supply of intra

THE MOSS
The VAT ECommerce Package
provides for extending the
currently applicable special
procedure for settling VAT on
TBE Services rendered to con
sumers. It is commonly re
ferred to as the Mini One
Stop Shop (MOSS), establish
ing a new OneStop Shop
(OSS) procedure and intro
ducing the Import OneStop
Shop (IOSS).
Under the VATOSS proce
dure, a single return contain
ing information on all the
sales made to consumers in
various EU member states
(taxed at local VAT rates)
must be submitted to tax au
thorities of the member state
of identification. Next, the
member state will accordingly
transfer the remitted VAT to
the "member states of con
sumption.”
The VATOSS procedure may
be applied to settle VAT on
intracommunity distance
sales of goods, and certain
consumeroriented services,
the place of supply of which is
determined under the special
rules (covers services for
which place of supply is in the
territory of the EU member
state of consumption, such as
access to cultural events or
accommodations). It may also

be applied to the sale of
goods inside a member state
(domestic supplies) made via
electronic interfaces facilitat
ing such supplies within the
meaning of the proposed Arti
cle 7a.
VATOSS IN POLAND
The key implications of using
VAT OSS in Poland imply a
range of changes. Firstly,
under the VATOSS proce
dure, Polish companies
obliged to settle VAT on sales
in other EU member states, as

ceptions.
Importantly, the VATOSS re
turn will be submitted quar
terly and will be independent
from the JPK_V7M / JPK_V7K
forms.
This means that taxpayers
using the VATOSS procedure
will have to analyze the VAT
rates applicable in the Mem
ber States of consumption to
properly calculate the VAT
due on each supply.
Using the VATOSS procedure
is optional, yet, once the tax
able entity is OSSregistered,

One for all: With the VAT Ecommerce Package, the lawmakers intended
to cover with a uniformed VAT regime a wide group of companies that
sell consumer goods online across the EU.

a result of exceeding the EUR
10,000 sales threshold, will
not have to register for VAT
purposes in the EU member
states to which they supply
goods, but will be able to sub
mit a single VAT declaration in
Poland.
To use the VATOSS proce
dure, a company must first
submit the registration appli
cation. As a rule, the applica
tion should be submitted be
fore the first day of the calen
dar quarter from which the
procedure is to be applied.
Note, however, that the regu
lations provide for some ex

it will be obliged to use the
procedure to declare and
remit VAT on all services and
supplies covered by the pro
cedure’s scope. This means
that the services or supplies
cannot be declared and set
tled selectively—some via the
VAT OSS return while others
via domestic tax returns of
the EU member states of con
sumption.
The VATOSS procedure can
not also be used to recover
the input VAT. Companies re
mitting VAT abroad and not
having a local VAT identifica
tion number in that EU mem

To use the VATOSS procedure, a company must first submit the registration application
before the first day of the calendar quarter from which the procedure is to be applied.
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The tax due on import of goods will be collected by declarants, such as postal operators,
courier firms, customs agents, from consumers at the time of delivery at the latest.
ber state will still be required
to apply for a VAT refund
under Directive no. 8 and 13.
PRODUCT ORIGIN
One of the aims of the EU VAT
Ecommerce Package is to
tackle the practice of circum
venting the requirement to
settle VAT on goods imported
from third countries within
the EU. In order to achieve
this, the VAT exemption on
imported goods in consign
ments of an intrinsic value

not exceeding EUR 22 will be
revoked in all the EU member
states, and the concept of dis
tance sales of imported
goods will be defined.
By definition, distance sales
of goods imported from third
territories or third countries
means a B2C transaction
under which the goods (other
than excise goods) are dis
patched or transported by
the seller or on their behalf
from outside the European
Union to a member state.
Importantly, for declaring and
settling VAT on distance sales
of imported goods in consign
ments not exceeding EUR
150, a new special procedure,
called Import OneStop Shop
(IOSS), will be introduced,
also as a voluntary scheme.
Where the IOSS is not used,
import VAT will be collected
from recipients (consumers)

IOSS MECHANISM
Under the IOSS procedure,
VAT on distance sales of
goods imported from third

purposes in a single EU mem
ber state, which will be
treated as the entity’s mem
ber state of identification.
Also, the IOSS scheme aims at
the settlement of VAT under a
single monthly return submit
ted by electronic means to
the member state of identifi
cation and according to the
rates applicable in the mem
ber states of consumption.
Records related to IOSS will
have to be kept for 10 years
from the end of the year in

territories or third countries
will be settled in the member
state of consumption via the
seller’s member state of iden
tification. Thus, the import of
goods itself will be exempt
from VAT since the goods will
be taxed at an earlier stage,
that is, upon being sold.
In principle, to use the IOSS
scheme, taxable persons not
established within the EU
community will have to ap
point an intermediary, which
will be liable for payment of
the VAT on distance sales of
goods imported from third
territories or third countries.
It is so because the key pur
pose of the IOSS scheme is to
enable simplified VAT settle
ments on distance sales of
goods imported from third
territories or third countries
by giving the possibility of
electronic registration for VAT

which the supply was carried
out and made available elec
tronically on request from tax
authorities of the member
states of identification and
consumption.
Under the IOSS procedure, in
voices will be issued in line
with the regulations at force
in the member state of identi
fication.
The global monthly declara
tion and payment of import
VAT is another optional
arrangement that can be used
to simplify the collection of
VAT where goods were im
ported to Poland by the con
sumer, but the IOSS was not
used.
Just as in the case of IOSS,
the monthly payment proce
dure can be applied to goods
not exceeding EUR 150 and
not subject to excise duties
imported by end consumers.

by the customs declarant,
such as postal operator,
courier firm, customs agents,
which will pay it to the cus
toms authorities via a
monthly payment. Alterna
tively, regular customs proce
dures may be applied, includ
ing paying VAT at the point of
import.
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Nevertheless, the very mech
anism of operation differs sig
nificantly.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The tax due on import of
goods (in Poland, will amount
to 23 percent regardless of
the type of goods imported)
will be collected by declar
ants, such as postal opera
tors, courier firms, customs
agents, from consumers at
the time of delivery at the lat
est. These entities will act on
their own behalf and on be
half of the individual for
whom the goods will be des
tined in the country of im
port, and they will be respon
sible for tax collection. The
monthly payment must be
made until the 16th day of the
month following the month
when VAT is collected. This is
why, under the currently de
veloped Act, such individuals
are referred to as “persons
responsible for tax collec
tion.”
Under the procedure, the
declarations submitted by the
entities listed above will con
stitute a monthly overview of
customs declarations, made
according to the place where
goods are declared, contain
ing the total amount of tax
collected in the month for
which they are submitted.
Entities responsible for tax
collection will be required to
keep electronic records of the
goods imported, store them
for 10 years from the end of
the year in which the tax lia
bility arose, and make them
available on request by cus
toms authorities.
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BETTER TIMES
AHEAD

By Marta Mikoajczyk
Pyr, Head of Retail and
MixedUse Property
Management, Savills

Ecommerce only comple
ments brickandmortar retail
formats as they evolve to give
customers convenience and
the freedom of choice.
The Polish retail market has no
tably improved since last year,
but it will still take some time
for the market to recover to
prepandemic performance
levels. I am confident, how
ever, that customers will soon
be going back to shopping cen
ters in everlarger numbers un
less another lockdown is put in
place. They will also be increas
ingly willing to visit the new
concepts of mixeduse centers
developed in response to the
evolving needs of consumers.
PARALLEL TRENDS
This process will occur in paral
lel with the ongoing growth of
ecommerce, which does not
need to go against traditional
retailing, but may complement
it through the increasing use of
omnichannel strategies com
bining click & collect, home de
livery, as well as reserve & col
lect.
The key to understanding the
evolution of retail is to recog
nize how logistics can con
tribute to a more comfortable
shopping experience and how
retail provides experiences. Lo
gistics space may complement
experiencebased retailing.
Smaller fulfillment centers
within shopping centers may
save buyers time returning
products. An example of this
might be Nordstrom’s flagship
store in New York, whose en
tire floor is dedicated to cus
tomer service, including re
turns management.
NEED TO REINVENT
A time will also come for older

retail schemes failing to re
spond to the new needs of cus
tomers to reinvent themselves.
As a matter of fact, many first
generation shopping centers,
which frequently boast a prime
location, could attract poten

square meters of gross
leasable area, of which 21,000
square meters will be dedi
cated to leisure; Karuzela Koo
brzeg, 30,000 square meters;
and Galeria Andrychów, 24,000
square meters. The space satu
ration rate for shopping cen
ters averages 275 square me
ters per 1,000 inhabitants. In
clusive of retail parks sized
over 5,000 square meters and
outlet centers; this rate stands
at more than 325 square me
ters per 1,000 inhabitants.
Poland’s retail space saturation
is, therefore, relatively high. As

High hopes: Customers will soon be going back to shopping centers in
everlarger numbers than before the pandemic unless another
lockdown is put in place.

a result, before commencing
new projects, it is imperative
that investors carefully analyze
the local market, develop the
oer to meet the unsatisfied
shopping needs of local inhabi
tants.

tial investors interested in car
rying out their transformation.
There is still, however, room
for more retail projects in
Poland, with the largest now
underway including Projekt
Góraszka comprising 77,000
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VARIED IMPACTS
Landlords, managers, and ten
ants of shopping centers alike
continue to see the impact of
the pandemic on their business
metrics. It varies by location,
which may lead some tenants
to optimize their store portfo
lios. Some may also decide to
open stores in high streets.
Not all stores in shopping cen
ters have reopened after a se
ries of lockdowns. Such va
cated premises are likely to
provide new oers in the fu
ture.
The years preceding the pan
demic saw an intensification of
the trend towards extending
food and beverage oerings,
with F&B facilities growing to
occupy more than 10 percent
of the total leasable area of
many shopping centers. Many
F&B operators, including those
present in shopping centers,
survived lockdown by oering
takeaways, while some chose
not to open during lockdowns
at all. In properties under Sav
ills management, we see sub
stantial demand for vacant
F&B space. Many existing ten
ants have also asked us for
permission to extend restau
rant terraces.
Tenants from the entertain
ment sector have been harder
hit by the pandemic, but they
are also reporting a gradual
uptick in customer numbers,
which is especially true in the
case of multiplex operators.
LOOKING AHEAD
In the long term, the pandemic
is unlikely to stop the trend to
wards the growth of mixed
use projects, particularly those
with a residential function.
Looking ahead, no shopping
center will be about retail and
entertainment only. As retail
evolution progresses, new
functions and uses will con
tinue to emerge.
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PARENTAL
LIABILITY

By Marcin
Wnukowski, Partner;
Karolina asowska,
Associate; and Justyna
winka, Lawyer,
Squire Patton Boggs.
be authorized to impose fines
on associations of undertakings.
The Competition and Consumer
Protection Act is currently silent
on any particular regulations
pertaining to imposing fines on
associations of undertakings.
However, one should not think
that imposing such fines is im
possible. The practice so far indi
cates that, for the purposes of
assessing a potential violation,
an association of undertakings
is considered a single business
entity. The current wording of
the act, however, does not fea
ture any regulations with regard
to calculating the turnover of an
association of undertakings and
its particular members for the
purposes of imposing a pecu
niary fine, nor to enabling the
enforcement of such a fine,
should the association be insol
vent.
The draft somewhat specifies
the above issue. The proposed
regulations assume that the ag
gregate total of each associa
tion member’s turnover ought
to be the basis for determining
the fine amount. The fine im
posed on an association of un
dertakings may not exceed 10
percent of the total turnover of
each of such association’s mem
bers operating on the market
on which the violation has been
committed in the financial year
proceeding that in which the
fine has been imposed.
However, in a situation when an
association of undertakings
should prove insolvent, the reg
ulation renders it necessary to
call upon the members to make
certain contributions toward
covering the amount of the fine.
Inability to make such contribu
tions by the date set by the
UOKiK may lead to more severe
consequences. That being the
case, the UOKiK will be able to
request that the fine be paid by
each of the undertakings whose
representatives were such asso
ciation’s ocers.

Parent companies to be liable
for their subsidiary violating
competition protection law.
Consumer protection may get a
boost in Poland following the
publication of a draft amend
ment to the Competition and
Consumer Protection Act, pub
lished on January 14. The draft
incorporates Directive 2019/1 of
the European Parliament and
the Council of Dec 11, 2018,
known as the ECN+ Directive. Its
main assumption is to enforce
more ecient and eective
competition protection laws
within the EU and further em
power the competent authori
ties in those jurisdictions by
adding new competencies. In
Poland, they belong to the Of
fice of Competition and Con
sumer Protection (UOKiK).
Yet, with all the wellmeaning of
its authors, the draft introduces
a rather controversial principle
of parent entity’s liability for its
subsidiary’s violations. In addi
tion, the new regulations pro
vide for a possibility to fine a
parent undertaking for violating
antimonopoly laws if it “has ex
ercised decisive influence” on
the violating subsidiary.
If the draft becomes law, com
panies will be subject to a fine
for entering into anticompeti
tive arrangements or abusing an
undertaking’s dominant posi
tion. Yet, the fine will be im
posed not only on the violating
undertaking but also on that ex
ercising decisive influence, and
it will be calculated based on
the aggregate turnover of both
entities. The undertakings’ liabil
ity will be joint.
DECISIVE INFLUENCE
The amount of the fine so far
could reach up to 10 percent of
the violating entity’s turnover
generated in the year preceding

that in which the fine is im
posed. The draft regulation’s as
sumption is that if it should tran
spire that decisive influence had
been exercised on the violating
entity, the UOKiK will be author
ized to impose an aggregate
fine on both companies—the vi
olating entity and the undertak
ing exercising such decisive in
fluence. Both companies will
then be jointly liable for the vio
lation. Further, when determin
ing the turnover amount, the
UOKiK will consider both the vi
olating entity’s turnover and
that of the undertaking or un
dertakings exercising decisive
influence. The new fine calcula
tion method will increase the
basis for determining its
amount.
Another regulation in the draft
prevents undertakings from
dodging liability by suspending
operations. So far, the key prob
lem is that undertakings that,
fearing liability for a violation of
the Consumer Protection Law,
anticipate that the UOKIK may
impose a fine on them, simply
close down the business tem
porarily. The draft may put an
end to such practices by indicat
ing that, for the purposes of ap
plying the law, it is assumed that
the definition of the undertak
ing will also include an individual
who has ceased pursuing busi
ness operations. And that is a
gamechanger.
FOLLOWING CULPRITS
So far, court practice shows that
associations of undertakings are
the most inclined to breach the
competition protection law in
this respect. Pursuant to Article
13 of the ECN+ Directive, anti
monopoly authorities ought to
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IN EUROPE
Liability on the part of a parent
entity for its subsidiary’s viola
tion of the antimonopoly law is
by no means a novelty in the
EU law, where such form of lia
bility has existed for a long
time, having been established
by ample case law. In light of
the EU law, if a parent com
pany and its subsidiary com
prise a single economic unit,
they constitute a single under
taking as provided for in Article
101 of the Treaty on the Func
tioning of the EU. That being
the case, the European Com
mission may address the deci
sion imposing a fine directly to
the parent company, without it
being necessary to determine
whether it has been directly in
volved in the violation. Such
position was taken in the judg
ment issued by the European
Court of Justice on 14 July 1972
in C48/69 Imperial Chemical In
dustries v. the European Com
mission, whereby the possibil
ity was allowed to attribute lia
bility for the subsidiary’s ac
tions to the parent company
based on the “single economic
unit” concept. In this concept,
a subsidiary does not make its
own strategic decisions, but it
rather executes the will of its
parent company, which exer
cises decisive influence over it,
though the degree of a com
pany’s independence should be
determined from time to time.
Such definition of the under
taking was also corroborated,
among others, in the judgment
of the European Court of Jus
tice issued on 24 October 1996
in C73/95 Viho Europe v. the
Commission and in the Euro
pean Commission’s Guidelines
on the applicability of Article
101 of the Treaty on the Func
tioning of the European Union
to horizontal cooperation
agreements.
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STANDING
IN HARM’S
WAY
A new law regulating the
liability of companies is a
must, but ideas for the most
effective solutions are still in
the making.
Ever since it became law, the
Act of Liability of Collective
Entities has raised controver
sies of compliance experts in
Poland and the business com
munity because of its ineffec
tiveness to penalize the cul
prits of corporate crime ade
quately.
From a legal perspective,
damages caused by corporate
actions constitute a compli
cated issue. First, the corpo
rate crime most often causes
widespread and serious con
sequences. Collective entities
operate within an organized
operational and managerial
structure, which translates
into economies of scale. Be
hind those structures are indi
viduals who take decisions
that may lead the company to
do harm that was not in
tended. But they may also
make decisions that do harm
by which they benefit their
companies. The scope of lia
bility of such individuals in the
managerial system is difficult

to weigh. It is equally difficult
to design regulations that
would embrace the problem
effectively. The main problem
in making such regulations
lies in how to define the prin
ciples of liability of the collec
tive entity properly and spec
ify the prerequisites to ensure
the effectiveness of enforce
ment of the liability. Work on
such regulations is still in
progress.

By Katarzyna
Saganowska, EMEA Head
of Compliance, TMF Group

based on a similar solution
present in Criminal Law.
This proposition has caused
quite a stir across the busi
ness community, who did not
like the restrictive provisions
included in the proposition,
namely, the prosecutor’s au
thority to apply preventive
measures to businesses. One
of the most glaring examples
the critics of the proposition
pointed to is the ban on par
ticipating in tenders or con
ducting certain types of busi
ness activities. If applied to
companies in some industries,
such a ban would certainly re
sult in the loss of their liquid
ity or even their bankruptcy.
From a legal perspective,
however, the most important
change introduced by this so
lution is the complete separa
tion of the liability of the indi
vidual from that of the enter
prise. With this, it would no
longer be necessary to prose
cute individual persons.
RADICAL THINKING
However, having in mind the
need to promote the imple
mentation of internal whistle
blowing channels, the minis
terial draft contains a signifi
cant problem. In the event of
the absence of appropriate in
ternal procedures allowing
for anonymous reporting, as
well as failure to take appro
priate action in the event of
obtaining information
through internal channels on
a particular reported concern,
the draft puts the maximum
financial penalty to PLN 60
million, from the current PLN

IDEAS FROMTHEMIN
ISTRYOFJUSTICE
The idea to enact a com
pletely new law in this re
spect appeared in 2018 when
the Ministry of Justice pre
pared a draft of the new Act
of Liability of Collective Enti
ties. The authors of the draft
assumed a new and, in a way
revolutionary approach, by
proposing to introduce a
completely new compo
nent—pretrail proceeding—
to be conducted by the prose
cutor. The proposition is

30 million.
Unsurprisingly, such a radical
change has caused a strong
resistance not only across the
business community but the
compliance community as
well. It is universally acknowl
edged that this can be
achieved by promoting the
positive aspects of internal
solutions for reporting con
cerns as a tool for improving
the culture and integrity of
the organization and its pro
tection, inter alia, from the
perspective of reputation and
fraud prevention.
CONCLUSIONS
As work on the draft contin
ues, apparently, the Ministry
of Justice considers softening
its position, so the new law
will not be applicable exclu
sively to big companies. In my
view, however, the introduc
tion of new principles of liabil
ity of collective entities is nec
essary because the present
regulations do not allow for
an effective application and
execution of the law.
Yet, it seems that still, many
entrepreneurs are not open
to the new aspects of compli
ance management and the
protection of whistleblowers.
I believe that the proposed
changes and obligations aris
ing from them may contribute
to limiting exposure to other
not yet defined risks for many
organizations that may ap
pear not exclusively in the
area of liability of collective
entities.

The introduction of new principles of liability of collective entities is necessary
because the present regulations do not allow for an effective application and
execution of the law.
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LEAVE IT TO THE
PROFESSIONALS

It is crucial to have contracts
in M&A deals executed
according to the rulebook.
Recently, the M&A market in
Poland has witnessed an in
creasing number of takeovers.
With this, the trend for transac
tions in Poland is getting more
similar to global standards. Ex
amples of practices that are
gaining popularity are Warranty
and Indemnity (W&I) insurance,
which is seller liability insurance
for breach of representations
and warranties and indemnified
circumstances, and the Sellers'
representative service. This
means that only a properly
structured transaction has a
chance to meet the require
ments of insurance companies
oering W&I insurance, and the
transaction structuring process
must be consistently imple
mented from the level of the
letter of intent, through due
diligence, to the content of the
due diligence report and the
proper content and structure of
transactional documentation.
In such circumstances, it is nec
essary to entrust transaction
advisory on both sides to spe
cialized entities, often working
in multidisciplinary teams and
understanding the nature and
requirements of this type of
transaction.
COMPLEX REQUIREMENTS
The support of appropriate ad
visors can usually guide the par
ties through the arduous trans
action process from negotia
tion through signing to closing.
However, it is a misconception
that closing means the end of
the transaction process. Each
professional M&A agreement
provides for a number of provi
sions concerning sellers' liability
supported by an appropriate
procedure. Provisions concern
ing the adjustment of the sale
price are very frequent and in
creasingly common is splitting

By Krzysztof Wójcik,
AttorneyatLaw, Head of
Legal & Corporate
Secretarial Services
at Vistra Poland

Under these circumstances,
one of the professional services
worth taking care of at the
stage of concluding an agree
ment that works in the inter
ests of both parties is a profes
sional agent for service. It gives
the party who is to send corre
spondence the certainty of ef
fective delivery, while the recip
ient of the correspondence the
certainty that he or she will not
miss any statement of the other
party, the value of which may
be very high.

the remuneration into the basic
part and conditional earnout.
Future payments are often se
cured with a deposit of part of
the price in the escrow account
and the like. All this requires in
teraction and cooperation of
the parties after the closing.
The execution of an agreement
is another, often complicated,
legal and business process. The
procedures set out in an M&A
agreement are usually closed
with strict and restrictive dead
lines.
PROPER EXECUTION
Even the most professionally
structured contracts protect
the parties only if they are fully
and correctly executed. One of
the biggest practical diculties
that can arise some time after a
transaction is the exchange of
correspondence between the
parties. This is true in the case
of the delivery of notices to sell
ers who are natural persons.
They may change their residen
tial address, go abroad, take
long holidays, or be cut o from
their telephone or email ac
counts, which is not uncommon
and perfectly understandable.
M&A contracts try to prevent
such diculties by containing a
number of provisions concern
ing the service of documents,
the obligation to inform about
the change of address, and the
sanction of declaring corre
spondence sent to the old ad
dress as delivered.
However, such provisions are
often challenged by the Polish
courts. They deemed corre
spondence delivered if the ad
dressee was able to learn its
contents. Recent amendments
to the law require that corre
spondence be delivered to the
natural person's actual resi
dence address.
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MULTIPLE SELLERS
A relatively new phenomenon
taking place on the Polish mar
ket more and more often is the
presence of several or more
persons on the selling side.
More and more frequent cases
of granting employee shares as
part of incentive programs have
the consequence that the sale
of the company involves large
groups of sellers, often holding
relatively small shares. This situ
ation presents the buyer with
the further challenge of having
to communicate with many in
dividuals. Clearly, the problems
of service described above are
multiplied, and in addition,
there is no clear date of service,
so the time limits involved may
run unevenly. One person's
deadline may be due, while an
other person’s deadline may be
still far away. This is a direct
route to chaos.
However, delivery is not the
only problem. It also arises at
the level of making statements
by such a "multiparty.” Most
often, the buyer expects a uni
form position of all sellers, who,
while at the time of sale have a
common interest, may no
longer have such a common in
terest during the performance
of the contract.
SELLERS’ REPRESENTATIVE
As an answer to the above

problems, the AngloSaxon sys
tem has the "sellers’ represen
tative" service to answer the
above problems. It is one of the
fiduciary services and consists
of replacing the "multiparty" of
the transaction with a single,
professional representative for
receipt and making statements.
The content of the statements
is determined in accordance
with an internally adopted pro
cedure that ensures a uniform
position and timely expression.
The "sellers' representative”
service, although not wide
spread on the Polish market,
seems to be a good answer to
the needs of both sides of the
transaction. Foremost it is a
service aimed at sellers who
benefit from the professional
service of collecting and sub
mitting the other party's state
ments. At the same time, an im
portant beneficiary of the serv
ice will be the investor, for
whom the possibility of contact
with one entity may be crucial
to ecient handling of the
transaction process after clos
ing. Entrusting the service of
"Sellers' representative" to a
professional entity ensures the
correct circulation of state
ments and the necessary objec
tivity.
CONCLUSIONS
Modeling an M&A transaction is
a tedious process, but the suc
cess of such a transaction does
not come down only to finaliz
ing the sale. It is worth remem
bering to ensure proper post
sale procedures and profession
alize their service. All parties
will benefit from such solutions,
and the cost may turn out to be
disproportionately low in rela
tion to the risk of diculties
that each party may encounter
during the execution of the
M&A agreement and the risk of
related disputes.
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GAMES
PEOPLE
PLAY

By Micha Pypka, Jan Kamierczak,
Lawyers; and Maciej A. Szewczyk,
AttorneyatLaw, M&A and Corporate
Practice, Wardyski & Partners
game sector may differ de
pending on the type of com
pany and the nature of the po
tential transaction. Apart from
examining obvious issues,
such as title to shares, review
of financial documents, corpo
rate resolutions, and others,
issues driven by the nature
and size of the entity will also
be relevant. Different ap
proaches need to be applied
with large listed companies,
privately held companies, and
startups still seeking the opti
mum business model.
For instance, in transactions
involving share rights in a
company, it is vital to analyze
the corporate documents, in
particular the documents
under which title to shares
has been transferred. First,
the existence of the shares
must be confirmed, along
with the rights incorporated
into the shares. Second, the
legal title to the shares held
by the seller should be veri
fied. Confirming that the
seller has the right to dispose
of the shares is particularly im
portant because, as a rule,
such shares cannot be ac
quired in good faith from an
unauthorized person.
The form in which shares in a
limitedliability company were
acquired in the past should
also be examined. Under
Art. 180 of the Commercial
Companies Code, this requires
written form with notarized
signatures. The absence of
this form will render the prior
transaction invalid if the con
tract was concluded on or
after 1 January 2001—before
that date, ordinary written
form was sufficient.
In the case of shares in a joint
stock company, it should be
examined if the shares that

The basics for running due
diligence in companies
developing video games
As new generations of com
puter users engage with video
games, the video gaming in
dustry is booming on a global
scale. In recent years the
video game market has been
rocked by many large M&A
deals including two by Mi
crosoft: the acquisition of the
studio Mojang, responsible
for Minecraft, for USD 2.5 bil
lion; and of ZeniMax Media
for USD 7.5 billion.
Game development is also a
major industry in Poland. In
2020, CD Project became the
largest public company in
Poland by market capitaliza
tion, overtaking such giants as
PKO Bank Polski, PKN Orlen,
and KGHM.
ATTRACTING INVESTORS
Legal due diligence is a stan
dard expected by investors.
Yet, running a due diligence is
an organizational and legal
challenge for the company in
the offing as well as for the in
vestor. Good preparation by
both parties greatly facilitates
the process.
Due diligence typically covers
financial, tax and legal as

pects. In the video game in
dustry, key areas include is
sues of corporate law, intel
lectual property, and employ
ment law.
Due diligence is also useful in
determining the list of activi
ties that should be addressed
or which the parties must re
member about before the
final closing of the transac
tion. They may include the ob
taining of the necessary cor
porate approvals on the part
of the buyer and seller. An ex
ample would be the need for
the seller to obtain approval
from the shareholders’ meet
ing to sell the enterprise, as
provided in the Commercial
Companies Code. Or if the
transaction involves shares, it
should be determined
whether the articles of associ
ation require the company’s
approval for the sale of
shares. Failure to obtain such
approval may render the sale
contract ineffective against
the company.
SPECIFIC FOCUS AREAS
Corporate due diligence of
companies from the video
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are the subject of the contem
plated transaction were prop
erly entered in the sharehold
ers’ register (for a privately
held jointstock company) or
in a securities account (for a
public company). Failure to
enter the acquirer in the
shareholders’ register, or se
curities account, generally
means with respect to the
company, that the person is
not regarded as a shareholder
and can not vote at the gen
eral meeting or enforce rights
to a dividend.
BUYINGSTARTUPS
Companies under startup
mechanisms require a special
approach during analysis of
corporate aspects of legal due
diligence. Startups are often
financed not by the origina
tors of the company con
tributing their knowhow, but
by investors who wish to exit
the company after it begins to
generate a profit or beyond a
specified investment horizon.
In such companies, it is often
the founders who are seeking
a new investor willing to ac
quire shares or the entire en
terprise.
In such situations, the party
conducting due diligence
must deal with articles of as
sociation structured in a man
ner typical for startups, and
other documents governing
relations between the share
holders, disposal of shares,
and potential obligations aris
ing under such agreements.
The documents establishing
entities of this type typically
regulate comprehensively the
relations between the share
holders. Sometimes it will not
be possible for an investor to
join such a company, if the ar
ticles of association contain
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provisions restricting the pos
sibility of disposing of share
rights or imposing a certain
method for proceeding when
taking decisions on ownership
changes. This usually involves
provisions on a right of pre
emption or priority, tagalong
rights—which in certain situa
tions may block an acquisition
of shares in the company)—or
other provisions that cannot
be changed without first hold
ing a certain percentage of
the shares.
Another challenge is the finan
cial leveraging of the newly
created company’s capital. In
such situations, the lenders
often secure their interests
through encumbrances on the
company’s assets. This can
generate numerous risks, for
instance, when key intellec
tual property rights, which
first sparked the prospective
acquirer’s interest in the tar
get, have been pledged as col
lateral.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The development and produc
tion of a video game can be a
venture spread out over multi
ple stages, taking several
years and involving many dif
ferent people. Yet, it is the
end product that draws the in
vestor and leads to the deci
sion to enter negotiations
with the target. It is thus vital
to confirm that the company
is fully entitled to the game it
produces. This is not always
obvious or unambiguous, par
ticularly when work on the
game may have begun infor
mally.
Nearly everything that is cre
ated during the process of de
veloping a game may be un
derstood as intellectual prop
erty. This includes graphic de
signs, musical arrangements,
game universes including
characters and narrative, soft
ware, names and logos. With
respect to the concept for the
game, ideas as such are not
protected, and thus are not
the subject of intellectual
property rights. Only in cer
tain instances, protection may
extend to a certain expression
of the concept for a game. It
may be protected if it has a
creative, individual nature.
When offered to investors,

the company should hold the
rights to the games it devel
ops. If the game was created,
for example, by the founders
before the company was es
tablished, they should trans
fer the rights to the company,
so that it can exploit, elabo
rate on and dispose of the
game (through sale or li
cense). Alternatively, the
rights should be bought out
by the originator who wishes
to continue the work on the
game.
Polish law requires a written

valid or raise doubts as to the
scope of rights acquired by
the company.
SENSITIVE ISSUES
Various employment issues
are checked in due diligence,
such as the use of external
service providers, working
time, and contracts with key
employees, particularly in
terms of noncompetition and
confidentiality clauses.
Outsourcing is very popular in
the production of video
games. Developers often use

Looking deep: Video game developing companies have special struc
tures and require special attention during due diligence.

agreement transferring eco
nomic copyright. Yet, transfer
of economic copyright in the
form of terms agreed through
email correspondence, or by
issuance of an invoice, will not
be effective because the re
quirement for written form
will not be fulfilled.
Without a contractual transfer
of rights, the rights will re
main with the creator, and the
company may be treated at
most as a nonexclusive li
censee. It is also important to
properly scrutinize for the
company’s situation to be
properly secured with respect
to acquiring intellectual prop
erty rights in relation to em
ployees or freelancers with
whom the company cooper
ates on the basis of civil con
tracts.
Industry pros are well aware
of necessary to secure intel
lectual property rights, yet it
is all too common to find im
proper provisions in contracts
that make those contracts in

external entities, such as
voice actors, script writers,
musicians, graphic artists, and
programmers. Considering
how long it takes to develop a
game, it can be difficult to de
termine the status of persons
who have been providing
services for a long time. Often
the nature of the services
they provide differs little from
the work performed by staff
hired under employment con
tracts. For this reason,
grounds may arise for deem
ing the relations with such
service providers to be em
ployment, which is risky as it
entails the possibility of re
classification of existing con
tracts and the need to pay so
cial insurance contributions in
arrears.
Another problem faced by the
game development industry is
the “crunch”—the period of
intense effort in the runup to
the launch of a game. This
phenomenon can have legal
repercussions, but also can
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drive down staff morale or
even result in the departure of
key personnel.
It may also be necessary to re
view contracts with key em
ployees and contractors coop
erating with the company in
terms of noncompetition and
confidentiality clauses. The
period for which such clauses
are in force requires particular
attention, along with whether
the clauses remain in force
after the end of the parties’
cooperation—this can be vital
to protect the potential in
vestor against the departure
of key staff after the investor
acquires the company.
BROAD PERSPECTIVE
Due diligence covers the en
tire company and all areas of
its operations, and describing
all of them is beyond the
scope of this article. If the ar
ticle were to address all areas
and issues that deserve atten
tion, the article could grow as
long as a typical due diligence
report, which could run to
dozens of pages.
Apart from the issues men
tioned above, companies
seeking investors should ver
ify the data protection rules
they apply (including cyberse
curity) and examine the con
tracts to which they are a
party.
Publishing, licensing and other
agreements related to the
company’s cooperation with
contractors (suppliers and
customers) may contain provi
sions commonly known as
changeofcontrol clauses.
These provisions address the
parties’ mutual rights and obli
gations in the event of a possi
ble change in ownership struc
ture. These clauses typically
contain provisions under
which a change in a party’s
ownership structure requires
the consent of the other party
or gives the other party a
right to terminate the con
tract early. It is thus vitally im
portant to be aware of such
provisions, as they can block
or greatly hinder the company
from finding an investor and
carrying out the transaction.
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CREDITORS'
DILEMMAS
There are limits to enforcing a
US lawgoverned security over
assets in Poland.
Lenders' claims under loan
agreements are often secured
by collateral, which sometimes
covers the entirety of debtor's
assets. If the debtor operates
in many countries, the collat
eral may include assets lo
cated outside its jurisdiction.
These assets may include in
ventory, real estate, receiv
ables from concluded agree
ments or movables such as ve
hicles or goods. A question
arises as to whether a lender
whose claims are secured by a
US lawgoverned collateral
covering all the debtor's as
sets can enforce its claims
from assets located in Poland
with priority based on the US
lawgoverned collateral. And if
not, what additional steps
should a USbased investor,
bank or alternative lender take
in order to establish eective
security over assets in Poland?
POLISH LAW PARAMETERS
As a rule, a judgement of a US
court adjudicating a claim in
favor of the lender should be
recognized by a Polish court,
after fulfilling procedural re
quirements. Similarly, the
choice of US law and jurisdic
tion of US courts for a loan
agreement should be recog
nized by Polish courts, in ac
cordance with provisions of
Polish law and respective in
ternational treaties, such as
the Hague Convention of 30
June 2005 on Choice of Court

Agreements. It does not
mean, however, that security
agreements governed by US
law will be recognized as valid
security over the debtor's Pol
ish assets by Polish courts and
bankruptcy or enforcement of
ficials.
Under the Polish international
private law, ownership and
other rights in rem, which are
eective towards third parties
such as pledges and mort
gages, shall fall under the law
of the state in which the ob
ject of such rights is located.
This may not be straightfor
ward in the case of goods
being transported between
countries, for as a rule, rights
in rem on goods in shipping
shall fall under the law of the
state from which the item was
dispatched. Therefore, regis
tering a pledge on the grounds
of security instruments gov
erned by US law may be possi
ble only if all necessary criteria
to establish them under Polish
law are fulfilled, including pro
viding all information required
for registration of security by a
court.
Moreover, security will not be
eective on receivables that
are nontransferable under
Polish law, such as, among
others, certain receivables in
respect of public health care
establishments or tax authori
ties.
From the practical perspec
tive, a US lawgoverned secu

By Micha Kulig, Senior
Associate, and Jan
Gsiorowski, Associate,
Wolf Theiss Poland

rity should be much less e
cient to enforce in Poland than
a Polish lawgoverned one,
and less likely to enjoy priority
of satisfaction in enforcement
and other benefits arising
from provisions of Polish law.
In practice, a court baili,
bankruptcy receiver or other
Polish bankruptcy or enforce
ment ocial may have dicul
ties in applying US law and
therefore would need to rely
on the judgement of a Polish
court confirming the validity
of the US lawgoverned secu
rity interest, the issuance of
which may be a lengthy and
complex process which the
debtor might try to prolong to
delay the enforcement.
REMAINING RISK
If a US lawgoverned security
agreement fulfills all the condi
tions required under Polish
law, and therefore would be
recognized as valid by a Polish
bankruptcy or other enforce
ment ocial or court, there is
still a risk that the lender's po
sition would be the same as
that of any other unsecured
creditor of a debtor. There
fore, lender's claims would
have lower priority of satisfac
tion—during the bankruptcy,
restructuring or standard
court enforcement proceed
ings—towards the creditors
privileged by Polish law or hav
ing security over debtor's as
sets registered under agree
ments such as, inter alia, Polish
lawgoverned pledges over
movables and rights or Polish
law governed mortgage over a
real estate.
In any case, real estate of a

debtor located in Poland may
only be subject to Polish law
governed security in the form
of a mortgage. Therefore, any
security established over Pol
ish real estate pursuant to US
lawgoverned security would
not be eective under Polish
law.
Accordingly, in order to secure
lender's interests to enforce
from debtor's assets located
in Poland, establishing a secu
rity package governed by Pol
ish law is highly recom
mended.
CONCLUSIONS
A US lawgoverned security
over assets located in Poland
is unlikely to be fully enforce
able in Poland with respect to
the Polish assets of the
debtor, regardless of whether
the debtor acts directly,
through the branch, or in any
other form. Some security in
terests, such as security over
real estate located in Poland,
would be deemed invalid
under Polish law without leav
ing any room for interpreta
tion.
Therefore, it is recommended
that a standard security pack
age governed by Polish law
should be established over
debtor's material Polish assets
and receivables, such as secu
rity assignment of rights,
pledges and mortgages. Such
a security package governed
by Polish law should allow for
more ecient enforcement,
and a higher eectiveness to
wards third parties and prior
ity of satisfaction towards un
secured creditors.

It is recommended that a standard security package governed by Polish law
should be established over debtor's material Polish assets and receivables, such
as security assignment of rights, pledges and mortgages.
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